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PREFACE
Of

pursuits that are followed

all

by men, whether

combined^
none perhaps in which self-help and selfdependence are so absolutely needful as in the sport
of fishing. In no craft, indeed, that can be named is
it more desirable that those who take it up should be
able to make and mend the various article's aild apfor pleasure or for profit, singly or for both

there

is

pliances that are required for

The

its

prosecution.

must' be remembered, when angling or fly-fishing, plies his avocation in places far
removed from the busy haunts of men, and for the
most part alone ; and if,; then, he cannot help himself,
there is no one to whom he can appeal for aid. An
unlucky accident, forsooth, may suddenly put a premature end to a promising day's sport, if the fisherman has not with him the materials and, worse, does
not possess the skill to set the damage to rights and

go

to

fisherniany

it

work again with

The unlooked-for

as

loss of or injury to tackle,

his

do

little

delay as possible.

fracture of the joint of a rod, or the

way homewards long

may compel him

to take

before he would otherwise

he be unable to effect the repairs necessary
him to renew his attempts to transfer some
of the finny tribe from pool or stream to creel or bag.
Again, on his arrival at the river's bank, he may find
so, if

to enable
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that the day's success will

depend entirely on the use

of a fly which his book does not contain, and whose
prototypes are skimming over the surface of the water

much to the satisfaction of the tenants of
who are even leaping into air to snatch

the stream,
their prey.

In such a case an hour occupied in making three or
four flies in imitation of those which are for the time
so peculiarly attractive to the fish, will be time well
spent and by no means lost.
But those who would be able to

make

or

mend

at

must gather experience and skill by practice at
home in quiet hours and spare time, when nothing
will,

else has

prior claim on their attention.

to enable, or at all events to assist, all

the will to do so, to

make rods and

Therefore,

who have

necessary tackle

all kinds for themselves, and to become acquainted
with all that it is needful to know about the materials
they require, and where to buy them or whence to get
them, I have ventured to put forth this little volume,
in which I have gathered up the experiences of many

of

years as a

man

my own tackle and as a fisherwaters on both sides of the Atlantic.

maker of

in various

October, 1886.
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HOOKS OF VARIOUS KINDS, ANCIENT AND MODERN.

FTER

I

follow, I

ject

had mapped out the chapters that
had much doubt whether the sub-

was of

warrant

me

sufficient

general interest to

in offering

them

to the pub-

though I personally had felt the want of such
a work, and knew of others who had confessed the
lisher,

same need.

In

my

difficulty I

consulted a valued

friend (one of the best anglers of the day),
is

an extract from his reply

interest?

Do you know

bers of angling clubs in
that class yclept

'

:

"

Why

and here

not of sufficient

that there are 41 17

London

mem-

alone, chiefly of

working men,' comprising artisans

kinds
Then look at the 117 Clubs and Societies of the provinces, including those immense organiMr. Wheeldon, in his handbook
sations of Sheffield
says
it is computed that there
Clubs,'
on Angling
less
than
were not
30,000 visitors last year to the
waters over which the Boston Angling Association
of

all

.?

!

'

has jurisdiction, and ask yourself if it be possible to
number those people who come under the category
of 'amateur' and skilled fishermen, who frequent the
Lea and Thames during the season." I found my-

lO
self
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pondering on

and have,

this,

in the end, arrived

at a practical conclusion.

The manufacture

of fishing-tackle by the amateur
an art by no means difficult of acquirement, if the
operator be even as careful in following directions as
he would be in connection with the, most ordinary
piece of carpentry and in the event of his being an
angler, the difficulties are remarkably decreased. With
a constituency of many thousands who make fishing
a dearly valued sport, the professional manufacturers
is

;

are few, and the retailers enjoy a comparative
poly.

It is true Messrs. Allcock, of

mono-

Redditch, employ

over six hundred hands in actual manufacture from

raw

material, but then they supply half the tackle-

—probably

—

within the mark of
our boast the sun never
sets.
Yet every little and big retailer terms himself
a maker; and it is for country and town private
residences, gorgeous and high-rented shops in busy
dealers

this

that empire on which

far

is

it

is

and to swell the large balance at the^bankers, that each and every angler has to exorbitantly contribute, if he decide to supply all his wants
thoroughfares,

angling from the tackle shops. I say this fearbecause I know the original cost, the comparative easiness of making, and the ultimate prices
obtained for goods often of inferior and unreliable
make. Many a pound have I saved for myself by
the home manufacture of tackle and it is precisely
for

lessly,

;

because

I desire to see

offer these articles to

others doing the like, that

my

readers.

thing cannot be

made by

percentage can

and

Of

I

course, every-

the amateur, but a large

show

to what perfection of
manipulative deftness one can attain, I may add that
the friend of mine aforesaid, two years ago, had
;

to
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never made an artificial fly, and now is reputed one
of the best makers in Hampshire of those quintessences of daintiness
the " Quill Gnats " and the
various Duns. I also have puzzled out all I know

—

about the subject unaided during the

last twenty-five
years of varied occupations which, however, have

been rendered bright by a love of fishing and

its

co-

ordinate pleasures.

So much by way of introduction
forgiven

if I

;

and

I

may be

further preface the subject with a few

remarks on the history of fishing tackle in the past.
Hooks were certainly in use when the Book of Job
was written, and Isaiah also makes unmistakable
reference to these implements also.
Egypt seems,
also, to be a nation to which one can turn with a
.

certainty of finding proofs that the angler existed

before Christianity.
Bronze harpoons and
hooks still exist to show that this was so. An
Egyptian tomb, built, according to Mr. Adams, as

in ages
fish

early as the seventeenth dynasty, contains a repre-

sentation of two

men

angling, with the hieroglyph

of fishing inscribed above them.

Net-casting, fishing

with cormorants, or a bird resembling them, are all
represented on various monuments ; and it is known
that fish culture was well understood by the ancient

Egyptians.

Theocritus (270

B.C.),

and Ausonius

centuries after Christ), both refer to angling.
to pass to a later period of

Egypt

(four

And,

— this "China of the

western world," who is there that does not remember
the exquisite joke, detailed by Plutarch and drama-

by Shakspeare ("Anthony and Cleopatra"),
wherein the swarthy queen, " brow-bound with burning gold," sent her diver down to put a salt fish on
the unlucky Roman's hook, which " he with fervency
tized

FISHING TACKLE.
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drew

In classic times Oppian published his

up."

and fishing and I mention him
to simply say that he was probably the first to indicate a weapon like our present gorge hook used in
pike fishing. These are the words—

great

"

poem on

fish

;

He holds the labrax, and beneath its head
Adjusts with care an oblong piece of lead
Framed from its form a dolphin, armed with this
The bait shoots headlong through the blue abyss,
Till some dark form across its pathway flit,
Pouches the hook, and finds the

biter bit."

as the reader will see hereafter, is
for manipulation as indicated
constructed
specially

The gorge hook,

in the verse.

So

far

as English anglers

and tackle-makers are

concerned, however, the art practically commenced
with the publication of the "- Treatyse of Fysshynge

with an Angle,"

by the

St. .Albans, in 1496.

fair prioress

of Sopwell, near

This Diana of England

frankly that hook-making

is

tells

the most difficult

us

art,

and she figures in the quaint old-world style, the
shapes and sizes. I have copied the engraving as
a curiosity, so that when I come to speak of the
hooks of to-day, the form of which
the reader

may compare

is

shown

the advance.

in Fig. 4,

Figi

i

is

an

exact facsimile from the "boke," and they are directed to be made by means of several tools, also
figured in her " boke."
These include a file, hammer,
anvil, and a pair of pincers, like the horns of some
night-mare black stag beetle. How fish could eyer be
reconciled to be taken
as these hooks,

I

by such impracticable weapons

as an angler cannot divine.

Since the above was written (June, 1884), I have
had the good fortune of seeing a fish weighing 1 1 1 lbs.

HOOKS OF VARIOUS KINDS.
which was caught on tackle quite similar
to that

shown

at

Fig.

13
in

character

3.

This was a magnificent
specimen of the Silver
King, or Tarpon, of Florida {Megalops Thrissoides),
captured in the latter end
March (1885), by a Mr.

A

of

Figs.

I, 2, 3.

— Fishing Hooks and Tackle

of the Fifteenth Century.

-

W. H. Woods, of New
York, U. S. A. Previously,
this magnificent specimen
of the herring family

such it
sembles

is,

— for

and greatly

the

ClupeidcB

rein

many ways — was thought
to be unconquerable

by the

On

being hooked
by even the stoutest of wire-bound hooks,
angle.

its

in-
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stant tactics were terrific leaps out of water and
shakings of the head, which, together with the immense size and swiftness of the fish, ordinarily upset
the angler's nerves and broke his tackle. Mr. Wood,
however, determined to prepare for this usual de-

and used brass chains instead of wire
or gimp so successfully, that he landed five fish in
as many days weighing an average of 93 lbs., fishing
the while fairly with rod, reel, line, hook, and bait.
Decidedly the greatest angling achievement of the
nineteenth century. The chain used was about the
size of that shown in Fig. 3
but the hook was a
large cod hook of the best make as regards temper
and material.
"
Figs. 2 and 3 also show her so-called " rennynge
(running) line with the hook attached. The tyro will
be astounded to notice the advancement in neatness
and delicacy since that day, when it seemed necessary
to use such terrible engines. They seem rather to
belong to that species of fishing chronicled in the
rhymes

structive power,

—

;

:

" For angling rod he took a sturdy oak,

For line a cable that in storms ne'er broke
His hook was baited with a dragon's tail,
And then on rock he stood to bob for whale."
;

As

I

shall

equally absurd
in use.

in

flies

"

—

the chapter on fly-making,
woll donnes " (wool duns) were

These, however, do not seem to have been

quite so rudely

of them.

show

made

as the hooks furnishing a part

Rod-iriaking was of an extraordinary cha-

and just for the sake of quoting a curiosity of
mechanical direction in this introductory chapter, I
shall give the words of the good Dame Berners from
the celebrated " treatyse " itself
" And how ye shall
racter

;

:

—

HOOKS OF VARIOUS KINDS.
make your rodde
shall

fayr

craftly I shall here teche you.

Ye

Mychelmas and Candylmas a
staffe of a fadom and a halfe long and arme grete

(size

kytte between

of one's arm), of hasyle, willowe, or aspe, and

bethe
let

1

hym

him

in

an hote ovyn, and sette

cole and drye a moneth.

frette (tie about)

hym

fast

hym

evyn, then

Take thenne and

with a cockershote cord

and binde him to a form or an evyn square grete tree.
Take thenne a plumber's die that is evyn and streyte
and sharpe at one eynde, and hete the sharp ende in
a charcoal fire till it be whyte, and berrne the staffe
therewyth through eyver streyte in the pyth at both
endes till they mete, and after that berrne him in the
iiethyr ende wyth a byrde broche (bird spit), and
wyth other broches, each grater than the other, and
even the gretest the laste, so that ye make your hole
aye taper nere. Thenne let him lye stille and kele
two dayes unfrette (untie) him thenne, and let him
dtye in a hous rofe in the smoke till hee be drye. In
the same season take a fayre yard of green hasyle,
and bethe him even and streyghte, and lete it drye
wyth the staffe and thenne whenne they be drye
make the yard mete into the hole in the staffe, and
to performe that other half of the croppe, take a fair
;

;

shoote of blacke thorne crabbe tree, medteler or of
same season, and wel bethyd
and streyghte and frette (tie up) them together fetely,
so that the croppe may just enter into the sayd hole,
then shave your staffe and make him tapre well, then

jenypre, kytte in the

vyrell (ferrule) the staffe at

both ends wyth long hopis

of yren (hoops of iron)."

The

weapon it is hardly
reproduce
here
but
1 may say that it
worth while to
rough
hoe-handle-like
impleportrays an exceedingly
illustration of this notable
;
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ment, of a make quite strong enough to summarily
"
land any fish known now, barring the " Silver King

Of

perhaps.

this the reader,

assured, seeing that

bound about with

it

is

however,

may

be well

as thick as one's arm,

and

" hopis of yren."

An

account of the state of tackle in the early part
is given in verse by John
Dennys the laureate of angling which I may be
forgiven for quoting in a work of so practical a nature
on the score of its quaint shrewdness and truth.
of the seventeenth century

—

" But

—

when in time the fear and dread of man
more and more on every living thing,

Fell

And all the creatures of the virorld began
To stand in a.we of this usurping king,
Whose tyranny so farre extended than
That earth and sea' it did in thraldom bring,
It viras a work of greater paine and skill
The wary Fish in Lake or Brooke to kill.
"

So worse and worse two ages more did passe
Yet still this Art more perfect daily grew
For then the slender rod invented was
Of finer sort than former ages knew
And hooks were made of silver and of brass,
And lines of hemp and flaxe were framfed new.
And sundry Baites experience found out more
;

;

Than
"

But

elder times did

at the last the Iron

know

or try before.

age drew neere.

Of all the rest the hardest and most scant
Then Hnes were made of silke and subtile hayre,
And rods of hghtest cane and hazell plante.
And hooks of hardest Steele inuented were,
That neither

skill nor workmanship did want.
so this art did in the end attaine
Vnto that state were now it doth remaine."

And

I do not know that I should be doing any good
by prolonging the slight account I have given of
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by tracing the developments which
the last four centuries (nearly) have produced in the
general outfit of the angler.
pretty fair idea can
ancient tackle, nor

A

be gathered of its condition at the time when the first
volume on fishing was produced in England, and the
successive refinenients which, curiously enough, seem
also to have so refined the fish as to have become
necessities
would be of no practical use to the tyro.
Isaak Walton, in his "Compleat Angler," gives us
no valuable hints as to tackle manufacture, though,
to be sure, the knowledge he possessed was no doubt
in tolerably good case by 1653, the date of the publication of his book.
He quotes an old rhyme as
being sufficient in its enumeration, though of course
it could hardly have been so

—

—

:

'

My

rod and

my

line,

my

float

and

My hook and my plummet, my

my

lead,

whetstone and knife.

My basket, my baits, both living and dead.
My net and my meat, for that is the chief
Then I must have thread and hairs, great and small,
With mine angling purse and so you have all.

—

Hooks had greatly improved in Walton's time, for
some editions he mentions a maker whose name is
even now well-known, as applied to a .particular make
and shape I mean Kirby. It is said that Prince

in

—

Rupert communicated the secret of tempering them,
to one of this name during the troublous times of
King Charles I., and that so late as 1760 one of the
family was living, having preserved the secret. The
Prince, however, in this has a rival in the great architect,

Sir Christopher

Wren.

If the latter invented*

the better tempering, it is nevertheless certain that
the German prince greatly improved, both the shape

and material of

his day.

Fig.

4 shows the

"

Kirby "

li
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shape as now made, though of course the processes
are widely different.
No angler of the present day attempts the making
of his own hooks, from economical motives. By the
bye, Mr. Seth Green, the great

American

fish culturist,

makes a barbless hook from needles for his own
In the
trout-fishing, and prefers them to all others.

Dame

time of the good

existed
his

Berners, of course, no choice

— either

angler fitted out

the

from beginning to

tackle basket

end, or he didn't

go

At any

fishing.

from the specimens of hooks of
that day it is tolerably cleair there were
few wholesale makers of very advanced
rate,

skill.

Yet

it is

remarkable, as showing the

actual development of mechanical
that

skill,

the whole of the ten processes

modern
hook of ordinary make, are carried out
4.— Modern purely without self-acting machinery
necessary in the perfecting of a

Fig.

;

"Kirby ""shape.

^^'^

*^^^

hook are

to

is

its

the

directly

handicraft of the workmen.
steel

therefore, of each

qualities,

The

of the
purely one of personal experience, in reference
either being good or bad ; and though each

stage in the manufacture of a hook

minimum
skilled
it

of the

result

—in

selection

is

reduced to

of complexity, yet the labourer
fact,

the making of a hook from the time

exists as steel wire only

jn hundreds,

its

must be

till

a chain which

it is

turned out packed

like every other,

no
weakest link; or, to put on one side
metaphor and speak plainly, such a- ^ook is good or
bad according to whether all have done their work

stronger than

is

its

is,
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its production, or have not.
Let me advise
the v/ould-be-tackle-maker, never, under any circum-

well in

stances, to omit trying his hooks,

and 'on no account
one that is top brittle or too soft.
I am not aware that the process of hook-making
has ever been described in detail before, that is, as it is
carried on in that great centre of needle and fishingto use

tackle

making— Redditch.

Allcock

S.

I

By

the kindness of

Mr

recently had an opportunity of witness-

ing the whole process as carried on at the Standard

Works, and it is probable that a more interesting
operation does not exist.
Shortly, it may thus be
explained. The. wire used in river hook-making is
Swedish and of cast steel, varying of course
gauge, according to the requirements of the hook

chiefly
in

be made.

to

seriatim

The

various

stages

are

as

follows,

:

First.
The operator takes a number of wires and
the correct length being arrived at, he quickly and
sharply cuts them into lengths with a large pair of
;

shears.

The metal being

in its soft state, this is

not a

laborious job, but seems to be performed with ease

may however arise from long practice.
Second.
number of the shafts thus prepared are
arranged horizontally side by side on a plane surface
with their right-hand ends against an upright.
this

A

A

knife,

ground hollow,

is

now drawn

and the beard or barb
slight turn of the knife

is
is

against the shafts,

thus formed, which by a

opened.

We

have now
and

straight shanks or shafts, with a beard or barb

no

point.

points are now carefully filed by men
Using a pair of tongs made specially to
hold the wire, and rapidly turning the same, they put

Third.

and boys.

The
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a point on it instantly. In the case of bayonetpointed-hooks this process, of course, takes a longer
time but the round form of point is easier to obtain.
;

A little wooden block
of each
child

I

filer,

and

it is

is

placed at the bench in front
what a quantity each

surprising

saw could turn out per hour.
Fourth. This stage

is

very interesting.

necessary to give the hook its
form, and for this purpose the boy or girl
operative holds a mould mounted on a

now

It is

wooden handle, fashioned like the pothook of our copy-books. With one deft
movement the beard is hooked round
the shorter end and a quick turn brings
the shank straight with the shank of the

mould.

Fig.

tout ensemble

5,

imperfectly shows the

of the

little

mould consists of steel
and there fixed rigidly.

tool.

let in

the

The
wood

The Fifth process consists of shaping
the ends according to the desired pat(See Fig. 5a.)

In simple flattening
accomplished by means of a small
anvil fixed into a block of some hard
wood, the boy striking the shank with
The other patterns are produced by

tern.

5.— Mould this

Fig.

Shaping
Hooks.

for

a hammer.

is

separate processes.

Process Six is a most important one, and it consists
of the hardening of the hitherto soft steel hook.
Mere
description will not suffice to do justice to this stage

hook manufacture. The heat required for each
and size of hook varies and, as I before hinted,
there is all the difference between a hook too hard
of

style

or too

;

soft.

In the former case, immediately

it

is

HOOKS OF VARIOUS KINDS.
Struck against the hard jaw of a
going at the bend or at the point.
irritating to the trout fisherman
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fish, it flies,

either

Nothing

more

is

than to find the

fish

pricked and gone, and the point also minus and this
not discovered, possibly, till he has hit, and, as he
thinks, by some fault of his aim missed the rising fish.
The best hooks are those which are tested and found
of perfect temper, and they are, of course, of the best
;

Those which, by some mistake or accident, or
unavoidable chance, are not deemed
i, are sold at

price.

A

Fig. 5a.

— Shanks or Hooks,
(d)

Knobbed,

Ringed,

often

flies, etc.,

are cheap

At

equally nasty.

(f)

liver oil.

The huge

Messrs. Allcock's

was

told a

I

was

medium was cod

vat into which the hooks
I

tackle-

— very cheap, and

surprised to find that the hardening

a most unpleasant, but

Eyed,

(c)

These go to those

a considerably less price.

makers whose

Tapered,
Marked.

(a) Flatted, (b)

(e)

most

fall

had

beneficial

fragrance.

The Seventh process is,
The hooks are let fall on a
oil

before referred

to,

of course, the tempering.
fine wire sieve in the cod

and are thence taken and,

to--

gether with fine silver sand, are mixed and turned

about

in

a frying-pan

kind of receptacle over an

FISHING TACKLE.
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aperture like that of a kitchen range, beneath which
is

Ever and anon a hook is picked
and as soon as one lot is deemed
tempered, it is passed on one side, and

a charcoal

fire.

out and tested
sufficiently

;

another takes its place. Of course the experience of
the operator dictates the finish of each parcel and
the man is always selected from those of the highest
;

capabilities,

both as regards fish-hooks and needle-

making.

The polishing is the next on the list, and
performed in two ways. "I believe I am right
in saying that the following is the process for the
best and smallest river hooks.
They are placed in
an oblong bag with fine emery powder, and one man
taking one end and another the other, they are rapidly
shaken end to end, until the dusky colour caused by
the tempering, etc., is rubbed off. The other way is
Eighth.

this

is

to place

them

in barrels

moving more

or less rapidly

round on their bases, inclined at an angle of 45° from
the perpendicular.
It is found that this inclination
has a greater and more certain effect toward the end
in view than an upright or horizontal position would
They are next washed, if this be necessary to
have.
remove the emery, and dried in sawdust.
Ninth process. This is termed japanning, and as
each firm has its own special method, it is not to be
expected that I can give it. The ordinary blueing is
found on some hooks, others are left bright, others
are black with, as
varnish.

The

it

were, a thick coating of black
is that produced on the

best tint

browned hooks of Mr.

C. Court, of Redditch, who is
with Messrs. Allcock, samples of which I have
had in use for a long time. They never corrode, and
are practically unseen by the fish.

now
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the very ordinary one of

counting, and papering, and packing, which

done by

narily

girls,

who

is

ordi-

take up the hooks with a

knife, and, balancing them on its edge, turn over their
hundreds with incredible speed indeed, throughout
the Standard Works at Redditch, the speed attained
by the nimble and deft fingers of the girls was in-

—

On the occasion of my visits the absence
of visible supervision in this vast establishment was a
credible.

source of continual wonder at the splendid administrative

and kindly ruling of the

This

a feature

chief, Mr. S. Alcock.
cannot omit to refer to.
The patterns of hooks in use by the British tacklemaker are many in number, and consequently it is
obvious that this brief description will not exhaust
the processes which apply to triplets, the spring snap,
nor to eel hooks with a ring for the reception of the
line at the end.
Some, and indeed the chief, of these
varying kinds of hooks are represented and perhaps
this will not be a bad opportunity to draw attention
to them with a view to familiarizing the tyro with the
kinds he will be called on hereafter to refer to and
is

I

;

use.

Fig. 6

shows the ordinary

triplet,

which

is

made

in

according to the scale given in Fig. 18 for
This is used in trout, perch, and pike
single hooks.
Fig. 7 is a similar make employed on
flights, etc.
the ring admitting the entrance of a
artificial baits
Fig. 8 is another kind of
split ring, split swivel, etc.
all sizes

;

triplet

used

in

the " snap " flight for pike.

Fig.

9

is

employed for live bait tackle for trout and
Figs. 10 and 11 are also hooks used in live
perch.
Fig. 12,
baiting, and the deadly trimmer for pike.
in conjunction with a single hook as in Fig. 13, is
chiefly
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Frc.ii.

Fig. 6.
Baits.

— Ordinary Triplet.
— Triplet
Fig.

for

8.

— Double

Fig.

7.

—Triplet

Pike and

for Artificial

"Snap"

Fishing.

—

Hook for Live Bait. Figs. 10, 11. Hooks
used in " Bed Baiting." Fig. 12.
Double Hook for " Snap "
Fishing.
Fig. 13.
Double Hook, with Third Hook attached
Fig. 14.— New Make of Lip Hook.
at Back.
Fig. 15.
Cod
Hook, actual size.
Fig.

9.'

—

—

—
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—

Back Hook. Fig. 17. Old-fashioned Snap Live
Fig. l6.
Author's Ideal of Hook. Fig. 19.
Fig. 18.
Bait Hook.
Fig. 20.
Sizes of Hooks Graduated from No. 15 to No. i.
Sneck Bend Hook— A, View from above ; li, Sidq View.

—

—
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Fig. 14 indicates the

also used for snap fishing.

make

new

hook on the "Pennell" flight. Fig. 15
shows a cod hook, natural size; and Fig. 16 the
"back" hook also of Pennell's flight. Fig. 17 is the
old-fashioned snap live-bait hook, and needs a little
of lip

further explanation, as

it

have occasion to

it.

hook

all in

refer to

a piece, and

unlikely I shall again

is

AA

made

consists of a double

so as to spring asunder

B, B, are hollow
force be applied to the upper loop
and fixed to a slight framework of steel, with a hook
fixed at the upper B, and shown at c, to which the
if

;

hooked. The action of the hook is simple.
a fish (pike, etc.) has seized, a stroke is made
by the angler, B, B fly up, leaving A and its companion hook (now tightly closed) wide open, of course
the " biter is then bit." This arrangement is supposed
but it is seldom used now, except
to be very deadly
by the most antiquated fishermen.
The choice of a pattern of the ordinary single hook
is a matter of supreme importance to the angler, and
necessarily so to the tackle-maker or the fisherman's
servant.
The desiderata in^ a hook are broadly
penetration, holding power, lightness, and strength.
Of this there can be no question. Penetration, of
course, means that when a fish is struck, the direction
of the line of impact should be almost identical with
the direction of the force applied, and that the point
should be as sharp as possible, that the minimum of
force only may be lost.
bait

is

When

;

my

jieedle eyes at

a hook which Messrs.
bayonet points and
the end of shank, for attachment with-

out whipping,

when

Fig. 18

shows

ideal of

Allcock are producing, with
this

direction of force applied

is
;

P

desired.
p'

D

D' indicates

indicates the point of
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5/
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FIG.
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— Hutchinson's Eyed Trout Hooks.

Fig. 21.
son's Eyed

Fig. 22. ^Hutchin-

— Long-May's Eyed Hooks. Fig.
—Good Make of Eyed Hook. Fig. —Keene's Hook, with
Sharp-edged Barb.
Fig.
—Table Hook, with Baiting Needle
Hooks.

Fig. 23.

24.

25.

26.

attached.
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impact.
^rifle

It will

be seen that the

of being identical, and

I

lines are within

a

don't doubt but they

be made quite so. My drawing is not so exact
should be, but it sufficiently explains my mean-

i{night

^s

it

Now

the holding power abides in the extension,
minimum of distance between;
the barb and bend opposite, as indicated by the
dotted line drawn across. If the barb be long, anc^
ing.

of the barb and the

in its " openness ", to the distance!
between point and bend, so that they be not anta-i
gonistic to each other (when the point has entered
the fish, by reason of not sufficient room being given),
then I conceive such a hook is theoretically, and
if these rules be carried out, of course practically,
Lightness and strength are of course experfect.
tremely necessary in fact, more "necessary than any
other essential, especially when trout fishing is on the
tapis. These, however, are qualities about which there
is no sort of theory, being patent to all on the face
of the subject, Alas! tackle-makers systematically

proportioned

—

forget

it,

however.

Fig.

possible the shape of the

19 represents as nearly as
hook I deem the best for

small hooks. The bayonet barb is not shown, howBoth are optional. The
ever, nor is the needle eye.
sizes

No.

I.

same as those of Mr. Cholmondeley
and conveniently graduate downwards to

are the

Pennell,

Smaller sizes can be obtained.

There are other kinds of hooks which find favour
at the hands of various makers, but I prefer the abovenamed. The Sproat, Sneck, Kendal, Crystal, Kirby,
and Round, are the chief. Of the Sneck bend, one
remark should be added. Fig. 20 shows its plan and
The hook is turned to one side in the
elevation.
fnould, so that it is, in technical parlance, " rank " on
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side.

when a

fish

29
takes the

greater chance of fouling the point.
This " rankness," in my opinion, however, injures the
bait,

it

is

in

However, the hooks shown in Fig. ig
can be made in this way, if desired.
Perhaps the most noticeable of modern' fly-hooks
whose growing popularity amongst fly fishers forbids me to ignore them are the " Hazle-eyed Trout
fly-hooks," made by Messrs. Hutchinson and Son, of

penetration.

—

—

Kendal (Fig. 21).
They are described as of the
Sneck Limerick bend," that is, they are a modification of the Sneck and Limerick makes.
Fig. 22
represents the hook made double for lake trout and
"

salmon

;

Fig. 23 exhibits

it

with lengthened shank,

and May
shows another make of eyed hook, also
in demand.
Over the shapes, ownership, and excellence of these hooks there is yet an internecine war
raging, and I do not propose to enter the lists except
to say that the eye is unquestionably a feature of
great usefulness, rendering the fly more lasting, and
reducing the chances of losing a fish through the gut
at the head wearing almost to the vanishing pointThat ingenious angler and able writer, Mr. Cholmondeley Pennell, has also brought out an eyed hook with
the eye underneath. Let us hope that it will not
suffer the extinguishment to which his "three fly"
system was doomed.
Fig. 25 is a hook I have devised since residing in
America. One catches so many small trout requiring
to be returned to the water, that the ranker barb is
a nuisance, and often kills a fish in its extraction. I
especially formed to suit the artificial grub
fly.

Fig. 24

therefore suggested the pattern shown, and, moreover,
it

should be

filed to

a sharp edge on the uader side
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Fig.

27.— Hook 'em and

Figs. 31, 32, 33, 34.

calcli 'em.

Fig. 28.

— Hook sprung.

— Patterns of Hooks used in

United

Stati..s
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FIG 29

Fig. 29.— " Caught 'ini."
Patterns of
Figs. 35, 36.

—

Fig. 30.— Yankee Doodle.
Hooks used in United States.
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of the point, as exhibited at A. B represents a section
of the point and barb at A. The lines of force applied
and impact are shown by the dotted lines, and, as

they should be, are nearly identical. Whether for
large or small fish, especially those with bony mouths,
J am satisfied that this will be a good hook. It cuts
as well as pierces its way into the fisKs mouth.
The characteristic ingenuity of the Americans has
produced some very convenient devices for comfort,
as well as novel plans for catching

fish.

Some

of

these are decidedly questionable from a sportsman's
Fig. 26 is however not open to this
and consists of a treble hook furnished
with a needle which is inserted under the skin of the
live bait, and thus obviates the plan of thrusting the
hook deep under the dorsal, fin. Which process gives
most pain to the bait, the latter would probably be

point of view.
objection,

best able to decide.
Figs. 27, 28, and 29 are Transatlantic, and in mf
opinion belong to the category " objectionable," from

a true sportsman's point of view, unless indeed one

is

intent on getting one of the voracious pike from the
"

Snap

the explanatory and

racy

trout stream, or of the equally detested eel.

'em and catch 'em

"

is

sobriquet of the implement

;

and

I

certainly think the

principle might be utilized for eels or pike, under, the
-conditions referred to.

shows another spring tackle which, as an,
machine of torture, has not its equal. Get it
into your hand, as I did some time since, and you
will find it so.
The drawings explain themselves.
Fig. 30

infernal

Figs.

31,

32,

33,

34, 35,

36,

37,

38,

39,

40, 41,

are the patterns of hooks which are mostly used in

the United States; and when the vast numbers of
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on the hook are con-

Fig- 37-

Fig. 40.

Fig. 41.

—

Fig. 42.

Figs. 37^ 38, 39, 40, 41.
Forms of Hooks used in
Earblcss Hooli.
Fig. 42.

—

United

States.

illustrations are valuable, as showing
hooks which experience has selected in any
case they should find a place in a work of the na-

sidered, these

the

—

ture before the reader.

c
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a barbless hook, which works well. You
no trouble in hooking your fish, but
a great deal more than I care for in the

Fig. '42

is

certainly have

there

is

unhooking process. I have made flies on them and
find they answered satisfactorily.
I have thus given a list of the chief of the hooks
necessary to the angler, and have, at the risk of prolixity, represented and described every species I
thought the angler in Great Britain or any other
country

will need.

It is

desirable that the reader,

if

he be a complete beginner, should pay peculiar attention to this subject of hooks, because where they are
represented in combination in later chapters, his famiwith them will be of great service. Doubtless

liarity

I could have said a great deal more in reference to
the barb, bends, materials, and the general theoretical
laws governing their make. I refrain, however, being

'

in' no wise desirous of entering into a "battle of the
hooks " nor indeed have I time to spare, for within
a short distance a tributary stream of Lake Erie ever
;

invites absorption of all

my

Thus much, however,

I

spare time.
will

say, at

the risk of

repeating myself, and the words underlie the selection

The hook should have high penetrative
and holding powers ; the closer the line of force
applied agrees with the. line of impact, the more
perfect the penetrative power these two premisses
of all hooks

:

—

are incontrovertible.

The hooks figured in this chapter can all be procured of Messrs. Allcock, of Redditch, through a
retail dealer.

CHAPTER
KNOTS— GUT,

HE

HAIR,

average Briton

II.

AND

GIMP.

a bad hand at cordand knots
the learner of tackle-making must be master
of before he can hope to put a length of
gut or gimp together properly. It will fall to his lot
is

age, but there are several ties

to chiefly tie gut, and often this is so fine as to require
the minutest care in such joining, In all cases the
gut or hair to be tied should be soaked in warm
water.

I

have found that the addition of a

glycerine to the water

is

little

beneficial with the coarser

kinds of gut, as it seems to keep it moist and soft
longer than water seems to do, especially if it be hard.

The bath should not be continued too long, as it
apt to injure the texture of the hair or gut. Gimp
not usually knotted, but whipped when a join
necessary.

Of

course,

however,

it

is

tied

to

is
is
is

the

running or reel line, and Figs. 43 and 44 show two
methods of doing this.
A in both figures indicates the running line, and B
is the loop of the gimp trace.
The figures themselves
explain the mode of tying. Fig. 43 is an extremely
useful tie, and only requires the application of the
teeth to c, and' it instantly becomes free, though under
no circumstances will it " draw." In all these knots it
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eminently necessary that the tyro should take pains
to tie them by the drawings— in fact, to learn them,
is

before he proceeds further with

my

directions.

Fig. 45 shows the cloven hitch, which is used as a
fastening-ofF in hook-tying and whipping generally.

In fly-tying, as a final tie, I myself use nothing else,
cloven hitch is always secure,
though others do so.
and if it be deemed that extra safety is needed, it
may be repeated.
In Fig. 46 we have the true "Sailor's Knot " and as
it is easily tied, and, when the ends are neatly whipped

A

;

as secure as any, it is not surprising that it is
exceedingly popular, especially among amateur tacklemakers. Everybody, of course, knows how to tie it
but I am justified, by my own experience, in adding
one word of caution be very careful when you do
tie it to see that the two short ends at A, A are both
in,

:

on one
I

side,

recollect in

and

not, as in Fig. 47,

my noviciate that

I

on different

sides.

repeatedly made this

mistake and, as sure as fate, whoever fished with the
gut tackle I made, lost his fish sooner or later. And
why ? Because Fig. 47 will draw. A and A are on
different sides.
I have more than once defied even
good cordsmen to tie the knot off-hand in fact, like
Isaak Walton, I am fond of a " good catch," whether
of fish of humour and it has immensely amused a
;

;

;

company of anglers before now to find me challenging them to tie so simple a knot as Fig. 47. " A
Sailor's Knot it is," they have said, " and it will never
draw."

" It

is

not a Sailor's Knot," I have retorted,

examine it again, my good
and with that some one has pulled it tightly
and so gradually drawn it. -" Now," I have said, "you
all saw the knot, and saw it draw.
I challenge any

"and

will draw;

it

friends

;

"
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Attachment of Gimp to Running Ling. Fig. 44.
Fig. 43.
Another mode. Fig. 45.— Hitch used in Fastening-off in HookFig. 47.— False Sailor's
tying.
Fig. 46.— True Sailor's Knot.
Improvement
Fig. 49.
Fig. 48.— Fisherman's Knot.
Knot.
on Fisherman's Knot. Fig. 50.— Best Knot for Fishing-tackle
Loop on same principle.
Makers. Fig. 51.

—

—
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one to

tie it

again so that

some one has

it

tied Fig. 46.

draws," and immediately
so the mystification

And

has gone on to the verge of irritation, when the
explanation of the position of the two ends has
settled the affair.
Fig. 48 is termed the " Fisherman's Knot " by most
writers on fishjng, and I admit it to be an exceedingly
useful one for the attaching of

flies, etc.

It is easily

very neat. Its only
fault is, that it is apt to draw itself so tight under a
strain that it cuts or crushes the material of its own
self, and thus, on striking a good fish, Piscator finds
himself minus gut, hook, and fish. For this reason
it is unfit for connecting the links of gut in a fly-casting line, which would contain, perhaps, fourteen or

made, and when drawn tight

is

on drying shrinks, and often
where this knot has strained it.
Fig. 49 is a much better knot.
There are fewer convolutions, and hence fewer bearings where the strain
falls.
It never contains an approximation to an
angle, no matter however tight it is drawn, and it is
therefore much preferred to Fig. 48 on that score.
Fig. 50 is a knot which, though a modification of
the preceding, is so exceedingly secure and neat when
properly drawn tight, that I unhesitatingly pronounce
fifteen links

becomes

it

;

for the gut

brittle just

the best in the repertoire of the tackle-maker.

by

It

forming the knot Fig. 49, and then
turning the ends again round and through. In fact it
is a double Fig. 49 simply.
Of course, as I before
insisted, the gut must be well soaked, and the ends
must be drawn absolutely tight. The short ends can
then be snipped off as close as you choose. Fig. 5
shows a loop made on the same principle, and Fig. 52
is also a double of its predecessor.
The whole of mv
is

tied

first
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these,

of course, taking into consideration the difference
in. form.
loop tied like Fig. 52 is therefore

A

the most secure and neatest of
any.

Of

\\

course, there are other ties

and knots than those given, but
these are the chief; and in my

—

Safest and Neatest Loop and
Fig. 52.
Fig.
Fig. S3.—Weaver's Knot.
Double Fisherman's Knot A, mode
54.
of attaching fly at right angles inside knot.

Knot.

—

experience, which, both

—

as

an

tackle-maker and an
angler, has extended over many
It is
years, they are the best.
true that Fig. 50 is not suitable for splicing a line
which is long, and when the long and short end can

amateur
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be passed through the loop together. In such cases
the excellence of the Fisherman's Knot is apparent.
To tie that, all one has to do is to put the ends about
Now take them
3 inches overlapping each other.
firmly by the middle of their overlapping between the
Now pass one
finger and thumb of the left hand.

and through itself, then turn
to the other short end and do likewise pull the short
ends tight, and draw the two knots thus made together
tightly.
There is another tie of this nature besides
the Sailor's, which ought, perhaps, to find place here,
and it is one that I have always known as the
Weaver's. Fig. 53 shows its form, and it will be seen
short end round the line

;

that

it

is

a modification only of Fig. 44.

The knots

at the short ends are necessary, because water

great predisposer of slipping or drawing

;

is

a

and though

possible that the silk line might not slip, there is
no surety that the gut or hair might not if this precaution were neglected. Fishing is largely composed
of precautions and preparations, so it must not be
surprising if I am found very precise and minute in

it is

this particular.

In Fig. 54

Fig. S3,

we have

I

think, explains

itself.

a knot of a most useful charac-

a double Fisherman's Knot, and is also
when broken, or,
in fact, of any line in a similar condition.
A simply
indicates the method of attaching a fly at right angles
inside the knot in question, so that when B, B are
drawn together, the dropper, as it is termed, is
practically immovable.
This knot is used by fly
fishermen in preparing gut casts with several flies on

ter.

It is

useful for the joining of gut^casts

them before
intricate to
I

starting for the water-side.

tie,

suppose

I

It is

rather

but I see no insuperable difficulty.
need scarcely tell my readers that for
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the line nearest to the hook, gut, hair, or

4I

gimp

is

always employed. Some years ago, indeed, and even
now in America, a kind of Indian weed, of which I
have samples before me, were used in preference to
either gut or hair.
This weed is certainly strong, and
might serve as a substitute, but I can certainly not
place it above gut or hair for invisibility or durability.
So late as 1760, however, Professor Rennie, in his
notes to an edition of Walton, recommends it in preference to either of these materials
but the writers
antedating even Walton, very rationally, I think,
prefer the production of the stallion to any other,
except gut, of course. In ancient times it is probable
that a kind of byssus constituted the hook lines of the

—

—

;

With the

native fisherman.

we have not

to deal here,

genesis of these things

and

I shall

therefore pass

on to a few remarks on the manufacture and nature
of silkworm gut as in use among anglers of to-day.
Though Best, in his "Art of Angling," figures a
queer frame-like machine on which, we are informed,
the gut is stretched, I doubt if one angler in ten,
reading the book, really understands what the drawing

means

;

in fact, until comparatively recent times, the

whom the best gut came, enjoyed
almost a monopoly. British enterprise, however, has
terminated this and at the time of writing several
English firms have established branch houses for the
collection of the worms and the manufacture of the
Spaniards, from

;

Messrs. Allcock, of Redditch, have a large
manufactory at Murcia, and I have in my possession
a splendidly-executed photograph of the employes of
the house assembled enfite to welcome the proprietor.
article.

Not daring

to trust

gut manufacture,

I

my memory

as to the details of

applied to Mr. R..Ramsbottom, of
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8r,

Market

Street, Manchester, for particulars

and

;

his kind reply runs as follows
" Silkworm gut is manufactured chiefly at Murcia,

and fertile
Murcia is
valley abounding in all
an ancient city, formerly a Moorish town, and a con-

in the south of Spain, situated in a rich

kinds of

fruits.

number of the inhabitants of to-day are
descendants of the Moors. For a distance of twelve
miles round Murcia the peasants cultivate the silkworm, feeding them on the mulberry leaves, which
siderable

are most plentiful.
" About the beginning of May, the worm is taken
and plunged into hot vinegar; and after remaining

workmen slough off the
body from the intestine the latter is then stretched
out, and the ends wound round a pin to dry." [I presume Mr. Ramsbottom means that the viscera, or silk
" These
sac, is stretched between two opposite pins.]

there for a few hours the
:

threads are then gathered together

(all sizes

mixed), and in a few days they are ready for

being

sale.

gut is sold in this state by "the pound weight,
and is purchased by the gut manufacturers. The first
process to which it is subjected is that of being put
in a bath of soap and soda, when the outer skin or

"The

comes off. It is then laid on rods, and hung up
a room to dry, and thereafter placed in an oven for
the purpose of bleaching. After this it is given out
to girls, each of whom, sitting on a low stool, takes
a quantity in her lap and puts separately each fibre
between the teeth, and rubs it with a wash-leather.
scale
in

Each
to

girl at night wraps up her work in a clean cloth,
which her number is pinned, and she is paid each

night so

same

much

roll

per thousand. Next day she takes the
of gut .and sorts out the various lengths and
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She then again rubs each strand with
it is passed to the men, who
one hundred each, and wrap the

After this

in lengths of

with a coarse red thread."
far, the concise and succinct description of a
very large manufacturer. I may add, that the silkworm is deemed ready for the process just when it
leaves off eating, and a greenish thread is seen protruding from the mouth. Whether or not it would
pay to breed the silkworms for the purpose in
England, is a matter for other heads than mine. Of
course, the gut, when it reaches England, is of a
brilliant white pearly hue
^just the worst appearance
conceivable on a bright clear stream.
It is, therefore, stained of a bluish-green or some other colour,
according to fancy. Some anglers like a faint green,
tails

Thus

—

others a brown, others a yellowish

tint,

and so on.

here propose giving a few approved stains for gut
and horsehair which will not only achieve the desired
hue, but be also fairly innocuous by this I mean,
1

—

that I have not found

them

to accelerate the rotting

Judson's dyes are capital for some
but I cannot recommend them
for gut because of their strong, and, in some cases,
of

the

gut.

classes of feathers

;

corrosive, nature.

Light Yellow, or Amber.

—

2 scruples alum, 2 scruples

3 scruples quercitron bark,

cream of

tartar,

12 grains

madder, 8 drops saturated solution chloride of tin.
Immerse three minutes, and dry in a warm room.
Tiandful of common barberry tree, and
Another
let the gut remain in an hour or two, and dry.
Boil gut or hair in
Green, Colour of Water Weeds.
solution of alum to get rid of the grease, then in a
:

A

—

solution of indigo, with sufficient turmeric to get the
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A

strong solution of green
exact shade. Another
tea put the gut in when the tea is very hot, and let
Another
it remain till the desired shade is obtained.
Half pint strong
pale water-green is thus obtained
ale, J lb. of soot, a little piece of alum, and a few
:

;

:

Ifeaves.
Boil these together half an hour, and
Two quarts of strong
immerse the gut. Another
alum water (handful of alum to quart of water) and a
good handful of marigold leaves boil till a yellow
scum arises. J lb. of green copperas, and | lb. ordinary
Put in the gut or
verdigris, pound them, and mix.
hair, and allow it to remain three or four hours.
bluish-green stain can be made from green baize.

walnut

:

;

A

Boil a piece of same three or four inches square, with
a good knob of alum, for three or four hours if the
dye be wanted of a deeper colour, add some writing
ink. This latter alone, by the bye, makes a good stain.
For brown, good French coffee makes a capital stain.
Let the gut remain in some considerable time.
I have said that the gut is of the wrong colour when
;

it

arrives

recently

enough

;

it

for

it may also be added, that until quite
was almost impossible to procure it fine
trout and other fishing in clear streams.

Even now the finest gut is a very high price. Resort
is therefore made to a process termed " drawing "
although it must freely be confessed that " drawn " is

A

machine,
not nearly so strong as the " whole " gut.
very much on the same principle as that used for
drawing wire, is used for this purpose. I, however,
prefer a different procedure, which has, at least, the
advantage of simplicity. Dip the gut in vinegar and
water, and, having wetted the finger and thumb with
this,

rub them up and

down

the gut until sufficient of

the substance has been frayed off

Then dip the gut

KNOTS— GUT,
again in clear water
vinegar),

and
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traces of the

dry take an end of each
between the teeth, stretch it tight, and polish with a
dry wash-leather.
after

it

is

'
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twisted hair to be despised in. the absence of gut.
Fi&- SS represents the gut-twisting apparatus.

The

knowledge of mechanics will exhibit its internal mechanism. The box, A, contains three pinions
corresponding with the hooks, B, B, B, and these, in
turn, are moved by a cogwheel connected with the
handle. The box might be made of wood or brass,
and the rest of the works easily put together by any
one handy with metal-working tools. Of course, the
twister is fixed rigidly to a solid bench or table. The
hairs or gut are manipulated by the left hand, whilst
slightest

the right turns.

Hair is, of course, of a very different texture to
and of a totally different nature, inasmuch as it
Moreover, it is
is homogeneous and slightly tubular.
distinctly elastic, which gut is not, and it is on this
account that it is sometimes preferred to the gut. The
best hair is obtained from a stallion, or, if possible,
thoroughbred, and it. should be from a grey horse. I
have some now which was plucked from a famous
horse in Hampshire, and some of its strands will
Of
actually bear a dead weight of two pounds.
gut,

course, there
I

is

plenty of gut that will beat

this,

but

in itself very extraordi-

mention the fact as being

nary.
It is

always desirable for the tackle-maker to keep

a good store of hair, for the reason that, even if he does
not make up roach and dace hair-hooks and lines or
fly-casts,

he

now and then

will

particular colour will exactly
fly,

perchance.

More

of

this,

find a thread of some
match a smooth-bodied

however, in the section

devoted to fly-making.

Gimp

consists- of

rounded by

coils

a

fine,

unwoven

of brass wire.

silk cord, sur-

Its colour is either
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that of silver or brass, and when in this state is, of
course, extremely visible in the water.
It is used in

the manufacture of flights for jack fishing in all its
branches, and as such is an extremely important item
in the material-basket of the amateur manufacturer.

The engraving

(Fig. 56) shows the gauges of this
and according to these it can be ordered
from any tackle-maker, or direct from the wholesale
article;

makers, Messrs. Allcock, of Redditch.
To obviate the visibility referred to in brass gimps,
a solution of chloride of platinum, one to twenty parts
of water, has been advised. My own plan is, to coat
the gimp with blacklead, and then varnish it. The
appearance is certainly not so good in the latter case,
but

it is

assuredly cheaper, and does not rot the

which the chloride

silk,

A

very apt to do.
very weak
solution of nitric acid also produces a good bronze
colour, but it must be applied on a rag dipped very
slightly, as I need not remark that the acid is highly
corrosive.

is

Sulphur fumes

will

darken the

silver-

coated gimps.

Though not
this chapter,
little

it

coming under the caption of

strictly

may be

subject which

is

as well here to advert to a
sometimes, by the side of the

stream, of great importance to the fly-fisher, especially

when
cold.

fish are rising,
I refer to

and perchance his fingers are
method of tying the eyed

the easiest

fly-hook to the gut or hair casting-line.
In all fine fishing the casting Hne should be

left

without a loop. Fly fishers prefer to attach their flies
by neater ways than the old-fashioned loop supplies.
The end is therefore taken and passed through the

eye of the loop, as shown in Fig. 57 the loose end
then passed round the main line and tied, as in
;

is
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then depressed, and the hook
the whole
brought' through it (Fig. 59) ; and finally,
drawn the
have
I
60.
Fig.
in
as
is drawn tight,
Fig. S8

;

the loop

is

affair

A indicates that
knot on a larger scale in Fig. 61.
passed through
is
line
main
the
the short end of
shown by the arrow, instead of doubly,
Fig. 57, if the eye be not large enough to

singly, as

as in

admit the loop or double gut at once.
for eyed hooks
Fig. 62 is the safest knot possible
it is somewhat tireday,
cold
a
on
unfortunately,
but

FIG.

Figs- S7> 58, 59, 60.
ment of eyed

— Diagrams
Fly-Hook

showing Successive Steps

60

in Attach-

to Casting Line in Fly-Fishing.

some, owing to its many complications. Its absolute
security, however, renders notice of it necessary here.
The cut explains itself.
And here, as it will not be out of place in this
chapter, let me give an item of information which is
worth a great deal to every fly and other fisherman.
Every one has suffered from the extreme brittleness
of gut, especially in hot weather.
Soak it, therefore,
in glycerine for twenty-four hours ; it will never get
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A

scale of Knot shown in Figs.
Fig. 62.— .Safest Knot possible for Eyed Hoolcs.
S7> 58, 59, 60.
Fig. 63.— Ordinary way of fastening Dropper Fly to Main Cast.

Fig. 6i.

on larger

Fig. 64.— Keene's Method.
able way.

Fig.

64A.— Another good and

D

reli-
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so

hard

if this be done occasionally,

strong preservative of animal

and glycerine

fibre.

is

a

Tlie felt pads of

a fly-book, thoroughly wetted with glycerine, will
keep so without change for years, and also keep the
gut with unimpared flexibility and strength for years.
Try it, O ye sapient fly-fishers and don't forget
where you got the wrinkle from
Before closing this part of my subject, a few further
remarks on gut and its use may be fitly added. First,

—

!

here

is

a

new way of making

a casting line or leaver,

have found remarkably useful amongst the
black bass and other game fish of western America,
and should recommend it for chub fly-fishing, and

which

I

other of the heavier styles of fly-angling generally.

shows the ordinary way of fastening a dropper
main cast. Fig. 64 shows my way of joining the gut of the casting line and putting on the fly.
It will be seen that double strength is afforded just
at the point where the friction of the dropper is most
likely to wear the gut away.
casting line will wear
double as long if prepared in this way,' for my experience shows that it is usually at the knots a flycast becomes weak and breaks eventually. Another
good join is made as shown in Fig. 64A. The two
Fig. 63

fly to the

A

•ends of gut are joined with the " fisherman's " knot,

Fig. 48, and the knots are pulled tight, and the space
between them whipped with fine silk well waxed.
As an addendum to the desultory remarks I have
jotted down on the subject of gut, the Gut Report sent
out annually by Mr. Ramsbottom, of Great Market
Street, Manchester, is just to hand, and I quote such
-items from it as may be interesting and instructive
It appears that there was a slight
to- the amateur.
increase in 1884-5, about 6 per cent. on. the whole of
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the gut crop of Spain, thus raising the total produc•tion to

about 32,500,000. The prominent features of
the two previous years were still present however, viz.,
a scarcity of the very finest trout and the strongest

salmon

gut.
In fact, all the salmon guts showed a
diminution in quantity. " In fine, medium, and strong
gut," says Mr. Ramsbottom, " the supply still remains
equal to the demand, with a corresponding downward
tendency in prices.
Of the quality," he continues,

am greatly pleased to report favourably. Though
not quite so long, it is all round better than last year,
a result due in a large measure to English super-"I

This, I confidently expect, will in future
years have a most beneficial effect on the gut industry of Spain."
vision.

As

gut

is

operations,

bottom's

a most important item in the amateur's
I

list,

some of the

give

prices of Mr.

premising, however, that

I

lutely

no

reader

by pointing out the cheapest and best

I

know

interest in so

doing except to benefit the
article

of.

" Corta " gut,

per TOO.

Rams-

have abso-

in.

6J

long, fine,

common

quality, 2d.

(Suitable for perdh paternoster hooks, large

palmers for chub,

etc.,

rough roaeh and dace hooks,

etc.)

Ditto,

medium,

i^- per loo.

(Ditto, ditto.)

Ditto, strong, 6d. per 100, 8J in. loHg.
Ditto, stout, 9^. per 100, iQ in. long.

Regular,

medium

strength, 11 J

in.

long,

\s.

per tO0.

Second Padron, next stouter to Regular, 11
IJ.

in.,

6d. per 100.

Ditto, selected, 15
First

Padron

(a

Second Padron), 13

in.,

very ehoicej

good lake
in., 2s.

gut,

4J.

per 100.

next stouter

6d. per 100.

thafl
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Maran

(light

salmon

gut), 4s. per 100, 13 in. long.

Refina gut, a finest undrawn,
(Suitable for the best small

1 1

in., is.

6d. per 100.

flies.)

Of course there are many other .makes which I
have not taken up space with but those enumerated
are probably the best for the learner's purposes,
When he gets familiar with the different kinds he
will be able to form his judgment as to the most
suitable.
Recollect that all gut is bettered by polishing with the chamois leather, and that the roundest
and most even gauge is the best criterion of quality
and care in manufacture. I need not say that the
buyer of gut can go pretty nearly as high as he likes.
For example, a special brand sells at SOJ. per 100, or
6d. a length. The longest gut of 1885 was 20 in. long.
Goodness knows if there will be any at all this year
at the time of writing, the Sholera is devastating
Spain in a manner sufficiently alarming to induce
the gut merchants to buy largely of gut wherever
they can get it.
;

;

'

CHAPTER

III.

RUNNING LINES AND THEIR DRESSINGS— REELS

AND THEIR

AVING

FITTINGS.

thus given pretty

full

in respect of

what may be

material

fishing

of

knots, gut, hair,

and

information

called the

—
gimp —
tackle

I

viz.,

raw

hooks,

think

it

is

time to rise a step higher, and refer to the running or
rod lines in use, with their dressings and preparation.
first, let me say, that no one without special
machinery and skilled labour of a most expensive
kind, can hope to compete with the great line-making
centres, Nottingham,
Manchester, and Redditch.
Nottingham is; par excellence, the home of silk linemakers and when you can go to Walter Wells of
that city, or to Martin, 4, Northern Buildings, Newarkon-Trent, and get a' beautiful eight plait (undressed)
line for about three farthings a yard, retail, it is
patent to all that to endeavour to make one yourself
with a profit would be sheer madness. This is one
of the exceptions against making your own tackle,
to which I referred at the commencement of this
work. 'The Twine and Cotton Spinning Company
at Manchester, also, have made some splendid lines
out of cotton " cheap enough to tie dogs up with,"
as an old friend of mine says, and each one, however,
fine and strong enough to " drag a barge " and at
Redditch there are also line-makers. Then, again.

Now,

;

—

;
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the American raw silk lines

—made of unboiled

silk

are remarkable for their cheapness and
and some of the foreign exhibitors at the Fisheries'
Exhibition showed lines of remarkable strength, if
durability

;

not of superior finish.
My advice to the amateur tackle-maker therefore
emphatically is Buy your undressed lines from Not:

Newark (mention my name if you
Not because the
choose), and dress them yourself.
makers in question cannot make a good dressing, but
•because a well-dressed line is much more expensive
if you desire to buy it, and because you can save by
doing it at home. Of course, the utility of dressing
tingham

or

a line consists in the undoubted fact that it will last
nearly four times as long as one that is undressed,
and the convenience for throwing out of a dressed
The
line is far and away greater than in the other.
first of the following recipes is the invention of Dr.

Emil Weeger, President of the First Moravian. Piscatorial Society, and his description of it, together with
some valuable hints on the preserving of lines, were
published in the Fishing Gazette some months ago.

With many apologies

to

my

friend, its Editor, I con-

dense what is there so ably said. The mixture is
simply one of pure resin and solid paraffin, which
Mr. King, of i. New Street, Commercial Road, has
very kindly offered to sell pure at low rates, and the
Doctor goes on to state, " This mixture gives the
lines a pleasant flexibility, united with a certain
degree of stiffness or firmness which for most purposes is extremely advantageous, and which can be
increased or lessened ad libitum by adding more or
less of the resin.
Twisted fishing lines, cord or whipford, lose the facultv of kinking, or curling,

if

dressec}
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with

it.

The proportion which

best, is four parts

of resin for

by weight of

summer

and one part of

time,

and
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have found to answer
and one part

I

paraffin

five parts

of paraffin

resin for winter time, because in cold

weather the dressing is a trifle firmer. Now, to dress
lines proceed as follows
Take four or five parts of
the paraffin, put in an iron pot or vessel and dissolve
it over a gentle fire, then take one part of resin, put
it in the melted paraffin and stir till the resin is dissolved also.
In case some impurities which the resin
sometimes contains should be visible on the bottom
of the vessel, take another pot and pour the mixture
into it, taking care to leave the impurities behind.
After a little cooling, the mixture is fit for use if you
mean to dress a coloured line a line made of light
:

—

green, or fawn, or otherwise coloured
" If

silk.

you want to dress a white or raw

silk line,

and

—

you wish to give it colour perhaps a green or a
brown one take some green or brown paint which
you can get at any oilman's, and mix according to

—

brownish
purpose I mix with the dissolved
paraffin a compound of one part brown paint and
one part green, in the following proportion To four
or five parts paraffin and one part resin, I add the

your fancy.
hue,

and

1

like a green colour with a

for that

:

above-mentioned finely pulverized paint. Then take
your line, be sure that it is perfectly dry and cleansed
of all snarls and knots, wind it up on a spool, or if
you have none at hand make a coil, immerse it in the

and now somewhat cooled dressing, and cover
the pot with a Wooden lid which has a small hole in
the centre, after having run through the hole the top
end of the line.
"Then take a piece of wet sponge or wet linen,
liquid
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it in one of your hands which is resting on the
put the end of the line between the wet linen or
sponge, and with the other draw the Hne not too
slowly through it, pressing the linq gently, and thus
stripping off the superfluous dressing, put the dressed

hold
lid,

on the table or on the floor. This latter manipube done much better and with greater
comfort by the aid of a fixed cylinder about eight
inches in diameter, with a handle, by which you wind
the line from the left hand.
" Then, when, in the short time of a few minutes,
the dressing on the line is quite cool and firm, stretch
the line well.
Keep it tight somehow or other, and
give it a polish by rubbing it well with wet linen.
Finally, to give the line not only a beautiful enamellike appearance, but also to make it more smooth,
rub it well with finely piilverized Venetian talc,or for
want of that, with very fine pulverized tufa (pumice^
stone, commonly used by the wall-paper makers."
line

lation can

The
line

great merit of this dressing consists in the

becoming almost exempt from

repeat that I

deem

It is possible,

it tJie

I offer

kinking,"

and

I

however, that this highly polished

surface might not be liked

then

"

best dressing ever invented.

by some, and

the following recipes

to these

:

Equal parts copal varnish and boiled oil (linSoak the line till well soaked, then stretch
across a dry room and remove the superfluous dressing with a piece of dry sponge or rag. This takes
some time to dry and harden. Some use gold size
1.

seed).

instead of the varnish
thirds of
2.

;

one-third of the size to two-

oil.

One

tablespoonful boiled

oil,

beeswax and

resin,

pieces about the size of a walnut, pulverize the resin
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and cut the wax into thin slices put them together
a jam-pot and this in boiling water till dissolved,
;

in

mix with a

piece of wood, put the line in

mixture

warm.

Hang

up to

when

the

and clear
superfluous dressing from it as indicated in Recipe i.
3. Boiled linseed oil one pint, beeswax quarter
pound, melt in jam-pot in boiling water, put line in
while mixture is hot. Stretch, clear of superfluous
dressing, and dry as before directed.
4. Quarter pint of boiled linseed oil, beeswax as
is

it

dry,

Burgundy pitch as large as a walnut,
more than a teaspoonful of copal varnish.
Soak in mixture when warm, clear, stretch, and dry.
After the
5. This is a well recommended dressing.
large as a filbert.

rather

dry from the preceding dressing, take it
in gold size, stretch it swiftly, and
cleanse it with rag or sponge, let it dry, dip it again
in gold size, and dry it again.
When it is thoroughly
hard and dry, it must be steeped in an india-rubber
solution, which is thus made
Take a flask of salad
or olive oil, and shred india-rubber white as you can
line is quite

and immerse

:

it, as finely as possible, and place
Put the flask in warm water, and this
arranged that it does not quite boil

get

until the india-rubber is dissolved.
line in this solution, and.
it

in

a dry

leave

it

warm

in the flask.

for

Then

a week, or
steep the

having cleaned and stretched

roorti, let it dry,

in that position

it

in the oven, so

till

it

is

taking care not to
This is

quite hard.

a complicated recipe and a troublesome one, but I
line dressed with it is practically in-

have found the
destructible.

6. Half a gill of oak varnish, one gill of boiled oil.
Steep and dry, and then dip again and repeat the

cleaning and drying.
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7. Half-pint boiled oil, three-quarters wineglassful
copal varnish, half wineglassful of gold size. Mix in
a jam or gallipot. Let the line stay in the mixture
a couple of days, then stretch and dry, and again
'

5

4

—
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65.— Gauges

Stretch the line and dry as before.
Fig. 65 indicates the gauges of

the best eight-plait silk lines

^iBHSBBBSBSHaBisa

Fig.

soak the line in the mixture, stretching and drying as before.
chips,
8_ White india-rubber in
wine.
of
spirits
two ounces ; half-pint

of

^'"'

Linef^'"''^^''"

made

at

Rcdditch (Mcssrs. Allcock's). It is
here given because it gives an exact
idea of the sizes in general use.
After
Jiee/s and their Fittings.

—

referring thus fully to lines

which are

designed to be carried on the reels
and winches attached to. the rod, it now seems fitting
to refer at some length to the reels and their fittings

now

in general use.

It is

proper to state that reel

and winch are not convertible terms

;

the former,

referring exclusively to such contrivances for
in the line as are

such, for example, as

The

winding

made of substances other than

metal,

wood, ebonite, vulcanite,

winch, on the other hand,

is

generally

etc.

composed

Sometimes a compound winch is put tosome of the more expensive salmon
reels
but the very price is a prohibitory one to all
but those who have more money than they know
what to do with.
The reel is seldom made at home but where the
reader is in possession of a good lathe, I really don't
see where the great difficulty lies in rnaking it.
Fig.
66 shows the kind in common use it is true its cost
of metal.

gether, such as
;

;

;

REELS AND THEIR FITTINGS.
(from

to

3^-.

5^-.)
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does not perhaps justify the time ex-

pended and trouble taken by the unskilled amateur,
whose tools are perhaps far from suitable, yet it can
of course be made, as I have said, if so desired. A
indicates the outer plate, which should be of thoroughly
seasoned Honduras mahogany. This and the barrel,
B,

are usually turned together, as well as a sort of

false side

flush with

which fits into the outer plate, c, and is
on the inner side. Of course, it is under-

it

stood that this false side

is

made

possible, consistently with strength.

as thin as

it

is

These two parts

of the reel being manufactured, the brass nut next

D

demands

attention.

indicates

a brass cross

which is carried down
and on to a plate at E,
where it is riveted. This
plate

is,

of course, in-

tended to be attached

by means of a
by soldering.
The nut shown at D tereither
rivet

or

minates a shaft of steel
which passes through
the plate,

and

A,

c,

and

through D
in

turn ter-

minates in a nut which
is
detachable for the

Eif

56.

— Sketch of Reel in

Common

Use.

The
purpose of clearing any fouling of the line.
handles are, as represented, cone shaped, and either
of some hard wood or bone, preferably the latter.
Fig. 6^ exhibits another kind of line winder termed
a " multiplying " winch. The outer box at C contains
two

sets of cogs.

The

outer

is

large,

and the other
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just the size of the shaft

to be

D

wound.

on which the Hne

indicates a

little

is

intended

stud, so arranged as

to throw the cogs out of gear so far as multiplying

concerned.

E

is

is

a winch attachment which has found
favour in high quar^^^1,

ters,because of its easi^

ness of attachment.

course

good

Of

has one very
quality, it can
it

be placed on comparatively
is

any

rod.

There

only one other ar-

rangement

in

exist-

ence which permits of
that desideratum,

that

describe.
Fig. 67.

— Reel known as

" Multiplying" Winch.

and

I shall presently

The

ad-

vantage of the "multiplier,"

of course,

is

that

which consists in beinr able to reel up so quickly in
comparison with other styles of reels; and this is no
mean benefit when Piscator is doing battle with some
gallant six-pound trout, or lordly Salnio Salar.
At
such time every aid is useful^ as every fisherman knows.
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Fig. 68 similarly

can be

fitted to

shows a very useful device which
any winch. It is a well-known fact

amongst sportsmen that nothing

is so unfortunate in
travelling as the handles of your reels or winches.

The
for

device on the handle of this winch therefore is
the purpose of protecting the otherwise easily

broken projection.

The drawing

ex-

hibits half the reel

and

to save space,

the handle is

made

down on the pin at
the head of which works

to fold
A,

stiffly in

the handle.

I

chiefly

refer to this that the reader

may be

a?c

fait of these de-

vices, scarcely

that
utilize

he

with the hope

will

them

be

in his

able

to

amateur

manufacture of tackle.

Though

the two reels de-

scribed are typical of a vast

army
Fig. 6S.

be

— Service

fitted tu

tliat

may

cannot
it
be said that they

of others,

are absolutely the

any Wincli.

best

forms

that

can be employed

and other examples, the result of ingenuity and much
expenditure, are worthy of a place, if only to inform
the amateur of the class of thing which moneyed
sportsmen buy and use. For example, the greatest,
and as far as I know latest, improvement in the ordinary wooden reel is shown at Fig. 6g. Now this reel,
or winch, really must be seen to be entirely appre-
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ciated.

It

runs lighter

than the old
o o d e n
winch because its

w

bearing is a
hard steel
point, jewel-

led in agate,

or

a block

of hard

steel.

Then

it

is

taken apart
instantly
Fig. 69.

releasing of a

the

by

— Slater's Modern Spring Winch.
spring

immediately under the boss

on the cross bars at the
side, and a check can be
put on by another move-

ment of the

The

same

winch
vention of Mr.
entire

of

Slater,

ark

and

-

on
it

boss.

the in-

NewTrent,

-

in

my

for

all

is

opinion,

is

"coarse" fishing,
the

very

reel

extant

fly

fishing

size,

best

—

for
its

except for

Fig.

70.—

Mallock's
Casting Reel
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Salmon, is rather against it. Still a smaller size might
be made even for that purpose that would answer admirably.

The chief excellency of this reel is, however, in its
magnificently free running action, which enables the
fisherman to throw from it without the least difficulty.
On this point it is beaten, however, by the new winch
of Mr. Mallock, of Perth, which is specially con-

Fig.

71.— The

Follet Wiiicli.

70 shows it in two
on which the
line is wound, of a slightly sloping figure; and the
When a cast is to
line is reeled up as shown at A.
be made, the reel is turned round to the position shown
and in the act of casting the line unwinds from
at B
the sloping barrel, which is of polished brass, without
Mr. Mallock is one of the best
let or hindrance.
casters of a line in the world, whether for salmon or
other fish and he asserts that this reel allows of a
structed for long casting.

The

positions.

;

;

Fig.

reel consists of a barrel
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longer cast than any other.
difficult

Its construction is

when you have once seen

it,

though, as

not
it

is

patented, you must be
are
careful what you

about

in

The

making
Follet

(Fig. 71)

is

of

it.

winch

American

make, and presents several useful points which

recommend
reader.

It

parts,

tKvo

it

is

to

made

the
in

and can be

stamped out of metal.
These two parts are
held

together

screw at

L,

by the

which also

serves as a tension screw
to regulate
in

Improved Nickel Reel.
bolts,

Now
;

C.

First, it is very light
very free running, and cannot get out of
and third, it allows of the line drying on the
This is important, for there are many instances

second,

reel.

freedom
B B shows

its

two additional rings and
which hold the edges together in such a way

that the line runs freely at

gear

running.

as to the useful points.

;

it is

line is left inadvertently on the reel and
allowed to dry in that position, and, on its being again
used, found rotten, and fit only to be cast away.
The large barrel also helps in reeling up the line,

where the

speed in this direction nearly equals that
of a multiplier with its ordinarily small axis.
The improved reel, figured at Fig. 72, is, if anything, an improvement on the foregoing.
Its simso that

its
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recommend

plicity of structure should

it

teur mechanic, as being easily made.

A

consists of a metal spring only,

prevent over-running, but
sary.

The handle ought

conical,

so

that

the

is

and

to the

ama-

The drag
is

at

useful to

not indispensably neces-

to be of smaller

line
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does

make and

not catch.

advisable to paint the reel for actual use.

A

It

is

bright

reel is by no means conducive to sport,
though the appearance is certainly more taking to

star-like

the buyer.

The

weapons the

better.

less the fish see of the angler or his

I'i^r.

73.— Mill^,'

Patent Winch.

have drawn Fig. "Jl exclusively to show the reel
and the position of the handle on it. It will be
seen that the latter is surrounded as it passes round
by a rim of metal, which prevents the line from
getting round the axle when one is fishing on windy
This is an extremely valuable feature, and the
days.
E
I

plate
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very simple and as such to be recommended.
is applied to the click winch, Fig. 74.
This implement possesses a check movement which
the indicator at A regulates
you have but to set
idea

is

The

principle

;

this to

check or multiply, or throw the gear out alto-

you wish.
Probably the most esteemed of

gether, as

Fig. 74.

— Click

all

appliances for

Winch.

reeling in the angler's line (in America)

is

the winch.

&

Fig. 75, known as Abbey
Imbrie's patent.
As a
free running,
you can throw from it without uncoiling,

—
— quadruple multiplier,

I can say it is a piece
of marvellous workmanship and were it not for the
handle standing out in so ugly a way from the plate,
;

would be a perfect fly-fisherman's appliance. The
compensated handle, however, is a necessary evil in
it

REELS AND THEIR FITTINGS.
this description of reel
rate,

when

or the bearings, as

may
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is revolving at a high
be supposed, would not

it

long remain true.
In Fig. 76 we have a section of one of these reels
showing the steel bearings which produce such little
friction.
The compensating steel pivot at H H needs
only tightening from time to time as the reel wears

Fig. 75.

— Aljbey & Imljrie's Patent Quadruple Winch.

and can be so regulated
or quite

stiffly,

as to run with infinite ease

as occasion requires.

This winch

is'

a double multiplier, and could be constructed from^
the drawing

— which

is

exact size of original

— with-

out great difficulty.
It is obvious from the foregoing that the plate at
Fig. 66 (p. 59), is the part intended to be attached

E,,

to'

This attachment was ordinarily by means of
two bands of metal placed on the butt of the rod

the rod.

—
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one

fixed, the other sliding

up and down

as occasion

This was at best but suitable to those reels
that fitted but as makers, owing to the unavoidably
different sizes of their reels, could not guarantee that
without direct reference to the rod the difficulty
was for a long time looked on as insuperable, until
required.

;

—

that

shown

Fig. 76.

in Fig.

Cy

60)

(p.

came

into vogue.

— Section of Abbey & Imbrie's Patent Quadruple Winch.
A, Steel Pivot.

Some two

or three years ago, Messrs.

Hardy,

Bros.,

of Alnwick, invented a most ingenious remedy, and

was soon after purchased by Messrs. Allcock, in
whose hands it still remains. In this arrangement.
Fig. '^7, A, A are grooves to hold the plate of the reel
it

B

is

C is the locking bolt. The
under the grooves A, A towards
up in its place. This bolt, C

the reel-plate stop

reel-plate
B, till

is

simply

the bolt c

slid

flies

;
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holds a coiled spring which enables the angler to
press it down level with the fitting.

A

further

improvement has been made, which en-

ables the fitting to take a winch not only of every

width in

its

within I'eason.

plate,
I

but of any length

show

this in Fig. ^8.

—of
A

is

cojjrge,

a fixed

B is a sliding
cap to hold one end of reel plate
cap to hold other end of ditto C, C, two slides to
carry sliding cap.
The sliding cap is attached to
;

;

a spiral spring as indicated

;

nishes the necessary retaining

and this of course furpower over the winch

I do not think there can be much
doubt that these fittings will be those of the near
future on all rods, and it is because of this that I
show them. In placing the winch, all one has to do
is to pass the plate in at B and force B back sufficiently
to allow of the entrance of the other end of the plate
The spring aforesaid then comes into action.
at A.
Fig. 79 shows the ordinary nickle fittings of a
Leonard split cane rod. The necessary ferrules, rings,
and other attachments fox rods may be considered as
part and parcel of the rod itself, and as such have
received attention in a separate important chapter
on Rods and Rod-making. The above are adjuncts
which cannot be considered as part and parcel of the

or reel plate.

rod Jierse, though, of course, highly desirable.

CHAPTER

IV.

TACKLE FOR THE CARP fAMILi.

LL

the

"summer spawn ers" but

perch, and

of

ruff,

the great

are

more or

Cyprinidcs,

or

less

eels, pi-ke,

members

carp family.

Roach, dace, tench, carp, barbel, chub,
are of this latter category, and I purpose in

all

this

paper to briefly describe and tell my readers how to
construct the present items of tackle necessary to

Of course, a great many of the appliances are convertible, with such exceptions as will be
pointed out. Difference of size and quality of material
their capture.

being only in existence in certain cases,

I

trust there

be nothing which, in light of the previous chapters,
will be anything but lucid and plain.
First, then, I will refer to the line for roach fishing.
will

Par

parenthese, let

heading

refers to the

reel line is

me

at the onset say that this

bottom

line only.

The rod and

a separate matter, and should be of light

and elegant make
in proportion

—sufficiently so

in

with the finest of gut.

any case to be

One word

as to

For a roach line, this
and roundest, though of course

the gut before passing on.

must be of the

finest

this is not so absolutely necessary as for fly-lines.

Now

of

what does

this line consist

?

Three yards

tapers towards the

of joined gut (so selected that

it

hook), with a

and hook.

float, split shot,

As

to the
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I prefer is No. 36, shown on page 25,
and it must be whipped on to a length of
gut.
To do this, carefully select the gut and roll it
round your fingers into a hank about as large as half
a crown, leaving one end out perhaps an inch and a
half.
When it is rolled it is not in your way. Take
the free end, and either crush it for a short distance
This
in your teeth, or burn off the end in a candle.

hook, the size
Fig. 18,

proceeding has the virtue of rendering the binding
more secure. Now take the hook between the left
finger and thumb, with the round of the bend between
them, and place the gut under the shank up to opposite the barb ; hold this tightly.
You have previously waxed your silk, which is fine and strong,
and you now take one end also between finger and
thumb of the left hand, 'and commence and go on
winding evenly and with steady tension from end to
bend. You now, without removing finger and thumb,
take one turn round the aforesaid finger, and, passing the gut through, form a single one of the cloven
hitches, shown at Fig. 45.
Draw this from the finger
to the shank and pull tight, and you can now with
safety add another.
Clip off the loose end of silk,
there must be no gut or other loose end showing, and
your hook is whipped, as it is termed. Too much
wax must not be used, as the varnish does not take
well.
The binding must now be touched sparingly
with shellac varnish (dissolved shellac in spirits of
wine, with a little gum benzoin added), and placed
in the sun, or near a fire
not too close, of course.

—

You

will, if

roach lines at a

dozen hooks

make a dozen or more
and we will assume that a
therefore be tied.
My plan is to

you are

will

wise,

sitting,

take one evening for hook-tying, pur

et simple, others
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for float-making, line-tying,

plummet-making, etc.
done it is curious how the mechanism
of the hand seems to fall naturally to its task. In
such case, a slender rack made of a thin rod of iron
stretched between two uprights is very useful for the
drying of the varnished hooks, because they can be
arranged so as not to touch. This will be found
especially useful when one is making jack and other

and

;

if this is

tackle.

Supposing the hook dry, the next thing is to loop
the other end of the gut. Now, if this is whipped and
not tied, it will be found to be a rather ticklish job,

and the learner

will be some time before he can whip
the loop with a certainty of exemption from accident

in the

shape of

being insecure, or the finish off
This latter, I
need scarcely say, is an unpardonable fault in the
tackle-maker. Better be coarse and strong than neat
and weak.
However, the left finger and thumb
comes into play, and the operation is performed
towards the loop, finishing off on one of the seams of
gut.
The finest of fly-tying silk is here indispensable.
In fact, it may be said once and for all, that
the strongest work is performed with very fine silk
always.
It takes longer, perhaps
but this quality
and its neatness are recompenses.
If, on
the other hand, this loop is tied, and I
frankly say that I prefer it tied,
it should be done so
either with the loop given at Fig. 51, which I prefer
Soaking
for roach tackle, or that shown at Fig. 52.
its

coming undone, or the gut drawing.

;

—

—

is,

of course, necessary.

The next

consideration

prefer tied only

;

is the line
but the fashionable

with either Fig. 49, or Fig.

50,

This

itself.

way

is

I

to tie

and whip the bare
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ends for a short distance for greater security, when
each strand of gut should be straight, and the rough
ends ahvays cut off quite free from the round part.
It is a good plan to soak after tying the requisite
and stretch the gut with a
length,
three yards,
steady pull from a round hook let in your work-bench,

—

—

and rub with chamois
tied

leather.

Of course loops

are

each end, either as at Fig. 51,

at

page 37, or Fig. 52, page 39.
These two preliminary processeshook tying and gut line making are

—

with the simple
difference of size in hook, and shape and
coarseness of gut. These will be ad-

same

the

for all

verted to as

The
its

I shall

variety of

digress here to speak

Floats are

amateur manufacture.

made

also

we go along.
made in a great

float is

shapes, and

on

fish,

of a great variety of materials,

the chief of which, however, are cork,
quill,

il

reed,

Fig. 80

and wood.

the principle of the float

in

its

shows
most

primitive form.

A

Fig. So.
Priiiiitive

form

is

the barrel of cork, painted in two

colours, as indicated

of Float.

length of

by the

wood through

its

line

;

centre

B
;

is

a

C

C,

the rings of brass through which the line passes, to be
retained in

Now
tell
it

its

place

any one with a

is

by the cap
taste

just above B.
made, and I need scarcely
for mechanical pursuits, how

At

Messrs. Allcock's factory at

this is the cheapest

to be done.

Rcdditch

it is

a pretty sight to see

conditions

of

thousands

are

floats

turned

how

all

sorts

and

manufactured.
Literally
out per week, and yet the

are
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demand seems

inexhaustible.

cutter sits at his bench,
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With them the
his side you

cork-

and by

see a

heap of square pieces of cork of all lengths and
sizes, from that of the tiny dace float to the big jack,
duck-egg-like appliance.
True, he picks up each
piece, and fixing it in the lathe with the rapidity of
thought almost, he has applied a chisel-like tool, and
the shavings run off in a shower.
float is

formed and pitched

unavoidable in nearly

all

aside.

The

barrel of the

Next, the

cork, are filled

cavities,

up with

and when this is somewhat hardened the cork
again placed in a lathe, and as it is whirled round
the surface is sand-papered smooth.
Next it is
putty,

is

and the plug B, Fig. 80, fitted. Next the
added and whipped neatly in their places.
Finally, the float is painted and varnished.
For home manufacture I have made use of good
wine corks with advantage, boring them through with
a cork borer, to be had of all chemical apparatus
makers, and fitting two or more corks accurately one
on the other, with a little stiff shellac varnish or Le
Page's Carriage Glue between them, to render them
firmer one with the other. With such a float as this
The
I use a good stiff swan or goose quill as a plug.
cork can be cut with a sharp knife roughly into shape,
and afterwards rasped with a sharp wood rasp more
After this it may be
truly, and then sand-papered.
puttied, and the finishing touches added, as in Fig. 80.
bored,

rings are

A

large quill of turkey, pelican, or swan, or even
smaller ones of goose, are by no means bad roach
Take the quill and carefloats, if made as follows
then
fully scrape it to remove any attached skin
:

;

remove the feathers right down to the quill. Just
where this joins thfe quill there is a tender spot and
;

'
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if

you

with

pull the feather too roughly

its

much

you

will

being waterproof; and the float

value

not waterproof.

if

do away
is

not of

Carefully, therefore,

remove the feather, and take your whipping silk and
bind this spot on the quill firmly and evenly, waxing
the silk rather more than usual. Now apply the
shellac varnish rather copiously, and let it dry give
it another coat, taking care that the former hardens
;

ere the latter

applied.

is

copper, tin,'or brass wire,

and wind

—

Now

take a piece of fine

the latter for preference,

round a hair-pin or fine knitting-needle
once or twice, turning the ends at right angles. You
have thus a ring which is to be attached to the upper
part of the float at about half an inch from its end,
whip it firmly and varnish. Similarly attach another
to the lower end. Now tip each end with a little
sealing-wax varnish
red i^ usually employed, as
being a conspicuous colour. This varnish is made
with the best red sealing-wax broken into chips, in
not
spirits of wine
let it stand in a warm place
too warm, till required. Your roach float is now
made.
In Fig. 8 1 are shown four floats which are exact
representations of those found to be most useful in
it

;

—

;

fishing for the so-called coarse fishes.

A

represents

a cane and quill combination, the centre being of
cane and the two ends of quill, and some hard wood
or bone as terminals

;

E, C,

and D are of cork, and

are of the shape I prefer for

requiring a

float,

indicate a bite,

and of

very buoyant.

Fig. 82

as efficient as the
sists

of a

quill,

all

fishing operations

as they are slight
sufficient

and so readily

length to be also

is also easily made, and quite
more elaborate specimens. It con-

—swan,

turk^fc;goose, or pelican,

— at
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and a tapered plug of yellow deal

the upper part,

the lower.
I

The diagram

hardly think

'J^

at

so fully explains itself that

more explanation

is

One

necessary.

thing in working quill should not be forgotten

:

hot

and render it tough, and
of course when it dries it will harden on the wooden
plug, hence it should be soaked always before you

water will always soften

begin to use

it

it.

—

Sometimes, to avoid the nuisance of having to
undo your bottom line from the running line, in order
another
to change the float, should it be too heavy,
dodge is resorted to, which, however, is only applicable to cork floats.
The cork is split through the

—

barrel,

and the

line is

drawn

into this until

it

reaches

then drawn round and away from
the slip, so that it cannot return out of the latter
unless moved to it again.
This is a capital invention
The top of
for jack floats, and is shown in Fig. 83.

the centre core,

it is

this float is often

for night fishing.
for retaining float

of

coated with a luminous compound
Fig.

on

84 also shows an arrangement
"
and " caps

line in place of rings

quill.

I

am

also in favour of

what

is

termed a self-cock-

ing float for certain sorts of fishing, especially that

carp and roach.
This is simply formed by placing
a cylindrical piece of lead, easily cut from a hank of
lead wire, into the lower part of the quill, and whipping neatly round it. The binding of the lower ring

for

will

do

capitally for this purpose indeed.

Of

course,

proportioned to the natural buoyancy
of the quill, and the float ought not to sink lower
than will leave out quite an inch in a small and an
the weight

is

inch and a half in a large float.
This self-cocking
arrangement obviates the use of split shot on the line
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—to

It is
which we must get back by the bye.
canals
chiefly suitable in still water, such as lakes and
where the fish are exceptionally shy.
Split shots, Fig. 85, are used of all sizes, and are
split, I need scarcely say, with a special machine like
a pair of tweezers. These can be purchased from a
tackle maker and I need further say but little about
them, as it is scarcely -likely that the amateur will
split his own shot when they are so ridiculously
cheap though he can if he will, by sinking a small
hole the size of half the shot in a block of hard wood
and using his jack-knife, cutting through the shot
down to the wood.
The shot should be pres.sed on our roach line by
means of a pair of ordinary tweezers.
If expense
is an object, the teeth will do as well
provided; of
course, you have some in front.
The shots ought not
to be nearer than a foot from the hook
if the hook
gut is longer than a foot, a small one may be placed
on it. I always use No. 4 shot myself.
piece of
lead wire is- wound round the line by some anglers,
and they claim that the gut is then not injured by
compression, and that it can be easily taken off
This is a good argument but is it not likely that the
fish will sooner see the wire than the shots
You have now finished your roach line. The same
sort of thing with a lighter float will do for dace and
For tench and carp even lighter floats are
bleak.
used (Figs, 81 and 82), and finer gut the hook somewhat larger. For chub, a small triangle hook is often
used instead of the single.
;

;

—
;

A

;

."

;

One

or

two

little

appliances are yet necessary, to

complete the tackle of the roach, dace, bleak, tench,
and carp fisher. Having made his lines, a winder ig

,

1
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de rigueur (as Fig. 86), whereon he may place his
tackle when not in use. This, of course, varies from
the half section of a bamboo cane (Fig. 86) to an

ordinary piece of board simply hotched out. Fig. 87,
however, is the thing, and the following is a description

A, A, A, A, are slips of thin wood, held at distances of half an inch or more by a brass wire B is
the lid made to slip off a box in the centre, of the
:

;

winder into which the brass wires are fixed. At
up the sides of the winder on the slips A
notches are cut.' The hook of the line is slipped on

intervals,

the wire of either partition, and the line

is

wound round and round

secured

in

one of the notches.

this protects the angler

from entanglement.
wood.

The plummet
fishing.

lead.

ift

Of

end loop

course

it

is

is

obvious that

from the hook, and the

The

material

is

then

line

commonly box-

a necessary adjunct for roach, etc.,
patterns, both of
each a core of cork is placed, and

is

Figs. 88

At A

until its

and 8g show two

there should be no difficulty in fitting
as that the cork can be softened very

it,

inasmuch

much by im-

Both are of otherwise
one square and the
other rounded and pyramidal. I make a mould of
chalk for my plummets, and if they come out rough
mersing in a

little

hot water.

solid lead, with a brass loop let

in,

they are easily filed into shape. They should be
painted a dullish green, and never be left bright,
unless you want your hook and plummet to disappear some day from off the gut by reason of the rush
and bite of a voracious perch or pike. I have known
a pike to snap off my plummet before now because of
its

brightness.

Barbel are certainly taken with the

float

and

line,

So
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but the whole arrangement

is

almost double in size

and general coarseness. There is a very favourite
method of taking these fish with some fishermen, and
that is by an arrangement termed a " leger," Fig. 90.
The bottom trace, which is used for this, consists of
a yard of fairly stout gut, joined as before directed,
and between the last two links a piece of gimp is
joined by whipping.
farthest

placed.

Now,

at the

from the hook, a large

A bullet

or " leger "

split
is

end of

this

gimp

or drilled shot

is

slipped on from the

end and is stayed by the shot. This leger is
attached to the rod-line, and baited with a worm and
thrown out, so that the whole arrangement lies on
the bottom. When the fish bites,, it of course jogs
shortest

much moving the leger, because this
being drilled allows of the free passage of the line.
It is a very deadly piece of tackle.

the line without

There are one or two miscellaneous articles I might
enumerate here as being useful, and, indeed,
some of them indispensable, to the angler for all fish,
not less than those to which I have referred. The
first of these is a landing-net.
I need not refer particularly to the net, except to say that it should be
dressed and thoroughly dried, and its mesh not less
than that of Fig. 91. The handle and ring for the
as well

net are, however, distinctly within the province of the

amateur workman. The handle may be of any light
or tough wood, and the iron of it, being home-made,
may be of hoop iron. I find no difficulty in getting
a ring of, say, 12 inches of f-inch iron or steel, welded
together into a spike for fastening in the handle for
and with an iron collar to prevent
a few pence
splitting, he must be a very poor workman who canThe net is laced on with two halfnot contrive one.
;
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and should be carefully dried
shows an improved collapsible whalebone ring, which is in request by all the
" swell " anglers, owing to its portability and general
handiness. A and A indicate two joints, which, when
extended as now shown, are rigid outwards, but on
the release of the bolt at B, which is easily done by
means of the trigger shown, collapse inwardly, until
the whole affair can be folded up in an upibrella case.
This fits, by means of a screw with broad thread, in
a suitable handle. Figs. 93, 94, and 95 also exhibit
good devices.
In Fig. 96 we have a new and wonde^rfully convenient arrangement which may thus be described.
A and B are the ring and handle before attachment.
A can be carried inside B, and with the cap E screwed
on, no more portable affair can be conceived.
C shows
the ring in situ. At D we have the means of adjustment. The ends a, a, of A are bored as shown, and
one is slipped in on to b, then the other end is brought
round and slipped on the other p?g b, and the spring
Of
of the steel keeps the whole affair in its place.
course the net is slipped on a, a, before arrangement.

hitches to each mesh,
after every using.

Fig. 92

In Fig. 97 a rather different style of net, but not
The handle and net iron
is shown.

the less portable,
are in

on

it

two

A thumb-screw at

brella.

whole,

and A is pushed up when the net is
movement like the opening of an um-

pieces,

with a
I

am

B

fixes

it

rigidly.

inclined to pronounce these

On

the

two devices

the best I have seen.
Fig.

98

represents,

The

handle.

bolt at

a

A

good kind

of collapsible

locks this handle

when ex-

though, by pressure upon it, it can instantly
be released. The advantage of a handle which can be

tended

;
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extended or contracted at will when fishing, is obvious.
landing-net is used for the purpose of taking the
fish out of the water when it has been exhausted by the
angler and it sometimes happens that it is practically
impossible to reach the exhausted fish with a shorthandled net. This handle can be taken in one hand
and opened without aid from the other, and can be
unlocked again in a similar manner.
Fig. 99 is what is termed a gaff and knife? combined, and is very useful for salmon fishing, or even
pike fishing, though not perhaps so much so in refer-

The

;

A

gaff" is a hook with barb,
ence to the carp family.
used to land fish in the place of a landing-net. The
hook is thrust into the gills if possible, or into the

belly of the fish

and

;

it is

thus lifted bodily out of the

introduce a drawing of this improved form
of the gaff, because the knife thereto attached is so
useful for cutting off a branch of a tree or weed in
water.

I

may

from time to time become imprimanufactured by
any one possessing a forge. The barb is not absolutely necessary in fact, I prefer the weapon without
it.
I need scarcely say the knife is a fixture, coming
out only a short distance in excess of its position as

which the
soned.

line

It is

an

article also easily

;

shown

in the illustration.

A clearing ring

is

also

handy

for the carp fisher-

man. This is a heavy ring of lead enclosed, but with
the ends overlapping. When a weed is encountered
it is easily slipped on the line and allowed to run
down to the hook and on to the reed. Of course a
string is attached.
Almost any weed will yield to
this
it is shown in Fig. loo
and it can be made by
any one with very little trouble.
;

;

Fig. loi represents the clearing ring usually sold in
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is made of lead,
lower part, as shown,
and closes to in the upper half.
line is passed through the two
holes shown in the engraving and
held in the hand. This implement
is
certainly better in appearance
than the rough-and-

the

shops.

jointed at
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It

its

A

loo

ready ring shown in
Fig. 100, but it is an
open question if it be
really

more

How

to

— Clearing

Kinij for Carp
Fiihing.

useful.

Use

tJie

Tackle described in the

foregoing pages
fitly

may

occupy our atten-

99'

— Gaff and Knife com-

bined, for

Salmon Fishing.

tion for a little while, for I

think

all

my

agree with

Fig. loi.

— Clearing Ring.

readers will

me

that

" all

work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy" indeed.
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And

bounds of possibility that
some who have followed me carefully who
can make the tackle described perhaps have done
so by this time-^and yet have but a hazy notion of
it is

quite within the

there are

—

how

to use it.
Besides, I have only given the fundamental principles underlying the making of appliances
for our coarse fish, and not the minutiae for each and
under the heading of this paragraph the omission
may very well be supplied. Let it, however, be un;

derstood, that

all

tackles

for

the

carp family are

generally similar, and differ only in degree and pro-

Assuming that piscator has acquired a rod
having yet arrived at the proficiency necessary
to make one we will begin with
Fishing for Carp. The tackle is a fine silk line,
dressed with one of the dressings given, a winch
modern one preferable, fine gut line, made as described, quill float like Fig. 82, a few shots to cock it
(Fig. 85), and a hook on fine gut (No. 7, Fig. 19).
So
portion.

—not

much

—

—

for the tackle.

Now

as to the

fish.

of fresh-water fish

—

You will
why I

find carp the wiliest

begin with him.

that's

you pass the ordeal of catching a

you

If

have
graduated in the angling virtue of patience, and be
worthy of further developments. The fish is found in
lakes, and but scarcely in rivers and usually it feeds
in the deeper parts of such ponds as contain it.
Anyhow, it must be ground-baited for and for this
purpose bread, grains, greaves, potatoes, worms,
gentles, and boiled wheat, are each and all excellent
ground-baits, so they be fresh and in no wise stale.
place should be quietly baited for several early
mornings, not too copiously, and then one morning,
that on which you fish, should be missed. You can
carp,

;

;

A

will
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use for hook-bait the finer parts of any of the groundbaits enumerated.
In doing this, be careful to cover the entire hook

and having
(see Figs. 88

first

plumbed the depth with a plummet

and

89), let the bait be so distant from
the float that it rests on the bottom. When you see
the float move, pause just a few seconds, and then

not too sharply. Play your fish, gently, or you
break the tackle.
Fishing for Roach. The roach is an easier fish to
capture, but requires quiet and unostentatious treatment, as befits its carp-like nature, or you will not be
very successful. It is not within the province of this
work to do more than give the barfest outline of fishcatching, or I might fill a volume (as the late Mr.
Greville Fennell has verily done in his " Book of the
Roach ") about this fish, so favoured by the humbler
angler.
Its haunts are moderately swift streams,
near weeds, and gently-moving lagoons, whence sometimes many dozens can often be taken at a sitting.
Ground-bait, of materials similar to those used for
carp, is essential, and need be used only one night
previously, or actually at the time of commencing to
fish.
The tackle should be similar to that used as
above for carp, only a smaller hook is necessary. The
bait should be similar also, and not allowed to rest
on the ground, but be retained an inch from it. The
least indication of a bite by the float should cause the
angler to respond with a sharp but not violent strike.
Dace are fished for with similar baits and tackle
strike,

will

—

lighter

if'

anything.

Fly-fishing

is

pretty sport for

dace.

Chub are taken by baiting with cheese, greaves,
pith of bullock, or worms, using stouter tackle of the

,
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Ctiub
kind, and a No. 13 or 14 hook (Fig. 19).
frequent the shadows of overhanging osiers or bushes,
if you keep well out of sight, are bold biters.
Barbel fishing is usually carried on from a boat,
and the fish are mostly found in the deeper runs and
eddies of the river.
If float-fishing be indulged in,

and,

a float of large dimensions is necessary, and strong
though not too stout gut. The leger (Fig. 90) is very
much used by the ordinary bank fisherman and the
hook should be a No. 13 or 14 (Fig. 19). Bait with
lob worm, ground-baiting some time previously with
;

same.

Bream

fishing

is

similar to that

for barbel, only

may be used.
Tench fishing is similar to carp fishing, but is best
carried on at night after sunset.
The fish is very
fond of a red worm, or the tail of a lob-worm that
has been well scoured in moss.
When fishing, the angler should always have with
him the materials for binding on a hook or mending
a rod. Let this be always borne in mind.
reel of
silk and a piece of cobbler's wax take up but little
room, and one never knows ^yhen they may become
lighter tackle

Baits similar.

A

useful.

CHAPTER

V.

BAITS FOR PIKE, SALMON TROUT, PERCH,

AND

EELS.

N

commencing

that

this

chapter

am sensible
me to do

I

impossible for

quite

it is

justice to so vast a subject in so short a

space as remains at

my

disposal.

There

are three .methods in vogue for the capture of the

pike

;

and the constant

of

varieties

tackle which

present themselves, according to the tackle- maker's

—

fancy and the angler's whim for the fish would
seem but scantily consulted in use for these three

—

methods are bewildering

in their

number, and quite

I
impossible to reproduce in their entirety here.
has
who
amateur
shall, however, seek to ground the
followed me so far in the manufacture of the chief

appliances,

and must leave

aptitude to do the
baiting are each
fishers

;

and, as

rest.

own

observation and
live-

by most jack
both necessary and useful td do

and

it is

his

Spinning, trolling, and
all

practised

propose referring seriatim to them.
Spinning is looked upon as the most sportsmanlike
and perhaps a greater variety of tackle is made
for its pursuance than for any other form of angling,
except fly-fishing. The word applies to the motion
of the bait, which revolves or spins in its passage
through the water, with a velocity proportioned to

so, I

;

the perfection of

its

position on the hooks.
89

One

of
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the simplest and best of these " flights," as they are

A is a double hook,
is shown at Fig. 102.
on gimp, of a gauge corresponding to the supposed size of fish sought to be caught B is a triplet
placed on a double gimp for extra security and C
exhibits the lip-hook, which is inserted in the mouth
of the bait to keep it in its place. One word about
lip-hooks generally they are intended to slip on the
gimp, or gut, by means of two loops attached, one at
the bend and the other at the end of the shank.
These loops are of gimp or of steel, and the latter are
termed,
tied

;

;

:

made with
.

After insertion in the mouth

the hook.

of the bait, a twist

is

to prevent slipping.

ordinarily taken round the

bend

A

bait's

is

intended to bend the

which would be that of a dace, etc.
shows another kind of flight, almost of the
same make, but claimed by some to be superior. In
this case A is looped on to the main gimp, and a
triplet hook dangles behind. Another triplet is placed
higher up on the gimp, and a lip-hook of the customary pattern is also employed.
Fig. 104 completes the trio of what I consider the
best unleaded flights of spinning hooks made.
I say
tail,

Fig. 103

unleaded, because in some of the others
on,

you may see that the lead

the water

is

the trace, as

contained in the
I shall

I

give further

for sinking the bait in

of being on
This tackle is

bait, instead

presently explain.

and consists of one single hook, and
one triplet; the lip-hook is added, as a matter of course.
It is dressed on stoutish gimp.
Let me here refer
for one moment to the whipping of hooks on gimp.
Be careful that you withdraw a small length of the
enwrapping wire, and overlap the forks of the triplets
with a little of the fibre, bringing it down on the
perfectly simple,
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This causes the whipping to be very secure,
and gives a better finish if done with care.
In Fig. 105 we have a singular

shank.

but very effective invention for
the doing away with the bent tail
and weighting the bait at the

same time.
To describe the
weapon in extenso, it consists at

A

of a lead barrel through which

terminating
This part can
easily be made from an ordinary
barrel lead, Fig. 126, and a large
blanket pin. The part B consists
of a disc of metal cut from the
a

brass

with

pin

runs,

hook.

a

outer edge into equilateral flanges,

They

six of them.

the shape

shown

to

are bent in

somewhat

re-

semble a screw propeller, the acThe
tion of which they imitate.
centre of this is bored to admit a
piece of piping, which is fitted by
soldering (see c)
at the

Fig. 105

— " Fishing

Gazeltcj " Spinner.

upper end

thrust

down

A

terminates

in

a ring, to

which a swivel D is ringed. The
lip-hook at E is attached with this
ring, and this, with the three triplets on gimp depending from the
other side, completes what has
been named Tlie Fishing Ga::ctte
Spinner.

is

;

The

the hook,

keeps

baiting

pin. A, in

the throat of the bait until

its

mouth

The

arrives at C

;

lip-hook

thrust in the back of the neck, and the

is

F,

it

in its place.
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the whole
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When

drawn through the water the fans, B,
cause very rapid revolutions, and the result is a most
is

attractive spin.

It is a

very creditable invention, ot

which Mr. Marston, of The Fishing Gazette, might
well be proud.
An arrangement designed for the same purpose, is

shown

106 (p. 91).
be easily made if one can braze or solder
pretty fairly. A is a pin with a loop at the head
C represents a hook which is pushed in together with
the pin through the barrel lead (these leads can, of
course, be readily purchased and adapted to their
purpose) B exhibits the flange, which is cut out from
a piece of sheet brass, and carefully inclined and
curled either way, as shown.
Curiously (through a
mistake in the shading) the flange in Fig. 107 shows
the exact flat pattern. This flange is then fitted
into the lead either by sawing it down about a quarter
of an inch, or it is fitted to the pin A, previously to
anything being done at all. Perhaps this is the better
way, but it involves soldering, and the latter process
does not, as the lead itself can be closed sufficiently
tight to obviate its slipping out.
If the upper part of
the flange close to the ring be beaten thin, the closure
of the lead is additionally secure. Fig. 107 shows the
in Fig.

may

This

;

;

mounting

in its entirety.

Of

course, all the tackles

here shown can be varied as to
requires,

size,

as occasion

though these represented are the ordinary

dimensions.

The

foregoing are the most

tackles in ordinary use, and
difficult

which

I

to make.

am

difficult of

the spinning

yet are by no means

Those of the artificial baits to
are, in some cases, the work

about to refer
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of skilled metal-workers, and cannot, of course, be

made without great expense for adequate machinery.
There are very many which are not here figured that
can be manufactured by the amateur and in none of
them, except the most fantastic,
;

is

there

who

difficulty for those

real

are disposed to go

expense.
ever, the

game

candle, for

ment

to

In the latter case,

will

is

the

how-

never worth the

some simpler arrangeprobably

be

found

better in actual practice.
Fig.
bait,

io8

is

metal

a

artificial

which, twenty years ago, was

known

to

me

as the " devil killer,"

probably in allusion to its remarkable killing powers.
It is
formed by a barrel of bright
metal, with flanges on each side,
and is even now ranked amongst
the good artificial baits of these

Obviously

latter days.

impracticable

it is

quite

make without

to

proper machinery.
Fig.
Fig.

loS— "Devil

bait,

109

made

is

a

very attractive

entirely of nickle,

and

Killer."

painted with red fins and splashes

This also is one of those it is not
worth while to make yourself; and, as a fisherman, I
cannot recommend you to buy it.
of red elsewhere.

Fig.
is

no

is

not intended for fresh-water really, but

nevertheless a killer where pike abound.

sents a hook, on the shank of which
shot.

Over

this

is

is

A

repre-

a large drilled

drawn a piece of red india-rubber
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B, at the extreme shank
end represents flanges of metal, whilst a swivel at the
extremity completes the bait.
For

tubing, represented at C

some kinds of

;

it is very
an extremely
worm-like appearance about it when

effective,

sea-fishing

for there

is

and

rushing

revolving

through the water.
Fig.
Ill
shows
an
American bait, which on
arrival here did great

its

deeds

"

of

amongst

derring-do

the

consists at

A

pike.

It

of a spoon,

either of bright bronzed

or reddened metal.

B

is

a barrel lead on a shaft,
connected with a Fishing

Spinner at C.
Gazette
This shaft passes through
the spoon twice at top
is conit
and bottom

—

;

Fig.

109.—

Another Form of
Spinning Bait.

nected at bottom with a

and this tassel
wool and gold tassel, or

tasselled triplet,
scarlet

of

gaudy

and

feathers.

this is

Take the

how
triplet

finger of the left
Fig.

no.

India-rubber

Spinning Bait
for Pike.

I
it

may be of
it may be

prefer the former,

should be dressed

between thumb

:

and

hand (hooks being be-

now select your scarlet
tween them)
^qoI and pass it Up to the ring of the
;

.^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

j^^^j_^

^j. ^j^g

waxed

silk

make it fast there now attach your tinsel in a similar
way, and having stroked the wool evenly down, wind,
;
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shown spirally. Twist your waxed silk tightly
once or twice more around, and fasten off. You can,
if you choose, spin a fibre of wool around it first.
Spin some thick wool on the remainder of your silk,
and tie both tinsel and wool round tightly at the
bottom of the hook opposite the fork. Now arrange
the feather over the forks of the triplet and your
as

artificial

bait

tions might

is

finished.

be given

A

similar set of instruc-

This
a bait differing in that the spoon flies loose, as depicted round the shaft at A as the bait moves through
the water. This is a highly effective bait for large
in reference to Fig. 112,

is

fish,

The "phantom"

soleskin

bait

(see

Fig.

116^,

patented by Messrs. Little, of Fetter Lane, quite
deserves mention.
It is composed of prepared soleis, of course, hollow, and becomes
drawn through the water. Its colours
are those of the trout and parr, and it is chiefly in
Pike would probable destroy it.
request for salmon.
Amongst all the artificial minnows produced by
England and America, and " legion " hardly exthe greatest novelty I have
presses their number,
seen is the bait shown in Fig. 113. As it so happens

skin painted
inflated as

it

;

it is

—

—

that I

am

at this time personally superintending the

wholesale making of it, a detailed description of
the various processes will put the amateur au fait
of the usual method pursued in the production of
Hard rubber is the material of the
such articles.
or

more properly india-rubber vulcanized.

bait

itself,

The

bait itself

as vulcanizing

is
is

made

at the rubber

works

for

me

a separate business, requiring ex-

pensive machinery

;

but the tyro can procure gutta

percha, and, after constructing himself a mould,

he
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Fig.

114.— The Tail Feather Hool
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— Patent

Luminous

Ilait.
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can,

by immersing the gum

in

hot water, get

it

suffi-

ciently plastic to take the impression of the mould.

Supposing this to be done, and that he has the dark
rough imitation of the fish before him, the next
process

is

to paint

silvered over with

it.

Now

113

Fig.

silver paint,

is

first

of

all

the next operation

is to varnish the upper part with dark greenish
varnish, and then bars are painted as shown, to represent the bars of a minnow. The next operation
is the fixing of the pectoral fins or flanges which
cause it to spin, but previous to this a wire is
passed through the entire bait. Then, a slit having
been cut, a piece of bright tin in shape of A, Fig. 113,,
is placed in situ, to form the' fins, and each side
carefully bent in opposite directions to constitute
the screw-like action finally a swivel and a flight
of hooks is placed as shown at head, and another
feathered treble hook at tail.
Just a word about
this
Fig. 1 14 exhibits the most attractive combination as fully as it is possible to show it on paper,
in black and white, and it is thus made up.
Strips
of guinea fowl, mallard, and grey goose, scarlet ibis,
and peacock, and white swan are grouped symmetrically, and with reference to their contrasts, round
a treble hook, and fastened securely. This gives a
beautiful appearance, and is found to be very attrac;

—

Finally, to finish the
tive to fish.
with luminous paint, which makes

bait,
it

it

is

painted

give out a white

phosphorescence at night, and varnished with "crystal""
Fig. 115 exhibits another form of artificial

varnish.

minnow of similar construction.
Though I refer the reader to
tration of the Soleskin

Fig. 116 for

Phantom,

it

that the cut represents the ordinary

an

illus-

should be said

phantom made
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of

The

silk.

simply

difference

between the two consists

being claimed that the skin of
far tougher and softer in water than the

in material,

the sole
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is

And

it

so it is
and though it is quite possible
would not answer for pike fishing, it suits admirably
for perch and trout as well as for salmon, for which
fish it was specially designed.
That its coloration

silk.

;

it

is

all

that

human

be

foresight

could suggest

I

may

Francis
Francis
Mr.
having himself had considerable correspondence with
assert

the

to

maker

Ti'^.

115.

incontestible,

in reference to this point.

— Artilkial Spinning Bait

The

in Imitation of

opinions

Minnow.

of other experienced anglers hardly second

to.

Mr.

Francis were also taken.

The Phantom

is, however, easier
be stated to consist of the head,
which is a hollow casting with flanges attached, the
silk for body and tail, and the flight of hooks as
shown on twisted gut. The casting, probably, is
best obtained from the makers, but the silk is simply
of that kind known as Japanese, and may be either
white, yellow, or red, according to the ground colour
required.
It is cut out to the size and shape required
painted, and sewn up the back very closely and

to make, and

figured (Fig. 116)

may
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In this dry condition the Phantom is of
course collapsed and shapeless but on being drawn
through the water the latter fills it through the
neatly.

;

hollow head, and
rically fish-like.

it is

It is

at

once tubular and symmet-

as well to let

it

imitate a small

and to that end the maker should procure
one in order to copy the coloration. I need scarcely
and
say, that any one intending to make this bait,

trout,

—

—

named it is a splendid lure, should buy
Little.
The head need not be of heavy cast

for the fish

one of
metal if that is not easily got
then zinc or brass
will do, but in that case a sinker is necessary on the
trace, to which part of his outfit I will refer the
;

reader presently.

The "Electric"

bait, shown at Fig. 117, is one
good tale of the great lake trout,
pike, muscallouge, and black^bass of the New World
and I predict that if used in smaller sizes it would
do so in the Old World waters. As the intelligent
reader will observe, it is cut out either by stamping
or shears
from a sheet of metal in one piece, and

that has told a

;

—

—

it is soldered to the tube
through which a rod runs terminating with
a tail hook and at the top end a swivel. Usually the
metal is painted red inside, and the putside is bright
nickel plated usually.
It is a most durable and

after being turned to shape,

at

A,

—

useful bait.
Fig. 1 1 8 is also struck out from one piece of metal,
and no explanation of the metal bait is required

to

make

the process of manufacture clear to the

attentive reader: but as the tail baits of Figs. 118

and 1 19 are novel, some detail pf their construction,
though more fitly coming under the heading of " fly
making," may be given here, so that the way may
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Fig. Ii8.

— Fancy Lure.

Fig. 117.

lOI

—The Electric Bait.
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be clear as
Fig.

1

18,

gimp

in

I

proceed.

a triplet

is first

In making
whipped on

the ordinary way.

half an inch further

up a

3s.

About
sproat

hook is also whipped, the end of the
gimp being turned into a loop. A
piece of gold tinsel is next wrapped
round the body at A, and secured by
one turn of the loose whipping silk.
A length of coarse floss silk, of any
bright colour, is next tied by one
end and a piece of cofton wadding,
worked up to a taper at both ends,
is tied by one end at the side of the
shank.
In addition to this, and
at the same time a length of thin
chenille is also secured.
These are
all wound on in the following way
First take the waxed thread and
lead it up to the end of the shank
and secure it there with one tie, now
take the cotton and twist it round
the shank to make a body, rounding it nicely and tapering it to finish
at about 5 inch from the end of
shank.
Secure it with one turn and
:

—

1^'

a half-hitch of the

the

silk

Now

take

closely

and

silk.

and wind

it

evenly over the cotton, and
before

;

Fis.

119- -Another

mcy

Allure.

as

next wind the chenille so

as to rib the silk as
1

tie

shown

18, finish this off neatly.

in Fig.

Now take

a couple of hackles from a red cock's
neck, ^n*^ oi-i-anh if arrnrrllncT fn th(^
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directions given in the chapter on Fly-tying.
The
wings are strips of scarlet ibis wing feather, mallard,
and other feathers of a gaudy nature.
Fig. 119 presents the imitation of what our cousins
across the " Herring-pond " term a " bug," and what

we term

a "grub."
It is made in a similar way as
regards the body, and the tail consists of red ibis

feather,

the

legs

of strands of

head of a strand of peacock

tail

dyed

gut,

wound

and the

round.

If

the reader will turn to the chapter on Fly-making he

Fig. 120.

will find

ample instruction

— Spoon Fly.
for

making these

additional

under consideration.
The Spoon Fly (Fig. 120) is remarkably deadly to
and the fly consists of an ordinary large
fish also
guise, or lake trout fly, above which is slipped a
This spoon is first put on
little spoon of metal.
This is a
to a tube of metal, on which it revolves.
necessary proceeding, for if the ring of the spoon
were placed on the naked gut its rapid revolutions
would cut it very soon. I always use a thin lead
features of the

;

artificial baits
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tube— which

is

only a lead wire bored, and

it

answers

better than anything else.
Fig. 121
is

shows the "Weighted Perch Bait," which
" artificial," having its sinking

a neat and effectual

lead enclosed in the upper part of the bait, underneath the metal. One side is usually silver plated,

and the other

The

side bronzed.

special feature

of Figs.

123

is

the

When

a

fish

122 and

spring shown at A, A, in each figure.
seizes this bait, the spring allows it to collapse in his
jaw and the strike of the hooks is then unimpeded.
;

This valuable improvement

Fig. 121.

is

quite

incorporative

— Weighted Perch Bait.

with any of the spoons or bait susceptible of it,
on account of the much greater percentage of captures capable of being made with it, as compared

with the old style of rigid tackle. The Bead Spoon,
Fig. 124, shows a novel way of combining the sinker
It may be painted red, or be a
with the spoon.
plated sphere of metal left bright.

The next

thing

demanding

attention in connection

with spinning, is the " trace." This is the line to which
the bait is attached.
Generally it is composed of
gimp, and is about three feet long. Twisted gut is
also used,

gimp

is

and

I

prefer

preferable.

A

it,

but,

on the score of expense,

three feet

gimp trace

is

usually
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Fig. 126.

Lead

I05

— Barrel

fitted to

Trace.

I06
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broken

in three places to

admit swivels, and

I prefer

these double, as in Fig. 125.
I

do not recommend them

to be quite so large as

the drawing, but double they should be, and of brass,
for steel is so apt to rust.
The first swivel is placed
just the other side of the loop, which should

into the loop of the swivel very securely.

swivel at a foot's distance,

The

lead.

and

it

is

lead

is

what

very useful in

be whipped
The next

and the next just before the
is

called the " barrel " lead,

all its sizes for all

sorts of

126 shows it as it should be when
placed in situ on the trace. It is better to loop it on
to the gimp as shown, because it then hangs dependent, and is with the swivels a sure preventive of
that curse of spinners, "kinking," a term applied to
the state of tangle occasionally befalling even the
best arranged and used tackle.
good Swivel Lead
things.

Fig^

A

is

shown

in Fig. 127.

Live baiting for pike

is

by no means so

full

of

sportsmanlike feeling as spinning. The hooks for
live bait are generally a good double one, and a
single lip-hook, or a triplet
is

and lip-hook. The trace
and two swivels

ordinarily of about a yard of gimp,

are generally employed, as represented in Figs. 128,
129, 130, 131,

and

132.

Fig. 128

is

usually placed at

the end nearest the hook, and Fig. 129 at the top
instead of a loop a stout cork float, and a barrel
;

up to it from the bait, completes
For simplicity and killing power I do
not suppose any tackle soever can rival this. Fig.

lead held half-way

the tackle.

133 attempts to show the tout ensemble oi the trace

and hooks

baited.

is a very ancient style of fishing, as I have
elsewhere indicated. It consists, in "respect of tackle,

Trolling
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of a weighted hook, of which Fig. 134
cient

indication.

This

¥

is

drawn

is

107

a very suffi-

into the stomach

Fis. 130.

Fig. 129.

Fig. 134-

Fig. 129.— Trace for Top.
Fig. 12S.— Trace or End nearest Hool<.
Fig. 132.— WatchFig. 131.— Corkscrew.
Fig. 130.— Hoolc Swivel.
Appearance of Trace, Hooks, and Bait when comFig. 133.
spring.
Fig. 135.— Another
plete.
Fig. 134.— Weighted Hook for Trolling.
form of Weighted Hook.

—

mouth by means of a baiting
needle, which can be made in five minutes from a
Of course a length of gimp is
piece of brass wire.
of the bait from the
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attached to
in

length.

pletes

this,

A

and

this is generally

a couple of feet

128 or 129, comgorge hook may very

swivel, as in Figs.

the gorge hook.

A

and readily be made by whipping on a
double hook to a length of gimp, and before adjusting the swivel drawing on a large barrel lead, as
Fig. 126.
It is gently pinched so as to close on the
shank of the double hook somewhat low down, and
one then has an amaefficiently

teurish but

perfectly

serviceable hook. Fig.

135 can be made in
the same way, and
really

I

which

don't

to

know

prefer

for

Certainly

efficiency.

manufactured
cost more

the

ones

money, and that alone
sufficient

is

mendation
of many.

recom-

in the eyes

shows the
but not least important item of outfit
namely a bait can.
This
Fig. 136

Fig.

136.

last

— Bait Can.

of the pike fisherman

—

might be made by the amateur

he can use the
soldering iron at all.
It consists of an outside receiver, B, which encloses an inner one. A, perforated
as shown in Fig. 137.
The receiver should be made
of coarse zinc netting, so that on arriving at the water
it can be lifted from the stale water in B, and placed
in the stream. Of course this arrangement also facilitates the catching of any particular bait from the can.
if

'
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shows a floating minnow pail. The box
and air-tight. Consequently, wherever
the can is placed in deep water it will float.
Eels are remarkable and peculiar fish, though it
is not so very hard to catch them
of course, the
Fig. 138

at

A

is

of

tin,

;

I'ig- I37-

—

Ij!>it

Can.

means is to watch the air-holes in summer
and sharply plunge down a spear, such as Fig.
139 represents. This simply is composed of thin bars
of iron serrated and fixed as shown.
I have seen
them home-made, with teeth fixed to a crossbar like
a garden fork. The crossbar need only be of good
hard wood, such as holly or well seasoned oak, if
the spines are put in firmly but do not forget that
readiest

time,

;
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iron and wood, as a rule, do not bear on each other
remarkably well. A good straight'ash pole is neces-

sary for a handle.

he can do
on a bobbin similar to Fig. 140

If the angler prefers setting night lines
this,

winding

his lines

I

.

-FloaLinc: Vs'ire

I

make mine very

my

easily

;

Minnow

..

Pail.

getting the right side ot

manage

to get him to sav'e all the
These are something like A
B can be represented by any piece of hard wood
hazel mine are, from a copse near me.
I then stick a
long nail with a brass head, through the reel and into
B, and the trick is done.
In setting your line stick
the spike in the ground tight, and just undo sufficient
wife's draper,

I

twist reels he can spare.

;

line to reach to a likely spot.
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The

tackle for the

bold biting

fool,"

as

"

Ill

greedy perch,

Drayton very

insultingly, but truly, terms the fish,

away different from that
except that several separate
hooks are usually placed on one line.
is

not

far

for pike,

There is a distinctive piece of tackle
termed the " Paternoster," which I
must tell my readers how to make.
pear-shaped lead, with a ring
upper part, is slipped into the

First, a
in the
Fig. 139.Eel Spear.

Fig. 141.

— " Paternoster" Tackle

U

for Percli.

loop of the lower end of A, the gut
which is about three feet in length
and joined as before advised for all

So far so good. At inshown at Fig. 141, hooks
on other gut or gimp occasionally
gut

lines.

tervals,' as

—

a jack be suspected near,
and these are joined by loops tied at
intervals in the main line, and loops
the latter

if

tied at the ends of the gut links.
Fig. 140.

Bobbin for
Night Lines.

A

good

fish-carrying basket

of india-rubber

is

shown

made

at Figs. 142
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and

It

14J.

the best

is

have

I

ever seen for portability

and

light-

ness.

How

to 2ise the

and

perch,

pike,

now

eel-tackle

re-

quires a few words

a

necessarily-

brief

tone and
charac-

of

practical
ter.

I

deem

the more

these

neces-

Fig. 142.— Open Fish Creel.
gary because one
cannot be a really first-class amateur tackle maker
unless he knows when a bait works well and truly,
though there are rnany who profess the trade without
being anything but very indifferent anglers, if indeed

they be anglers at

There

are,

said, three

catching
trolling-,

I.

— Closed

Fish Cieel,

fish

spinning,

and

live bait-

Spinning.
is

in

:

Spin-

of two kinds

(i)

Spinning with the natural bait and (2) Spinning with the artificial.
( ) Spinning zvith the
I
natural bait. The bait
;

Fig. 143.

as I have
methods of

this

general use

ning

all.

then, as to pike.

First,
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either a gudgeon, roach, dace, bleak, or other small

fish,

and the

and

107.

personally prefer Fig. 102,

method of

by Figs. 102,
For various reasons I
and the following is the

flights in use are indicated

103, 104, 105, 106,

baiting.

Take a

bait of about five or six

and insert A, Fig. 102, through the
vertebrae just above the fork of the tail.
Bend the
tail round the hook, and pass the hook, which is turned
tailward into the side of the bait deeply.
If this be
done carefully, the tail of the bait is now bent to a
semicircle, and fixed so by means of this one "pothook," as it is termed. Now insert B in the side of
the bait, leaving the other two hooks standing out.
Next take a turn of the gut or gimp round the bend
of the lip-hook c to retain it, and pass it through the
You have now a bait that
lips of the bait
both lips.
inches long,

will spin.

The

.

kill

it,

So much

for the bait.

trace, either of giriip or gut, is as described

be of a thickness proporand bait. By this I mean, the reel
line should not be unduly thick or thin ; the happy
medium is best. The rod should be as shown in the
chapter on rod-making, where the exact plan of a

and the

reel line should

tionate to the rod

pike rod

is

given.

winch is just whichever you prefer.
prefer
Slater's make of wooden winch,
I
myself
For
for I always throw from the reel. This saves tangling
the line with twigs and the growing grass or undergrowth if you are fishing from land, and from getting
the line under foot if you are fishing from a boat.
The following brief directions may help the amateur
in his efforts to cast from the reel direct.
Allow about seven feet of the line nearest the bait

The

to

reel or

hang fromthe

rod's point.

Plant yourself firmly

H
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and easily, with the point of the rod raised well up,
and grasping the rod thus Tlie right hand clasps
the butt just below the reel, and the forefinger is
placed so as to act as a break on the circumference
of the outer or right-hand plate of the winch, which
:

will presently revolve, as the line is

paid out

;

the

left

hand firmly grasps the rod about six inches above
the reel.
In this attitude we make the cast from
left to right, the positions of the hands being reversed

when

casting from right to

left.

In making the cast itself, the body is turned halfabout-face to the right, and the bait and point of,

rod brought round to nearly opposite the point it is
desired to reach.
Considerable force is then used to
acquire momentum, and as the bait swings round it
is released at a tangent, and flies off in the direction
required, unreeling the line as it goes. As the velocity decreases and the bait falls, the forefinger responds to the eye, and with steady pressure stops the
reel,

so that

it

does not over-run.

raising of the rod's point

at this

The

ever so slight

precise

moment

drops the bait without splashing, and thus the " Nottingham " cast from the reel is made. It seems easy
to do, but most difficult in actual practice.
If you cannot acquire this accomplishment there
is no help for it, you must cast from coils laid out

smoothly on the ground or in the boat. This is still
the most common way of spinning, and requires less
room around you; which is an advantage where trees
and other obstructions are near where you stand.
The motion given the bait as it passes through the
water should be a seiries of long but gentle jerks and
immediately you eel the bait seized, you strike, not
as if you wanted to tear the head off somebody, but
;
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Still

smartly, that the hooks

play the

fish till

he

is

may be

Then

exhausted, and use your landing-

Fig. 144.

— New Live Bait Tackle.

it up to the head of
and not with impetuosity makthe head, to thereby lose the fish, and

net with caution, always bringing
the fish from the
ing a dive for

firmly fixed.

"5

tail,
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very likely the hooks, as the fish, seeing your movement, makes one convulsive struggle and is gone.
(2) Spinning with the Artificial Bait is very similar
and all except the lighter baits can be cast as described. I prefer the imitation of a fish to the spoons ;

but they are often found better than anything, especially when they are new to a water.
This is a most
II. Trolling with the Gorge Bait.
deadly method, and consists in giving a sink and

draw motion to the bait, which is cast as in spinning,
hither and thither, and especially where there are
weeds unapproachable by the ordinary spinning baits.

—

On perceiving that a fish has taken the bait, or, in
other words, that you have a " run," the line must be

—

slacked,

and from

five to ten

the fish to pouch

By

it.

minutes grace given for

the end of this time the

it; and the maw or
stomach has tightly closed round its indigestible food.
The fisher now reels up and proceeds to draw in, not
strike, for the hook requires no force except that used
by the fish itself, to lodge the two barbs in the tenacious membrane.
And so the fish is caught.
I do not advocate this kind of fishing, for if the
fish is a small one it cannot be returned to the water
with a hope of its survival, owing to the injury to

pike has probably swallowed

its vital

made by

organ, the stomach.

Besides, the resistance

but feeble, and the sport
derivable therefore reduced to the minimum.
Live-baiting, if carried on with " snap " tackle, as
figured (Fig. 133), is a very killing and unobjectionable method of catching pike. Especially is this so
if the American style of live-bait be used as shown
the caught fish

(Fig. 144).

The

is

lip-hook

fixed on the gimp, as

it

'=

better arranged if it be
"bvinns that when the bait

is
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is cast the lip-hook, being loose, allows the whole
weight to bear on the pin at the side of the hooks,
which is thrust under the skin. Of course the angler
should strike immediately he has a run at once on
the float going down.
Perch may be taken by any of the baits used for
perch but it is seldom that any, except the largest,
reward the angler fishing with pike tackle.
The Paternoster, as figured, is a specific tackling
for this fish, and is baited with minnows or snjall
fish.
The line is then east a distance of a few yards

—

;

or

more and gradually drawn nearer

On the fish taking
may be made, and

at slow intervals.
the bait, a pause of a few seconds

a smart strike then fixes the steel.
not uncommon to find a school or shoal in a
very small space, and that all and each can be taken
at a sitting by paternostering as described.
It is

The eel can be taken as indicated (page no), and
the lines should be set at night, especially after warm
showers.
No. 13 or 14 hook (Fig, 19) is proper

A

muscular fish, and the strongest of gimp or
whipcord must be used to bind it to. The bait may
be a small fish or worm.
It is proper to add that the spoons and phantom
baits are often employed for salmon, especially on

for this

the Pacific slope of America and the waters of the
Labrador and the lower St. Lawrence, and also the

,

anadromous trout, which often attain great size. In
England they are made small for, trout and though
in point of sport they are not to be compared as weapons of destruction with the dainty fly, yet there be
some.. good men and true who use theiii, and for their*
sakes they ought not to be wholly condemned. "Damning them with faint praise," you will say. So be it.
;

CHAPTER

VI.

WOODS USED IN ROD MAKING—STEEL CENTRED
FLY-ROD—FORMS OF ORDINARY RODS.

lOTHING
gotten,"

is

is

new but

that which

is

for-

a saying attributed to Talley-

It applies to
rand, and full of wisdom.
fishing as to many other arts, and, therefore,

when

I

tell

my

readers that the Ninevites

—

—as

evidenced by their bas reliefs used a rod in the
capture of fish, they need not regard the news as a
matter for surprise. As I shall show in a subsequent
chapter, the Macedonians employed artificial flies; and
even the gorge hooks which Nobbes immortalized
,in his "Art of Trolling" (1682) were referred to by
Oppian, and found amongst the ruins of Pompeii.
For aught we know, the angle rod may even have
been used on the banks of the four rivers watering
the paradise of the " grand old gardener," Adam
The point is, however, of no importance and the past
history of the fishing-rod may be dismissed by briefly
saying that its complete efficiency dates from about
a hundred years ago. Improvements in detail have
arisen abundantly; but the principles governing rod-,
making are practically unalterable, and once having
been recognised must perforce guide' every subsequent
I'have a fly-rod in my possession at this
production.
moment which has probably killed tons of fish; for it
and yet its taper and general
is over a century old
;

—

;
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appearance
ensemble

is

is
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and the

entire tout

totally unimpaired,

quite comparable with

costly finished

The wealthy

weapons of

some of the more

this superlative age.

angler delights in

many

rods of varied

He

patterns.

has his rod for trout fly fishing in
rivers, and a different one for the same named fish in
lakes ; then there is one for trout trolling, and another
for spinning; different ones for the salmon, pike,

and the other fish of that
gudgeon must have a special

perch, barbel, chub, dace,

order

— even

weapon.

the

There

little
is

no reason why the angling Croesus

shouldn't spend his

money

in this w*ay

;

but

I

appre-

work may not be inclined to so indulge themselves and I purpose, therefore, to give a brief notice of certain typical rods, and
to simply and tersely explain the modus operandi of
rod-making and mending, to the end that any one
with ingenuity, and a certain amount of handiness in
his composition, may construct his own " wands," and
do his own repairing to his satisfaction. Of course,
I must assume a little knowledge of the use of tools
employed in woodwork,
hend that some readers of

this

;

Before the industry of professional tackle-making
for, as I have premised, the tackle

had existence
manufactories

growth

— the

—

of

to-day, are distinctly of

modern

angler was obliged to construct his

tackle ere he could catch " fysshe."

The

own

sturdy ashen

pole, thick as an " arme grete " {i.e., thick as your arm),
bound with "hopis of yren " (hoops of iron) for ferrules,
described by the first English author on fishing, is
completely out of fashion and the dainty split cane,
eight-ounce rod looks like a veritable fairy wand in
comparison with this formidable weapon figured in
the " Boke of St. Albans." At this time, deftness of
;

I20
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mechanical

skill,

the discovery of better materials,

and the recognition of the necessity of increased
lightness and skill in angling, have separately and
together induced the productions
cases',

seem absolutely

improvement.

I

which, in

many

and susceptible of no
give descriptions and illustra-

perfect

shall

what a long experience has convinced me to
be the best styles only of rods and their fittings.
First.
A few words as to the materials from which
modern rods are made. Of our native woods, ash,

tions of

—

yew( (for short butts),

hornbeam

— and

lance, red deal, hazel,

withy

even chestnut and oak are
utilized as occasion requires, though each and all are
for butts

by foreign material to
is still a capital wood
and lance and red deal are

to a great extent superseded

be hereafter mentioned.
for the

thicker joints,

invariably used
beautiful

for

so-called

Ash

the manufacture

Nottingham

rods,

of the very

which are at

once so cheap and durable. The other woods are,
incurably out of fashion, owing to im-

however,

portations of better and

The names

more

suitable material.

of the chief of the various foreign

woods

used in rod-making will probably convey but little
idea of their relative or positive value ; but I give
them because a treatise on rod-making would be incomplete without them. They are hickory, washaba,
Bethabara, greenheart, blue mahoo, snakewood, and
red locust and of the hollow woods. East India cane,
bamboo, Carolina white, and jungle cane are those
;

most

in request.

Of these, the most
who are themselves

in favour

greenheart, and the canes.

much

in favour

;

by those rod-makers

practical anglers, are .hickory,

but, as

Hickory used to be very
compared with greenheart

WOODS USED
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found to warp unduly after contact with water,
is, therefore, now chiefly used for butts, in such
rods where its weight is of value in contributing to the
proper " balance " a term to be explained further on.
Hickory is a North American and Canadian wood,
and is sent to us in " billets " that is, I need scarcely
it is

and

—

—

V-shaped longitudinal

explain, in

On

sections of the log.

their arrival in this country, these billets are

monly

com-

cut into thickish planks, which are properly

seasoned by being packed away some considerable
period, before being used.
Of course, the largest and
best makers have
stuff,

and

it

in their

power to buy the best

this involves the giving the best price

—

should not trouble to repeat, were it not
so often forgotten ; hence their comparatively high
prices for the manufactured article.
The rejected
residue is disposed of to smaller makers and these
people are enabled to produce at a cheaper figure.
Greenheart grows in the West Indies, and is very
much used indeed, I go so far as to pronounce it the
truism

I

;

—

very best all round material for all the joints except
the butt of fishing-rods of whatsoever description.
stiffer wood is probably better in combination for

A

the butt.

drawn out

Greenheart' is very elastic, and may be
to exceeding fineness without becoming

This wood has a nasty habit of warping as it
but a little manipulation over a spirit lamp,
and subsequent suspension with heavy weights" attached, generally rectifies the fault.
Let me, however,
impress one weighty piece of counsel on the amateur
never buy a cross-grained piece of greenheart, for
as sure as fate it will " go " sooner or later, perhaps
when the user is fast into a good fish at which
juncture it is very probable that the recording angel
will be busy.
brittle.

seasons

;

—

—
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Of
Indies

the hollow woods, the
is

very serviceable.

bamboo

Its natural

of

thfe

length

is

East
often

its tenacity of fibre makes ,it a
and spinning rods. The Carolina
cane is usually employed for butts. The jungle canes
are of Asian growth, and are chiefly utilized for the

quite

20

feet,

and

favourite for roach

glued-up

split

undeservedly,

—

cane rods which are so popular rather
The beautifully mottled ap-

I think.

pearance of a well-finished cane rod is produced by
staining the wood with aqua fortis and nut galls.
The stain is burned in immediately it is put on. The
rods are then rubbed with sand-paper, and highly
polished a dozen coats of varnish being not unusual
in some cases.
Of this subject more, however, later

—

on.

Though wood
material,

it

is for all ordinary purposes the best
occurred to that most accomplished angler,

David Foster, of Ashbourne, that a union of steel
and wood " would, if arranged correctly in right proportions, be aft' advance in a desirable direction."
This idea was reduced to a practical result, and the
" steel cen^d fly-rod " is an accomplished fact, and
protected by Her Majesty's letters patent by the sons
(Messrs. D. and W. H. Foster) of the " amiable angler
of Dovedale."
forcibly put

:

Their claim for its excellence is thus
" In this recent development in solid

wooded rods the inventor's aim has been, ?ixst, strength
and durability ; second, pliancy and lightness ; and,
lastly, the consequent reduction of length and condensation of power.
That these objects have been obtained .... there is ample testimony

....

continually accumulating from habitual users.

The

presence of the steel core in the butt only, serves to
strengthen a ten or eleven foot rod, so as to render it

WOODS USED IN ROD-MAKING.
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capable of casting an equal distance with an all-wood
tool having 18 inches the advantage in length, whilst

lightness

marked

and

precision in the outnput of line

in the case of the former.

is

With two

more
joints

out of a total of three steeled, these advantages are
the more manifest.
The spring derived from the
presence of the metal core has an effect difficult, ver-

—

to describe
such are the working results of
the backbone thus instilled. The easing nature upon
the hand and arm incurred by its use is so significant,
bally,

that anything short of a practical test can only impart
an imperfect impression of its appreciable qualities.

Wrist action only is all that is called into play in the
delivery of an average out-put of line and by this
motion the perfect swing of the implement pays for;

ward the length equally with ease and precision."
There is also another advantage in the build of this
rod.

The

and thus
the reel

is

made

reel is

all

entirely avoided

present the rod in

winch

inside the butt, so to spfiak,

the nuisance of the line entwining round

its

and 146 reand the detachable

Figs. 145

entirety

in the butts.

That the tyro

rod-making

in

may have

a good

general idea of the build of ordinary rods, I give
several diagrams of rods in a complete form.

Fig.

147 shows, a four-joint pike rod, the separate parts of
which I shall presently show. Fig. 148 exhibits a
general rod suitable for several purposes, such as pike,

and barbel fishing with the " ledger." Fig. 149
is an ordinary and most easily made ash trolling
weapon, quite suitable for gorge or line bait-fishing
whilst Fig. 150 shows a walking-stick rod made
throughout of bamboo, and suitable for roach or
perch,

;

other light

fish.

A

is

a terminating ferrule, an en-
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largement of which is shown by Fig. 151. Fig. 152
shows a new style of pike rod, with rings both on the
upper and under side. It is of American build.
I think I may safely aver that the cuts give a fair
idea of the rods within the power of the amateur

worker to make; and after the reader has carefully
noted them, it becomes opportune to go on to a consideration of the next part of our subject, namely,
" Rod-making and Repairing."
I have noticed that
many persons have expressed a wish from time to
time for a book containing instructions in the art of
making new rods and repairing broken joints and
other damage, and I will endeavour to satisfy them
here to the best of my power. In my opinion, every
fisherman ought at least to be able to mend his rods
as well as to

make

his

own

tackle, for

he

will often

find himself in a position in which he can get no aid
from professional rod-makers, and must perforce fall
back on his own resources.

CHAPTER

VII.

THE ROD AND ITS VARIOUS PARTS AND FITTINGS.—
THE TOOLS AND APPLIANCES NECESSARY FOR
ROD-MAKING.

EFORE
is

make

the amateur can

self-evident that he

his rod,

it

must have the neces-

A

sary materials and tools.

few remarks
on these heads must therefore preface the
description in detail of the actual operation of

manu-

facture.

Materials.
lection

for

beginner

shown

is

—

have already expressed my prediand will assume that the
anxious to make such a rod as that
I

greenheart,

and to construct it entirely of this
Let him, therefore, write to Mr. G. Currell,
wood.
6, Jewry Street, Winchester, stating that he requires
in Fig. 147,

greenheart for a rod of that description. The reply
he will receive will be a guide for future transactions,
and I am sure that Mr. Currell will give him no cause
He will probably receive the necesfor complaint.
roughly
cut in lengths for the joints,
wood,
sary
which lengths may be of the following measurements,

enough for a 12 foot rod Butt, or thickest
4 inches second joint, 3 feet 4 inches
third joint, 3 feet 3 inches top, 3 feet i inch and
the wood must be thick enough to work out to the
gauge of the rod, whose ferrules, counters, butt, and

to be long

joint, 3 feet

:

;

;

;

top are given in Fig. 153.
So much for the wood.

We
"5

now come

to consider
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fittings.

ferrules are the first requirements

and it is not probable that the
tyro will be able to make them himself, for the reason
that they must be exceedingly true, and nothing but
in

this connection,

the machinery specially invented for the purpose
could turn them out satisfactorily.
There are two
kinds of ferrules one kind is sawn off ordinary brass
tubing, and the other is made separately from sheet

—

brass turned into a tube, and the joint brazed

and away the

latter is far

best, so,

;

when you

this

are

sending to Mr. Currell, be careful to ask for the
brazed ferrules and their counters.
"Counters" is
the term used to designate the brass work shown at
153, and which fits into the ferrule, as
shown by the dotted lines. Besides ferrules, as shown
A, B, Fig.

necessary to the build of a rod, there

in Fig, 153, as

some persons who dispense with the smaller
ferrule indicated at B, and use only the larger, as
shown at Fig. 154, C fitting tightly into D. If these
ferrules are good and true, this joint answers capitally
are

and obviates the

difficult process of boring for the
small counter or dewier, a process of great delicacy
as will be seen when I proceed to advert to it.
If

rod keepers are whipped on, as indicated at E, Fig,
153, this plain ferrule is every whit as serviceable
The keepers are tied together with
as the other.
strong thread, so that the joint cannot slip. I have
already, in page 59 and following pages of this
volume, given details of improved winch fittings ; of
course they are, as I indicated, extremely serviceable; but when cost is an object, the old-fashioned
Fig. 155 shows it.
The whole
a brass tube with rectangular piece

fitting is preferable.
is

of brass

;

out out at B

A
;

is

C

is

a ferrule, which

is

stationary

;

and
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a movable ring, which is pushed up whilst the
is passed under C in the rectangular
open space at B, and is brought down to confine the
is

plate of the winch

upper end of the

plate.
This winch fitting has a
decidedly handsome appearance, being all of brass,
and polished when in its place on the rod.
For

commoner

rods, three ferrules, like those

shown

at

the upper one, and is
fixed ; B slides, and c is fixed
a rectangular space
about three inches long, by | inch wide, and ^ inch
deep, is cut in the butt of the rod, extending some
Fig. 156, are substituted.

A

is

;

distance under c

into this the winch plate is passed,
and the ferrule B is pushed over the upper end.
These ferrules can be got with the others, of Mr.
;

Currell.if desired.

Having noticed the
rings.

Of

ferrules,

we

pass on to the line

these there are several sorts, and

them can be made by the amateur.
those

They
Fig.

first

some of

I will refer

to

that can be readily manufactured at home.

by Figs. 157, 158, 159, and 160.
as can be readily seen, simply a wire,

are indicated

158

is,

German silver or brass, twisted into the shape shown,
and the extremities flattened. As the rings up the
rod must not be all of one size, pieces of steel wire
of different gauges may be employed as moulds
round which to twist the ring wire. This done, a tap
or two with the hammer and a touch of the file
completes the ring. Fig. 157 simply consists of two
pieces of hardened brass wire placed in juxtaposition.
At their point of junction they can be touched with
a little solder, but if they are whipped on truly, after
having their meeting edges flattened with the file,
they will be secure enough.
This form of ring is,
without exception, the best in practice that

I

know
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163.—

Brass Rod
Rings.

Nos.

Fig. 162.

— Solid Top Ring

I

to 12.
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Fig.
the line cannot get round it, or entangle.
The dotted lines indicate
159 is also easily made.
the mould round which the brass wire is twisted, and
the rest of the illustration speaks for itself Fig. 160
shows the top rod rings of various sizes, all easilymade as before, and they are, though not the most

of;

certainly one of most serviceable and
and when this is the case I really do not
see why more expensive appliances should be sought
However, sought after they are, if only to
after.
Figs. 161 and 162 are
increase the cost of a rod.
two forms of solid rings,'both to be recommended, if
only on the score of their unbreakableness, and the
fact that the line cannot entangle round them.
Of those rings which are not rigidly iixed, and are
fashionable,

.

easy to

fix,

generally used for the fly rod. Fig. 163 gives a representationj and the numbers by which they are known
I
need scarcely say that the
used for the butt of the rod, and they follow
to the point in decreasing gradation of size.

to the tackle-maker.
largest

on

They

is

are fixed

by

ring-keepers, as

shown

at Fig. 164,

the size numbers of which are also given. In attaching them, the keeper is slipped through the ring, until
the latter lies in the indentation prepared for

the keeper

is

then whipped to the rod.

it,

and

Fig. 165

is

another very satisfactory line ring, invented by Mr.
J.

P.

Wheeldon,

I think,

and generally. attached to

the more superior Nottingham rods.
venture to say, needs no explanation.

The diagram,

I

The remaining accompaniments

for a completely
rod are shown in Figs. 166, 167, 168, and 169.
Fig. 166 is a spike or spear, which, in the case of

fitted

a fly-rod, is extretnely useful. If an entanglement of
the line happens, the rod can instantly be fixed up-

THE ROD AND
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by driving the spear

in the earth,

which

131
is

much

preferable to laying the rod down, because in the

you are so apt to tread on it. When the
not in use, a broad-headed screw is turned
into the aperture.
The spear is of iron, and should
not be more pointed than is sho^;vn, for fear of accidents.
I say this because I once was witness of a
terrible piece of injury caused by a sharp-pointed
spike.
The angler slipped on the rocks, and the

latter case

spear

is

spear entered his thigh quite .two and a half inches,

and the result was a permanent lameness. Fig. 167
shows a rubber button which takes the place of the
broad-headed screw in a pike rod. Its utility is very
great when one is casting a spinning or other bait,
from the fact that it does not slip when the end of
the butt is placed against the stomach for its point
Fig. 168 represents a ferrule ,and cap in the
d'appui.
place of either, or both, of the preceding,
butt, as is the case with

some

when

the

fly-rods, is hollow, to

contain one or more spare tops, which device is most
convenient for the travelling angler, to whom economy

of space

is

all-important.

'

a rough and easily made rod-stop when
It is, of
the worker has not a lathe to turn his stops.
course, intended to keep the ferrules from being
In addition to these
crushed when travelling.
materials, silk of several colours for whipping,
sewing silk will do, and cobbler's and white wax
and varnish are necessary. The composition of the
Fig. 169

is

—

last-named articles will be given presently.
The tools required by the amateur rod-maker need
not be many or expensive the ordinary carpenter's
;

most of them.
of paramount necessity.

outfit will furnish

best,

—

is

A vice, —of wood
Files

is

and rasps of

132
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168.— End

Ferrule.
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various degrees of cutting power, several planes, one
or two of which should be small ones.
Indeed, a

small plane

is

very useful in rod-making, as are
and a set of brush-maker's

callipers also (Fig. 170)
drills

;

are for drilling the holes

small counters or dowels
I

These

with centre-bit are indispensable.

know

;

latter

for the admission of the

and when there

is

no

lathe,

of no other method which can excel this one.

How to do it will be considered presently. Sandpaper of various degrees of fineness, and some broken
flint glass of good hard quality, complete the outfit so
far as tools, except, indeed, one other invention of my
own for driving on the ferrules, which is represented
in Fig. 171.
It is made of withy, and is used to get
the larger ferrules and the large and. small counters
in their places.

he

will

If the reader refers

immediately discern the

back to Fig.

utility

153,

of this simple

tool.

mentioned the desirability of white wax and
first.
It may be useful if I give the composition of these necessary articles before going further.
White wax, or rather a colourless wax, is very useful
I

varnish

for application

when

it

is

intended to preserve the

colour of a green, pink, or other delicate coloured

whipping.

It is thus

made

:

Take 2 ounces

of the

best white resin, and J ounce of white wax (from the
chemist's), simmer them in a pipkin for ten minutes,

add 4 of an ounce of tallow, and simmer

for a quarter

of an hour, then pour the mass into a basin of water

and work it between the fingers till it is perfectly
white and pliable. The more you work it the whiter
it becomes.
The best varnish I know of for rods,
and one which gives a high polish, is made from
shellac,

spirits

of wine, and a

little

gum

benzoin.
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Add

about | an ounce of the latter to a pint of the
varnish, but mind it is pulverised before
adding.
Coachmaker's varnish is very good over a
stain, but I prefer the colour and grain of the wood to
shellac

show

in the rods I

make.

VIII.

ROD MAKING AND MENDING.

HE

requirements in a good rod

summed up
ability,

and

in three

relative

words

may be

—strength,
A

lightness.

pli-

good

kind of fly-rod for small streams is recomin the " Scientific Angler," as
follows Three joints 'or parts, each 3 feet 6 inches
in length, the butt to consist of hickory or washaba,

mended by Foster
:

the middle joint of best washaba, greenheart, or blue
mahoo, the top of snakewood or best jungle cane, the

The ferrule
whole being 10 feet 6 inches in length.
at top of butt should be xV i"ch inside, and the one
The actual weight
at the top of middle joint \ inch.
of a rod of this description is very small.
Fig. 172 shows the sizes of the butt, three joints,
and ferrules, of a fly-rod I constructed very recently
and the procedure of which operation I will presently
describe.

made

It is

ing the top, which

is

entirely of greenheart, except-

of jungle cane.

desire the reader to carefully study the illustra-

I

tion.

Keeping our attention fixed on the

figure, let

us make the rod together.
The Butt. This is of greenheart sawn square with

—

a taper to

merchant.

The sawing

it.

We

straightest in the

cut

it

take

done by the timber
wood which is.
and without a twist, and
is

the piece of

grain,

to a 2 foot 6 inch length.

With

the plane

it
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now becomes necessary to transform it from a square
to a round, tapering from the diameter of the butt
at

A

to that at

After the plane has done its work,
to the rasp, ever and anon

B.

you must have recourse

any inequalities
you glance along it.
the roughness of the rasps and

raising the butt to your eye to detect

or faults in

its

straightness as

Various degrees in
are to be successively used until the butt is
round and tapering.
Then smooth all with sandpaper, also of successive degrees of roughness, and
finally scrape the butt very carefully with broken
files

glass, so as to get a perfectly

smooth surface

from dust,

alone always leaves

the sand-paper

for

some powder from

its

own

surface

and the wood, and

the varnish does not take well over

You

now ready

are

free

it.

for the ferrules of the butt; but

my own

working
These
are, of course, treated in a precisely similar way,
except the top, and their length measurements are
as follows
2nd joint, 2 feet 3 inches 3rd joint, 2
instead of pausing to

fit

them,

I

in

invariably go on to prepare the other joints.

:

;

4th joint, 2 feet Si inches ; top, 2 feet
4 inches. Of course, the wood is prepared to receive
the counters, as shown at c and D, chiefly by aid of
the rasps, when the operator has not the advantage of
a lathe. I, however, find no difficulty. The diameter
feet 2 inches

;

of the various parts of this rod are as follows at the
ist ferrule, E, ^ inch; 2nd ferrule, r,
inch
3rd
ferrule,
G, tt inch ; 4th ferrule, H, i:\ inch ;
tV
;
and the top, i, tapering down to about xV inch. The

ferrules inside

:

diameter of the butt end,

A, is i| inch.

The measurements
a pike rod,
finished

:

may

Butt, 3

of Fig. 147 (see also Fig. 153),
conveniently be as follows when
feet

3

inches

;

2nd

joint,

3

feet

Fig.

172.— Butt,

Ferrules,

Coun ters, and Top of Fly Rod.

Full

.Size.
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3 inches

;

3rd joint, 3 feet 3 inches

;

1
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top, 3 feet

diameter of butt, i| inch; diameter of ist
inside, y\ inch
diameter of 3rd ferrule, inside,

ferrule,

;

x^-

inch.

The counters are, of course, made to fit the ferrules.
The next job is to fit the ferrules, and I cannot be
too emphatic in enjoining the greatest nicety and
Do not hurry, whatever you do, and see that
the fitting is true in every particular.
care.

Let us begin with the

first ferrule,

Do

at E.

not

away the wood to enable you to fix the ferrule
flush with it, for by so doing you weaken your joint.
cut

In place of doing so, let the ferrule stand out on the
wood. Having shaved and scraped your joint end
till it is approximately small enough for the ferrule,
put that part of the business on one side for a little
time, and attend to another matter— namely, the
boring to admit the counter, c. Fig. 172, into the joint
end, as

shown by the dotted

To do
bind

it

this,

lines in Fig. 153.

take a piece of

round the end of the

waxed

silk,

and

joint, finishing off

tightly

with a

Place the joint in the vice, and select the
smallest size brushmaker's drill, and bore into the
centre of the wood just so far as the small counter is
half hitch.

long, measuring by your drill as you proceed.
Having
bored with the small drill, take it from your centrebit, and substitute a next size, and so on till you
have got the right one. Now, having prepared the
wood for C and D, put D on in this way Wind round
:

wood

a thread of waxed silk several times in a
wide helix (or Le Page's glue is equally good), and fix-

the

ing the joint in your vice

,

— having previously provided

that the ferrule will go on with a

—

little force
drive
the ferrule on with the tool shown at Fig. 171, by
resting it on the ferrule and striking, it with the
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hammer.

I
you cannot quite get the ferrule home,
over a gas jet for a second or two.
The heat
will melt the wax on the thread, and a blow or two
more on the ferrule's top completes the business. C is

hold

it

way and if it
be desired, a little bolt can be let through into the
wood, and filed off flush to render additional security.
Now to return to B and E. Having fixed the
counter, you can see if the small one, C, fits the
boring.
It should do so quite easily but truly
not
to be served in a precisely similar

;

;

when the rod is in
use, and not too tightly, or when the joint is wet
there will be difficulty in getting them apart.
Of
too easily, or the joint will rattle

course, the counter should

go right

in to the shoulder.

may be
put on in the manner first described. It should go
on to the wood just so far as the diagram indicates
by its relation to the counters, above. The dotted
lines in Figs. 172 and 153 will show what I mean.
The same course is taken with each joint. The winch
fittings are put on in a precisely similar way.
The next thing to do is the whipping on of the
loops, K, K, K, etc.
These are simply brass loops of
If this

is

quite satisfactory, the ferrule, E,

wire (see Fig. 173) fastened at the extremities.
top of the rod may be of greehheart or

The

cane.
«

For a rod such as
describe, the rings
Fig. 163
Pi

,»,

Rod
^°°P-

2nd
2nd,

—are twelve

disposed on the rod
1st joint (butt),

I

butt, size
joint, 2

No.

rings

I

have endeavoured to

— of the
in

pattern

shown

at

number, and are thus

:

ring; 2 feet from end of

i

12.
:

1st,

i

foot

from larger end

foot from smaller end, size No.

8.

;
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foot apart
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top one just below

;

the ferrule.

4th joint, 3 rings: ist, 10 inches from larger end;
2nd, 9 inches from ist 3rd, 8 inches from 2nd.
Top, 4 rings, besides top ring ist 5 inches ; 2nd,
7 inches from ist; 3rd, 6 inches from 2nd; 4th, 5
;

:

inches from 3rd

round

The

and top ring

;

3

inches from 4th

ring.

places for the rings on the pike rod, Fig. 153

(see also Fig. 147) are as follows
1st joint, I ring : 2 feet 6 inches
:

2nd

joint, 2 rings

1st,

:

from end of

2nd, 19 inches just behind ferrule.
3rd joint, 3 rings
ist, I2| inches
:

from

1st

;

3rd, 10 inches

butt.

16 inches from counters

;

2nd, 12J inches

from 2nd.

Top joint, 4 rings, besides top ring ist, 9 inches
from end of counter 2nd, 9I inches from 1st 3rd,
7 inches from 2nd 4th, 5 inches from 3rd top ring,
5 inches from 4th.
In binding the rings, the silk should be very evenly
laid on, and fastened off with two half-hitches.
The
varnish before referred to is the best, and should be
put on with a camel's-hair brush quite half a dozen
times thinly each time. The top ring is whipped
first with fine copper wire for a distance of half an
inch, and then with silk.
The polishing of the entire rod now demands a
word or two. Having got the wood as smooth as
you can make it with scraping, take a piece of coarse
flannel and spend an hour in rubbing each joint till
the friction has imparted a perfectly smooth surface.
Then make a pad of cotton-wool and thin calico, and
apply the varnish as French, polishers do, with even
and careful strokes. Plenty of patience is required,but the result will surpass your expectation.
:

;

;

—

;

;
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Before fixing your
I forgot to mention.
they are not bronzed by the maker) bronze
them yourself with a solution of bichloride of platinum—one part to ten of water. Usually, however,
the makers bronze them ready for use.
Though the joints I have recommended are those

One

thing

ferrules

(if

regular use,

in

there

is

made

a patent lock joint

at Fig. 174, which is
adapted for the
fastening
simply the ordinary bayonet

by Messrs. Allcock,
purpose.

shown

as

These fittings can be obtained from Mr.
Jewry Street, Winchester, with the other

Currell, of 6,

materials.

has been found that the ordinary hardwood
is prone to blister the hands when flyfishing ; and to obviate this, various devices have been
resorted to. The best of all is that illustrated in Fig.
It consists of fine cane bark wrapped round
175.
It

butt of a rod

*

the butt very closely.
its

It gives a firm grip,

and from

varied corrugated surface relieves, and changes,

My hands are excepalways suffered greatly
till I resorted to this device, so, therefore, I can recommend it from experience. Leather is very good
also, and I have used a piece of india-rubber tubing
slipped on the butt with distinct advantage.
One kind of easily made fly-rod must not be forgotten.
There are no ferrules to it except those
which secure the winch; and if the Hardy's patent
winch fittings are employed, no ferrules of any kind
are needed.
I allude to the Castle Connell spliced
and

distributes the pressure.

tionally liable to blister,

and

I

rod.

This rod
it is

is in

two pieces of greenheart

desired to put

it

;

together for fishing,

necessary to place the two sections

of

and when
it

is

only

the splice
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shown

at Fig. 176,

Fig. 177.

I said

and whip them

in

wide

coils, as

there need be no ferrules, nor need

two are sometimes added at A A, Fig. 176,
which to place the thih ends of the sections, while
the splicing is going on. This is a most useful rod,
and the principle, I need scarcely say, is applicable to
any and all rods.
word or two in conclusion about mending a rod
when broken.
Of course, if a man can make a rod,
he can mend one. However, there are those who will
not care to make one, and may yet want to mend one
if broken, and for such I offer Fig. 178.
Let A represent the fracture, B will exhibit the method of mending.
The sections must be cut like C; and be careful
that they are slightly bellied as there shown, and not
with perfectly flat surfaces and having fitted them
together lay on a strip of quill (shown at d) on each
side.
Then whip with fine silk well waxed closely and
very evenly. This looks a simple matter, but considerable care is necessary, and everything depends on
your exactitude and neatness.
This chapter \vould be incomplete, were I entirely
to omit mention of the beautiful rods and their
appliances I have met with in America during the
last season.
The chief rod-maker of the world may
fearlessly be said to be Mr. Leonard, who resides
within easy train service of New York, and who
has carried the construction of the split glued-up
cane to a marvellous degree of perfection. His rods
are made from bamboo and so great is his fastidiousthere, but
in

A

;

;

ness

in

the selection

of

his

material,

that often

immense shipments of many' thousands are passed
over by him, ere he finds suitable lots. The rods
he makes are hexagonal in shape (Figs. 179 and 180),
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and built of six strips from butt to tip, each strip
being a triangle of equal sides, which is the best
and strongest form for the wood. This has
been proved by Mr.
!|i
I

•

T

111

I

by

actual tests.

m
S

S

i

'

.

.»„V

round cane.

Fig.

183

method

of

shows

the

cutting the

A

rod with less than six strips
found to sacrifice the natural enamel of the cane
and with more than six, the strength is diminished,
is

;

-
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many glued joints.
make them liable to twist

The

there being too
this is to

145
effect of

at the ferrules

when taking the rod apart and the tips of the strips,
if there be more than six, must be tapered to a mere
shaving, and hence there is much more glue than
;

wood.

F\^. 184.

All these rods are
(Fig. 181).

fitted

A shows the

whipped with

silk in

the advantage of

is

its

this, it

the junction of the
soh'd ferrule,

— Rings

and Tips.

with a patent

split,

place.

Now,

ferrule

to understand

must be borne

ferrule

split ferrule

and B the same
in

mind that

with the wood, with a

the weakest point of

all

rods, especially

K
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bamboo and cane

owing to the

generally,

elasticity

of the cane and the unyielding bearing of the brass
or nickel.
this

is

Every

device, therefore,

welcome, and the

split ferrule

which obviates
seems the solu-

tion to the difficulty.

Another beautiful ferrule is also shown
where there is actually no bearing at all
of the ferrules.

This,

anything,

if

Leonard

is

in Fig. 182,

at the ends

a superior idea

simply consists in
sawing the ends as shown, filing them down and
binding them. See A and B, Fig. 182. This admirable
contrivance, whose utility is only equalled by its
simplicity, is the invention of Mr. F. Malleson, of
Brooklyn, U.S.A., who has registered the pattern
and possesses the sole right to it. Messrs. William
Bartleet & Sons, Abbey Mills, Redditch, are the sole
agents for the sale of his rods in the United Kingdom and Europe, and from them every information
respecting this excellent ferrule can be obtained.
The rings and tips with which every rod of any
superiority is fitted in America, are also indicated
at Fig. 184, and need no special description.
A is a
B shows the ring and
solid ring, of brass or nickel
keeper used for fly-rods c is another form of A, and
intended to be slidden on the rod when making D
shows rings stamped out by machinery, and they are
very neat and serviceable E is a tip ring over which
entanglement is impossible
and F, G, and H are
to that on the

rod.

It

;

;

;

;

;

equally ingenious.

CHAPTER

IX.

FLY-MAKING—NECESSARY APPARATUS—DYEING
FEATHERS—DYES AND STAINS— HACKLE

FLY—PALMER
S

FLY.

fly-fishing is the fine art of all angling, so

fly-making
facture.

is

the fine art of

From

all

tackle

manu-

the tiny quilled gnat, in use

in the Hampshire streams, costing perhaps
a penny, to the gorgeous Shannon salmon fly, worth
say Sj., the demands on the maker's taste, knowledge,
skill,

and manipulative deftness are great and everYet, if the reader have mastered what has

varying.

been said

in reference to coarse fish-tackle in preceding

chapters, the difficulties are not insuperable.

The

art,

and more than
a most
repays the care of the amateur as he goes along
creating things of beauty moreover, it -grows on his
inclinations; and I personally know several gentlemen, and even ladies whose spare time is filled up
most agreeably and to their own profit, be it said
by fly-making. Ay and their flies outshine in some
of fly-dressing

beautiful one,

is

:

—

!

particulars even the finished productions of professionals, especially in faithfulness to nature;

course, trout

flies in

all

for,

of

cases should be as nearly as

possible imitations of the insects on which trout are

known

to feed.

mitation

;

rather

The salmon
let

us term
147

fly
it

a

is,

of course, not an

poem

of colour, the
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beauty and efficacy of which will vary with the taste
creative skill of the maker.
It seems scarcely credible that, notwithstanding the
fact that fly-fishing, and presumably fly-making, has
been in vogue more or less for two thousand years,
such scant reference has been made to it in the writWith the exception of
ings of the old-world authors.

and

who simply

Martial,

says

" Who hath not seen the scarus rise,
Decoyed and caught hyfraudful flies

?

"

is no one to be quoted but .iElian on the art of
fly-making amongst the ancients.
In his " De Natura Animalium," this writer, how-

there

ever, say's

:

"

The Macedonians who toil on the banks
midway between Berea

of the Astrseus, which flows

and Thessalonica, are
ticular

A

in the habit of catching a par-

that river

in

fish

by means of a

fly called

bold and
in size a hornet
kind
marked like a wasp, buzzing like a bee. The predilection of the fish for this prey, though familiarly
known to all who inhabit the district, does not induce

hippurus.

troublesome,

very singular insect

like

all

its

is

it

;

;

by impaling the
had contrived a taking

the angler to attempt their capture
living insect.

Adepts

in the art

quadam machind) to circumvent them,
which purpose they invest the body of the hook
with purple wool, and having two wings of a waxy
colour, so as to form an exact imitation of the hippurus, they drop these abstruse cheats gently down
stream." The scaly pursuers, who hastily rise, and
expect nothing but a dainty bait, are immediately
fixed by the hook.
According to the "Bibliotheca
device {captiosa
for

Piscatoria," this

Stephen

passage was

first

Oliver, author of " Scenes

pointed out by

ahd Recollections
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of Fly-fishing," and I have transcribed it because it
so clearly identifies the existence of the subject before us in the earliest times.

Moreover, it tells of
they drop these
abstruse cheats gently down the stream." As the
artificial fly was thus clearly a " floating fly," there
is a strong similarity between this method and that
pursued by anglers of to-day.
I can find nothing, besides that which has been
already quoted, in the ancient writers referring to
the method of using the lure

The

fly-fishing.

—

viz., "

style of fish-capture practised

by the

Egyptians does not seem to have been fly-fishing,
though winged insects are to be found represented
on their bas-reliefs as hovering over the water of

—

and streams. The trident or bidqnt or, in
modern phraseology, the fish-spear seems to have
been the favourite weapon so that, so far as a sportsfish-pools

—

;

manlike spirit is concerned, the Macedonians must
have been a far superior set of people.
In consequence of this dearth of information, a
great hiatus occurs in the history of fly-making.
until the first

was

printed,

first- book,

book on

is

Not

fishing in the English language

the subject again to be traced.

the reader needs scarcely to be told,

The
is

the

on " Fysshynge wyth an Angle," included' in
the "Boke of St. Alban's,'' written by her prioress-ship

treatise

Dame

Juliana Berners or Bernes, to the intent that

"youre aige maye the more flowre and the more lenger
This fair angler-author advises fishing
to endure.''
"
trout
in
lepying
tyme," with a " dubbe " and at
for
;

the conclusion of her treatise she gives directions for

making of twelve
and graylynge." The

the

will suffice for

sorts of "

dubbes for troughte
one or two of these
subsequent comparison with those I
details of
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speak about presently. " The doone fly the
body of the dpone woll (dun wool), and wynges of
the pertryche (partridge). Another doone (dun) fly
the body of black woll, the wynges of the blackest
drake and the jay, of the wynge and under the tayle."
This work bears on the title-page of the original
edition, " Emprinted at Westmestre by Wynkyn de
Worde, the year of Thyncarnacon of our Lord 1496."
So much for the history of the artificial fly. Let
shall

:

me now, before plunging into the severely practical
part of the subject, give the beginner one or two words
of friendly counsel. First, be patient. If you do not
•

at first succeed
satisfied

—

well,

you know the

with inferiority

;

neatness

sary to the appearance of an

is

Never be
necesmore
even
rest.

artificial fly

than to that

the right
Study nature,
you are working in winter-time, obtain
the best patterns from such makers as Little, of 15,
Fetter Lane, and set to work steadily to imitate them.
Select all your colours by daylight,. if you can and,
by
lastly, but not least, keep clean and steady hands
of a watch.

shades

;

but

if possible, for

if

;

:

mean, don't come in fresh from cricket
or any violent exertion, and fancy you can tie a tiny
midge with any nea,tness, because you will be disthe latter,

I

appointed.

Now,

as to apparatus.

A

strong deal table, free

from draughts and covered with white paper, is indispensable; a few wine-glasses, without the foot, as used
by watchmakers, are also useful. Then you should
have a fly-vice. A few years ago these were not used
but the increased delicacy necessary in the smaller
floating flies (a term to be explained presently), really
renders a good vice a very valuable aid.
It is true,
one of the best fly-tyers in the world the chief at
;

—
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Messrs. Allcock's, Redditch^-ties without such adventitious help

;

but then he

is

The kind

an exception.

and is made by Mr. Ogden, of
Winchcomb Street, Cheltenham, than whose father
there was probably no cleverer fly-maker alive. Fig.
186 shows a different make.
pair of sharp-pointed scissors, such as are shown
I

use

is

as Fig. 185,

A

in Fig. 185, are also indispensable

put together,

mar

its

it is

;

often found that

symmetry

and' neatness,

for, after

some

if left -as

Moreover, the fine point of the scissors
to clip off the whipping

two or three

silk,

of which,

a

fly is

loose fibres

is

it

they are.
necessary

often hap-

employed.
which are easily
fashioned from a length of steel wire, or can be purchased for a few pence, is also required for the purpose
of attachment to such part of the flies, whether' for
salmon or trout, as are occasionally required to be
pens,

different colours are

A pair of spring tweezers

(Fig. 187),

—

—

fastened together ultimately, but kept apart during

When in use they are simply
nipped on this or that feather, till the latter is required to be worked in the body of the fly.
pricker (Fig. 188) concludes the list of apparatus
necessary to the fly-tyer
and this, if the beginner
chooses, is easily made at home, from a good stout
the process of making.

A

;

carpet needle.
fur bodies of
:

Its use is to tease

some

flies,

very useful when,
knot has been wrongly
either in the whipping-silk or gut to which the

fibres of the wings, etc.

by some chance or
tied,

hook

out the fibres of the

or to arrange the set of the
It is also

other, a

is tied.

This instrument, then, concludes the list of apparatus, and it now becomes our task to turn to the materials

necessary to the making of the

artificial fly.
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Let me, at the outset, premise that there

no

is

hard-and-fast rule as to these materials
and it
the selection of them that the most celebrated
;

is in

fly-

makers excel. They may be derived from the furs
and feathers of all kinds of animals from the patient
ship of the desert, the camel, to the mighty condor of
the Andes. Even the scales of fishes themselves
furnish capital wings for some of the daintiest of our
clear-stream flies ; and once and for all be it said, the
taste and sense of suitability for imitation in the

—

maker

is

Of course, generally,

the only guide.

I

may

enumerate those materials which are most in use, for
the benefit of the learner but after he has gone carefully into the processes of this delightful art, he will
begin to select his materials himself; and though
probably he will continue to follow the formulae I
;

shall give in a future chapter for the chief

he
if

will

flies,

yet

by no means consider himself bound by them

a softer or truer-coloured material presents

itself.

most in use,. and of which a
goodly stock should be collected at the onset, are
hackles from the necks of blue-dun hens, especially
those with ginger-coloured edging hackles from the
necks and near the tails of game-cocks, both red and
furnace {i.e., tinged with black)
hackles from the
neck of a black Spanish cock ; scapular feathers of
the woodcock and grouse (of course my readers remember that "scapular" relates to the shoulder), and
the brown mottled feathers of the back of a partridge.
The wings of the starling are in great request for the
dun flies, and a plentiful assortment is desirable as
are also feathers of the landrail, hen pheasant, and
dotterel (when procurable), the grey and brown
mottled feathers of the wild drake, and the harl of
Briefly, then, the stuffs

;

;

;
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Artificial Flies.
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ostrich,

With

and the eye feathers of the peacock.

may make

but only a start
for if he, as he should, make his flies after nature, he
will require delicate shades, which in some cases he
which I
will require to produce by means of dyes
should
shall enumerate directly.
"dubbing"'bag
His
these the tyro

a

start,

—

contain everything conceivable possessing short fibres

—

i.e.,

the furs of hare,

rats,

moles, rabbits, and

all

the

mohairs or lapibs'-worsted, etc. silks and horsehair
of all degrees of fineness and colour the latter produced in some cases artificially. These dubbings are
for the bodies of the flies, and are derived from all
sources.
Straw, india-rubber, and cork are also not
to be forgotten
but especially should the silks be
;

—

;

diversified

Now,

as

and

plentiful.

promised above,

I

make an

I

think, before pro-

with the reader, I
had better give some recipes for dyeing such feathers,

ceeding to
etc., as,

artificial

fly

while possessing elasticity and texture, are

not of the requisite shade.

This often happens

as an instance in point, the artificial May-fly

mentioned.

Now, the

;

and,

may

be

nearest feather as an imitation

we

possess, is that of the American wood-duck, or
even our, own wild drake but there is this difference
whereas these feathers are mottled black and white,
the May-fly itself is tinged a yellowish green.
Obviously, therefore, a suitable stain is here necessary.
These given have in each case been verified by the
writer, and are given by Mr. Alfred Ronalds, in his
;

" Fly-fisher's

which

I

Entomology "

advise

all

who

fly-dressers to procure.

To Dye

White Feathers

feathers in a solution of

(l^ongmans)

—a

seriously desire to be

alum

work
good

Dun Colour. — Boil the
— one ounce to a pint

of.
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few minutes this rids them of their
is indeed an excellent mordant
for all feathers.
Take then a pint of water and place
them in it over a slow fire, adding sumach and fustic
till the required tint is produced.
Add copperas if a
water

for a

;

natural grease, and

dun tint is required.
To Alter Hackles to a Deep Brown. Copperas size
of a filbert in a pint of water, boil it, put in feathers
till they appear of the proper shade.
You can remove
them occasionally for examination.
I spoke just now of the dyeing of the mallard,
blue

—

drake,

or

wood

for the

duck's feathers

May-fly.

This is how it is done Boil in the alum and water,
spoken of in the formula for dyeing white feathers.
Then boil with fustic, subduing the brightness of the
yellow with nitrate of copper. The feathers should
riot remain too long in the; solution, or they become
brittle.
I find that dipping them in paraffin oil renews
the gloss of which the alum and dye have deprived
them.
To Stain Feathers an Olive Dun. Make a strong
infusion of the outside leaves of an onion, by allowing
:

—

the ingredients to stand warm by the fire for twelve or
fourteen hours. If dun feathers are boiled in this they
will become olive dun in hue, and white feathers a
yellow.
If a small. piece of copperas be added, the
latter

colour will

become a

useful

muddy

yellow,

approaching to a yellow olive dun, according to the
amount of copperas used.

—

To Dye Feathers Dark Red and Purple.
Take
Brazil-wood dust arid logwood infusion— the latter is
easily made by infusing a handful of logwood chips
Immerse the feathers, and
in three pints of water.
mingle the dust

till

the requisite red tint

is

arrived

at.
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Y or purple, dip

the feathers in a solution of chloride of

tin.

—

To Dye Red Feathers Scarlet. Boil a teaspoonful
of Brazil-wood in a half-pint of water, simmer the
Then imfeathers for half an hour in this infusion.
merse

in

tin, to which a little
been added to increase the

a solution of chloride of

free hydrochloric acid has

Wash thoroughly and dry.
To Dye Red, Amber, and Brown.

tone.

water, as before advised.

Then

—Boil

boil in

in alum and
an infusion of

of water)

fustic (two teaspoonfuls to a pint

till

the

yellow colour seems as deep as can be expected. Set
the colour with a solution of nitrate of tin, in which a
little common salt has been sprinkled.
Blacker, the late celebrated fly-tyer of Soho, wrote

a capital
to

all

little

work on

who knew

—

fly-dressing

^^that is

" capital

the rudiments of fly-dressing, and

supremely mystifying to the completely uninitiated
and in it he gives several recipes of worth, which I
reproduce here, having tried them all with success.
For Dyeing Feathers Blue \i& recommends one to fill
a pipkin with soft water, put it on a slow fire, and add
a teaspoonful of paste blue. [This is out of date with
most colourmen; but a good London firm will be able
to execute an order for it.J
Stir it well
when it is
more than lukewarm take a teaspoonful of cold water,
drop into it twelve drops of oil of vitriol, put this in
your blue dye, and then put in quarter ounce of pig's
wool or mohair, previously cleaned in the alum mor;

Boil it slowly for fifteen minutes, take it out
with a piece of wood, and immerse in a pan of cold
water. "Dry your stuff, and your colour will be fine,"
says Blacker.
dant.

For Dyeing Feathers Red.

— Here

is

another dye
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which is said to be lasting a statement I fully believe,
for I have at this moment a red spinner ily which has
been made some years and used a great many times.
Put in your pipkin water as above, boil in it two
handfuls of Brazil-wood .with your stuffs half an hour,
take it out and cool your dye with a little cold water,
before you put in the oil of vitriol (quantity as before,
or a little more), then put in your stuff, and let it
simmer over a slow fire one hour, take it out, and
immerse it immediately as above dry it quickly.
For Claret Dye. There is considerable difficulty in
;

;

—

getting a natural claret ; a tint so essential to such

the Turkey

Brown

—a

grand

flies

during the
height of summer. Add first to the Brazil-wood half
the above quantity of logwood, and in the second
boiling put in a piece of copperas the size of a pea,
as

killer

with a bit of pearl-ash the size of a nut. Boil it one
hour.
Cool the water, in all cases, before putting in
the oil of vitriol.
To Dye Feathers Yellow. This colour is, of course,
indispensable in the manufacture of the yellow Sally.
Water as above. Put in a handful of bruised Persian
berries and boil them one hour, then add two tablespoonfuls of turmeric. Put in the, acid and boil the

—

—

—not more than \

for half an hour,
oz. at a time
water and dry. By adding a teaspoonful of Brazil-wood a bright orange is procured.
To Dye Feathers Brown. ;Water as before. Boil a
good handful of walnut rind and a small quantity of
Brazil-wood and of logwood, half an hour together.
Put in your mohair (or other material), cooling the
stuffs

immerse

in cold

—

is put in.
Boil it half an hour
and the colour will be lasting. For a cinnamon,
or yellow fiery brown, dye your materials yellow first

liquor before the acid

longer,
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Add

in

all

the above ingredients according to the

amount of material to be dyed.
To Dye Feathers Black. Water as before. Boil
two handfuls of logwood one hour
add a little
sumach and elder bark. Boil these ingredients half an
hour, and put in your feathers for half an hour.
Take
them out, cool your liquor, dissolve a bit of copperas

—

;

the size of a Spanish nut and put

adding a

little argill

and soda.

it

your liquor

in

Boil for half an hour;

taking out the materials occasionthe air contributes to the

ally, as

and your black

colour,

will

be

the colour of the raven's feather.

In addition

many

cases

and

to,

in

in a great

substitution

the above recipes,

I

of,

must here

mention Messrs. Judson's little
mostly of aniline extraction.
They impart
most delicate shades if carefully
and skilfully used. I find it is
bottles of dyes

Fig. iSg.

— Bunch of

boil

in

the

alum solution and wash

in

pure

necessary to

Feathers for Fly-making.

—

first

water, and then, preparing the solutions according to

the directions on each bottle, the feathers,

etc.,

are

immersed and afterwards rinsed in clean water. They
should, in each case, be tied up neatly in bunches, as
in Fig. 189.

A
each

good wax,

for preserving the silk

with which

Some

fly-tyers use

fly is tied, is

cobbler's

wax

objectionable

coloured
invisible

;

very desirable.

but this from

when making

flies..

I

make

on the brightest

its

dark colour

is

highly

small, bright, or delicate

a white
silk, as

wax which is almost
follows
Take four
:
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ounces of the best white resin, half an ounce of fresh
lard, and a quarter of an ounce of white wax. Crush the
resin, and let it melt well in a jar over a slow fire,
stirring it all the time with a stick.
Add the white
wax and then the lard let it simmer for a quarter of
an hour then pour it out into a basin of cold water,
and knock it well with the hands till pliable, putting
it for half an hour before the fire.
It cannot be too
much worked up. Cut it up in, small pieces and keep
in water.
You have here a wax which is superior to
any t have ever worked with before or since I had
;

;

the recipe

use

it

;

and

it

takes the spirit varnish

To Make a Plain Hackle
that the imitation of Nature

good
book

when you

better than all other preparations.
Fly.
is

—

I

have already said

the basis on which the

Let the reader get Ronalds'
he cannot get the actual insects to copy from
in it he will find capital representations of all the
paincipal flies in use in England, with th^ imitation
fly-dresser rests.
if

;

and materials of manufacture, printed

in colours.

Of

can only carefully detail the
processes by words, which, howsoever well done, are
inferior to a lesson in fly-tying by a competent hand.
The exclusiveness of the tackle trade, however, preI once oiifered five pounds for a
cludes the latter.
course, in these pages

I

salmon fly-making, and was refused
and therefore the beginner must give his best attention
I shall first direct his attention -to
to what follows.

lesson or

two

in

;

the making of a simple " hackle " fly, which, in itself,
is not an imitation of any particular insect, but is
probably supposed to represent a fly buzzing on the
water.

By way

of explanation

I

may

say that a

one made by twisting a hackle
of almost any colour round the shank of a whipped.

" plain hackle fly "

is
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hook, securing

it

at the

bend end.
making

.

Here, however,

Fix your vice
clamp on the table, and place in its
jaws a medium-sized hook let the bend of the hook
be to your left, and the end of the shank to your
right hand, the back of the shank being upwards.
Take your waxed silk in your right hand, between
finger and thumb, and with your left pick up a link
of gut. Crush the end of this for some quarter of an
inch between the teeth, that the uneven surface thus
produced may be held the tighter by the waxed silk.
Place the gut in position under the shank, and holding it and the end of your silk firmly, rapidly whip the
hook and gut together with the right hand, taking
is

a detailed account of

securely

by

its

:

its

;

three or four turns, according to the length of the

Take one half-hitch, and you have now
accomplished the first operation in all fly-tying
namely, the attachment of the hook to the gut. Now
take your hackle feather, and having stripped it of the
downy fibres on each side of the quill down to its root,
place it against the shank of the hook on the side
nearest you, with its root pointing towards the bend

hook shank.

; then, and in the same direction whip the
times sharply round the hook, gut, and root

of the hook
silk three

and cut off with your scissors any
Having done so, take the
feather by its point, between the thumb and forefinger
of the right hand, and wind it in close laps five or six
times the number to be proportioned to the size of
the hook and fly down the shank towards the bend
then make two laps of the silk over the point of the
feather.
Cut away with your scissors what remains
uncovered by the silk of the point of the feather and,
lastly, waxing your silk afresh, fasten it with two loops,
end of the

feather,

point that

may

—

,

remain.

—

;

;
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ETC.

or invisible knots, just where

the bend begins, or
opposite the barbed point of your hook.
During
these operations the silk should be kept well waxed.
.

Fig. 190 indicates the appearance of this your
artificial

Make

fly.

at least a

first

few dozens of these,

you can finish neatly and quickly.
To Make a Palmer Fly. The next step
making is the manufacture of a palmer.

until

—

in

Tackle-

Now

the

prototype of a palmer is not a fly, but the larva of the
Arctia caja moth, and a frequent visitor of our gardens,

where

him

and ruddy brown furry coat makes
known.
It will be observed that the

his black

easily

Fig. 190.

—Hackle

Fly.

Fig.

191.— Palmer

Fly.

without a distinct body, whereas the
Shipley has some capital directions
for this fly, made in several different ways, and I quote
here his instructions referring to the red palmer.
The first operation namely, that of attaching the
hackle

fly is

palmer has one.

—

gut to the hook by whipping waxed silk round hook
and gut, is performed according to the instructions
given as to the making of the hackle fly. Then take
your hackle feather, prepared and placed as described,
and lap your silk once round it and the shank. Place
the thick end of your harl or herl,
fly

— for in making this
—by the side of

a peacock's herl should be used,

your hackle, and whip your silk round the herl, hackle,
gut, and hook two or three times, according to the
L
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size of

your hook and intended

fly.

thick ends of your hackle and herl

off,

Then

cut the

wax your

silk

anew, and lap the herl five or six times, each lap close
on the other, towards the bend of the hook. Hold
your herl tight between the left forefinger and thumb
towards the bend of the hook, then take the point
of the hackle feather in your right-hand fingers, and
wrap it thickly five or six times over the herl in the
direction of the bend.
Make two laps of your silk
over all, cut away the remaining point of the hackle

wrap your herl farther on towards the
bend twice round the hook make one lap of silk
over the herl, fasten and cut away all that remains of
it.
Then you have your palmer, a representation of
which is given in Fig. 191.
feather, then

;

JohjttT.CaHm'

CHAPTER

X.

FLY-MAKING— TROUT FLIES FOR 'DIFFERENT
SEASONS.

HE

following directions are, it is proper
here to say, based upon the principles of
fly-making which obtained amongst all of

the old-time fly-makers, and necessarily of

course their descendants, to a greater or lesser degree.
To be particular, the directions which follow instruct

the reader to

make

from the head to the tail,
would seem the most natural

his fly

which, on the face of

it,

plan decidedly, and a great number of fly-makers at
the present time follow this pkn. I did myself till
quite recently; and I am convinced that for very strong
work no other way can equal it. Therefore I retain
the following as efficient ; though in the latter part of
this chapter it will be seen that I enjoin an opposite
plan of operation, viz., the construction of the fly
from the tail end. The great advantage of this latter
proceeding arises from the appearance of finish and
neatness which is possible from its practice, and almost impossible to the same degree by the first
method. However, for construction without a vice,
the following style is probably preferable when speed
required as well as strength and neatness.

is

—

Another Palmer. At the end of the iast chapter
gave instructions for making a palmer. I will
now show how a more complicated and somewhat
more difficult palmer is made. I furnish this descripI

163
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tion because

want these pages to be, above all, eduSuppose you are going to
dress the black or golden palmer. Having completed
the first operation of connecting gut and hook, put
on your red hackle with only one lap of silk then, by
the side of that, fasten on your gold twist or tinsel
with one lap, and attach your herl with two" laps cut
away the butt ends of all three, and wind the herl four
I

cational and progressive.

;

;

or

times

five

rouiid the

hook

closely

shank of the

in direction of the

bend, then take the gold

and wrap

twist

same

in the

it

three

direction

times

round

the herl

after that, take

;

your red

hackle by the point, and

wind

in

it

thick

laps

Now withdraw,

over

all.

in a

backward direction

towards the end of the
192. ^Another Palmer.

herl, and twist
and make fast to hackle
with two laps of silk.
Again take the ostrich herl, and wind it thickly three
then
or four times round the hook towards the bend
Fiij

Hackle

A,

c,

];,

;

Tinsel

;

Ostrich Herl

D,

Tying

shank, the

;

Silk.

;

with v/indings of the twist to the last lap of the
herl.
Fasten with two cloven hitches opposite the
rib

barb of the hook, and the affair is completed. The
foregoing description will be rendered fully intelligible
to the reader

How
Body.

to

—The

siderably

by

Make

Fig. 192.

a Fly

process of

more

difficult

Wings, and Dubbing for'
making a winged fly is conthan the simple making of a

zvitJi
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palmer and this must be the next step to be taken.
Attach gut and hook as before described, having, of
.course, fixed the hook in the fly-vice, as shown in
;

m^

Fig. 193.

Fig. 1S5

;

— Feather

Wings, showing Fibres detached and
separated for Wings.

for

then strip a sufficient quantity of fibres from

the feather of a starling's wing, or from that of the
wing of any bird mentioned in our fly-making mate-

and place it on the back of the
shank with the roots towards the bend, and the points
of your feather towards the right hand, then lap the
silk at a short distance from the end of the shank
twice round the feathers and the shank.
With your right-hand thumb-nail force
upright all that part of the wing which
rials (see Fig. 193),

lies

to the right

of the

silk laps, divide

equally and exactly into two parts on each
side of the

shank your

make two wings

one with the other,

shown

in Fig.

feathers, so as to

of exact proportion, the

194.

every respect, as
Then bring the silk

in

Fig

I94-—
Wings

ready for
Attachment.

under that wing which is nearest to you, and over
it through the separation of the wings in the direcnext, bring the silk round the
tion of your vice
;

1

'

66
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wing on the left-hand side of the shank, drawing it
towards your left through the separated wings, pass
the silk once more, as you did in the first instance,
through the wings. Now cut off the roots of the
wings, and bending the points of the wings by taking
them together between your right thumb and forefinger down towards the bend of the hook, and holding them

down on

the shank firmly in that position,

between the bent-down
wings and the point of the shank. This operation
forms the head of the fly, and serves to keep the
wings from falling back and to retain them in their
upright condition. Now take your dubbing, whatever
lap your silk three times

Fig. 195'

— Silk and

Dubbing. A, Silk nnwound n, Dubbing spun
on Silk ready for making Body of Fly.
;

—

may be mohair is, perhaps, best for beginners
and having untwisted your silk, as in A, Fig. 195, lay
it evenly but thinly round it
spin the silk sharply
three or four times round between the ball of the
thumb and the forefinger, which will cause the dubbing to stick round it evenly and firmly, as in B, F"ig.
and then take your silk, with the dubbing spun
195
neatly round it, and lap it close under the wings on
the side next the bend four or five times, or until you
see there is sufficient dubbing lapped round the hook
to form a body of proper length and thickness. Then
wax your silk, in order to clear off the dubbing that
is not wanted, and, lapping your silk twice round the
shank, fasten with a cloven hitch. Now examine the

it

;

;
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shape of your

your

scissors

and

fly,

distributed, pick

it

if

167

the dubbing seems unevenly

out with your picker, or clip with

when too much

shovys the finished

FLIES.

exhibits

itself.

Fig. 196

fly.

How to Make a Grouse or
a Wren's Hackle.
Lap the
hook and gut together in the
usual way.
Strip off the fine

—

fibres from the quill end of
such feather as you are going

•„
4.«,„«-„jJ
to use, and, instead
offi
placmg
1-

196.— Fly with Wings,
and Dubbing
for Body.
'^
'

Fig.

that end to be

first whipped on to the shank of the
hook, as you did in dressing the simple hackle, you

must fasten on
having

first

to the shank the tip

made

end of the

feather,

a separation in the fibres of your

feather for the silk to pass through without obstruc-

This separation is made by forcing from oppoof each side of the stem the fibres backward towards the root of the feather. Whip your
silk twice round the point of the feather at the place
where the fibres are separated, and then cut off what
remains in the direction of the bend at that point.
Now take between the forefinger and thumb of the
right hand the thick end stem of the feather, and
wrap it twice round the shank in the direction of the
bend, make two laps over the feather, and cut away
what remains of it. Fasten as before. Fig. 197 shows
tion.

site points

the process.

—

Hozv to Make a Winged Fly zvith Hackle for Legs.
Whip on your silk and gut according to the directions
given for the making of a plain hackle, and tie on
your wings according to the instructions " How to
Make a Fly with Wings and Dubbing for Body."
Having completed these operations, strip the downy

FISHING TACKLE.
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end of your hackle feather, and
silk.
Cut off the thick end
of the stem of the feather with your right hand draw
back towards the point all the fibres of the feathers
fibres off the thick

fasten

with two laps of

it

;

when the
wound round the hook the fibres may sit
more regularly. Next take the hackle in your right

in

order to separate them distinctly, so that

feather

hand

is

fingers

by the

point,

and lap

laps under the front of the wing,

Having done

bend.

this,

whip

it

round

in close

down towards

j'our silk twice

the

round

c

imagiligDr^.

and

lis

—

Gioui^e Hackle,
Stages of Making.

Fig. 197.

the point of the feather, and clip off at that point.
Then fasten as before.

Fly
Legs.

zvith

Wings, Dubbing for Body, and Hackle for

— Proceed

as before, until

you have

tied

your

wings, then attach your hackle with a single wisp of
the silk, twist your dubbing on the silk as before

having done so, lap your dubbing close
under the wing, and over the stem of the hackle, and
hook three times, then clear away the superfluous
dubbing, using the wax for that purpose. Now take
your hackle by the point, and lap it over the dubbing
directed

;

three times, cut off point of hackle, and fasten.
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To Make a Ply with Wings, Dubbing for Body,
HacMe for Legs, and Ribbed with Gold or Silver
Twist.
This is how the sand-fly was originally made,

—

and to properly manufacture

it

requires very high

The

learner will see that there are four different materials employed in its make-up ; and if these
skill.

are not neatly and properly put on, the result is a
caricature of the actual insect, and not a likeness.

Having put on the wing

in the usual way, he must
or silver twist with one liap of silk
;directly under them.
He must then fasten by the
side of his twist the hackle with one lap of silk also.
He must then cut the ends of his twist and hackle
away > then the dubbing is placed an the silk and
•twisted round the hook sufficient to form a body
over the dubbing he- must lap the twist two or three
times, and then both over dubbing and twist.
Close
to the wing of the fly let the hackle be wrapped three
-times; he must fasten the point, of the hackle with
one whip of the silk, and then clip off what remains
of the point of the Ixackle^
He must now whip the
silk twice or thrice toward the bend, and over that
take two laps with the twist. The silk may now be
brought down to the bend, and finished off as before.
These directions, if followed out and practised with
patience and an intelligent interest, will thoroughly
ground the learner in the general art of fly-tying. Of
course, salmon flies are creations of a far different
kind
and as they resemble nothing living, it is

'fasten his gold

.

.

;

necessary for the tyro to buy or otherwise procure his
pattern before he can imitate. I shall refer tb these
anon. Meanwhile, the excellent directions given by
the late Ogden, of Cheltenham, as to that invention
of his, the "floating fly," are worthy our consideration.

FISHING TACKLE.
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not too much to say that this
almost revolutionized our
id,eas in regard to fishing in clear waters by their
introduction. To omit the floating fly, and especially
the floating May Fly, would therefore be a grave

inasmuch as that

it

is

veteran trout fisherman

judgment in the Writer of this little treatise.
Here are Ogden's instructions -z';? extenso, which I
extract from his capital little book on fly-tying. " To
commence, fix your hook firm in the jaws of the vice
error of

(see Fig. 185), leaving sufficient of the shank out to
the right to form the body of the fly. Put three turns
of waxed silk round the shank of the hook, leaving

than the eighth of an inch bare to wing .and head
Take a length of gut,
test it,
lay
.
.
underneath the hook, and wrap down with the

less

upon.
it

.

waxed

and even

silk close

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

the smoother the

After wrapping down, try your gut with a steady pull to see
that it will not slip, for that is unpardonable. Avoid
making the body too long.
" If the fly you wish to copy has tails (and a good
many of the Ephemeridse have), take three strands
foundation, the better the fly will look.

of a large cock's hackle, either duns or reds, secure,

them with two wraps of silk, cut off the waste ends,
give the silk a twist, and wrap close back up to the
shoulder, still leaving the bare hook to wing and
head on.

a plain silk body, which I prefer.
on the wings, which is the most
difficult part in making a Midge Fly.
Commence
with a starling wing, which should be smooth and
clean take a right and left wing, get a centre feather
from each wing, strip off the fag end, and with the
right finger and thumb divide as broad a piece as
you wish one side of the wing to be. Draw the tips

Now

This

is

for setting

;
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down

till quite even, without separating the
the same time holding the quill and roots
firm with the left finger and thumb, easing them
occasionally to let the wings lie even and smooth,
coaxing the fibres gently together. This being done,

fibres, at

with the

left

finger

wing

and thumb hold the

quill

and the

with the right finger and
thumb press very tight, keeping the wing flat, and
with a sharp twitch separate the wing from the quill,
roots of the

firm, while

taking care not to slack your hold or disarrange the
fibres.
Lay it carefully down on the work-table, the
outside of the feather uppermost. In precisely the

same manner take a wing from the other feather
exactly the same size as the one first taken off; when
it carefully on the inside of the forefinger
hand, the inside of feather uppermost, and
the roots of wing pointing to tip of finger. Pick up
the other half of wing (which I do by moistening the
tip of forefinger of right hand), and put it to the
other half of wing.
Lay the tips very evenly to-

done, place

of the

left

gether,

them tothem flat, and without altering their
place them on the top of the bare hook. For

and

(inside of feathers facing) press

gether, keeping

position

bend of the hook, but
no longer. Take the tying silk in the right hand,
open the left finger and thumb slightly at the tips to
allow the silk to pass up and down, then close and
press tight, at the same time drawing the silk very
carefully down, or it will break on to the roots
of the wing. Take two more turns of the silk in the
same manner, keeping all the time a gentle sti'ain on
the silk, or the wings will twist round. Pass the silk
securely round the screw of the vice, and release the
left finger and thumb, to see if the wings are set
length, they should reach to the
'
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If so, draw your gut carefully on one side,
avoiding the shank end of the hook, as it will sometimes fray it. Turn off the roots of wings neatly with
a sharp pair of scissors.
Then take two turns of silk

properly.

on the head, holding the wings as before, not allowing the silk to slack or the Avings to draw out.
the silk behind the wings, ready to

which should be proportioned to
tapering.

tie

Pass

the hackle

Strip the fluff off the hackle,

in,

hook, and

size of

and take

it

hand, root downwards, the outside part
of hackle to the right tie it in sideways, close behind
the wings, with two turns of silk-, taking care not to
in the right

;

Cut

disarrange the wings.

not too close, or

it

will

fall

off the quill

out.

With

end of hackle,
the tweezers

keep it well on
the edge, and put two or three turns behind the
(Fig. 187) lay hold of point of hackle,

wings, bringing the hackle well forward underneath.

Secure

it

with one wrap and two hitches before tak-

ing the tweezers
press

it

off,

cut off silk and point of hackle,

open and adjust the
and cut away any stray

well back from the head,

wings with the

scissors' point,

fibres

the

;

fly is

now

finished."

Blue

Dim

Fly.

— The

illustration of the

Dun

Fly, in

Fig.

Blue
198,

will illustrate the foreLine

Dun

Fly.

going
bring

The

ing.

ever

following

is

sufficiently

to

home my mean-

the approved dressing, how-

Body, fine fur of hare's-ear or face, twisted on
yellow silk tail, two fibres of dun-coloured hackle
;

;

legs,

head

two or three turns of a red hackle, finishing
;

wings, of starling wing-feather.

;

at
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have thus given rather lengthily, and perhaps to
uninterested reader, most tediously, the various
items of fly manufacture. Not one has been unnecessary and lest I carry out this volume to an undue
length, there is much I must perforce omit, which,
for the most part, no
doubt will eventually
be discovered by the
I

tlie

;

One

persevering tyro.
very
important

must

fly

not

escape description, however, and
that is the May Fly,
of which a very fair representation is given in

This insect,
199.
Fig. 199.— May Fly.
on streams such as the
Hampshire Itchen and Test, fairly turns the heads of
enthusiastic anglers on its rising in early June
for
the term May Fly is a misnomer.
P'ig.

—

May

Fly. — Here
— for
a capital dressing of the
— indeed, can safely say the best dressing
fly

is

floating

ever arrived
smallest

it is

I

at.

amount

First, get a suitable

of iron in

it

possible,

hook with the
and tie on your

gut let this be fine, but not too fine, or there is a
danger of popping the fly off" when fishing. Tie on
the tail three whisks of brown hen, or pheasant, then
take a slip of nice wheat straw, cut it to fit round the
shank of the hook so that it tapers. To ensure this,
soak the straw in hot water, and bring it up to the
shoulder of the hook, lash it round with some burnt
;

sienna

and

silk,

taking, say,

finish off at the

shoulder you should

some half-a-dozen

tail

spiral turns,

with three turns.

have three turns of

At
a

the

light
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sandy hackle, and over this, two turns of a bright
hackle wing.
Teal will do capitally, or drake, or
Egyptian goose, or Canadian wood-duck and they
should be set upright with the points outward. For
the green drake, these should be dyed, as advised.
Two turns of peacock herl to form the head completes
the fly, and it will kill trout when all other imitations
fail.
This I have repeatedly proved.
Any one who has followed the foregoing with intelligence, will be ready now to take notice of the
;

formula; I shall give for the
flies

Again

of the year.

making of the

chief trout

me impress on

the reader

let

highly desirable to procure either Ronalds'
book, wherein the colours are capitally shown, or the
that

it is

real insect,

—best

knowledged

of

all

chiefs of

plans,

—or

the fly-tying

flies tied

art,

by

ac-

as patterns.

dressings I am about to give are those in most
approved use, and are necessarily, therefore, not
original, though in all cases I have tried each pattern
with success those which did hot seem to possess
the elements of efficiency, though advocated by, in
some cases, the highest authority, I have not hesitated

The

;

to discard.

February
I

is

sufficiently early for trout fishing,

therefore begin with the favourite lures

and

for that

month.

The February Red, or Old yi?^;?.—Body.—This is
formed of a dubbing composed of the dark red part
of squirrel's fur,

mixed with claret-coloured mohair,

showing the most claret at the tail of the fly, and
spun on brown silk
wings from the softest quill
feather of the peahen's wing legs of a claret-coloured
;

;

stained hackle (see
short (Ronalds').

Dyeing Feathers), Hook

2,

Kendal
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—

Another dressing. Body. Two turns of dirty claret,
tail, and a strand of hare's ear, and claret
thrown in for rest of body. Hackle, dark grizzled
dun cock's. Wing, a slip from back of the peahen.
Hook, 9 or 10, or larger for rough weather. Francis.
The Olive Fly. Body of dark olive mohair
wing, a starling's wing feather to stand upright; tail,
two whisks of .a mottled mallard's feathef, to be tipped
red mohair at

-

—

with a lap of silver tinsel. This is poor Fitzgibbon's
formula, and a good one it is.
For such rivers as the Barle, Exe, Taw, Lynn,
Bray, Mole, Dart, Teign, and othbr Exmoor and Dart-

moor streams, I know of no flies for this month to
compare with those recommended by Mr. Cutliffe, in
his "Art of Fishing Rapid Trout Streams."
He gives
eight patterns, distinguished by no particular names.
No. I. Body. Equal parts of fox's and squirrel's fur

—
—

from the back, hackle or legs of rusty brownish hue.
No. 2. Body. Equal parts, of house rat's and light
brown sable's fur, or fur taken from the tail of the

brown

sable alone

No.

Body.

3.

;

legs,

speckled brovvri silvery;

—Dark peacock's

herl,

ribbed with gold

—

No. 4. Body. Equal parts
of hare's flax dyed yellow, water rat's fur undyedi and
rabbit's flax undyed, ribbed with straw-coloured silk
N.B. This is a greenish-coloured
legs, smoky blue.
body. This fly may be made up lighter or darker,
both in body and hackle. No. 5. Body. The same
as No. 2, ribbed with gold twist legs as brown or
drab coloured as can be got. No. 6. Body. Equal
parts of brown bullock's hair, and of the ends
wings,
of squirrel's fur, ribbed with gold twist
red.
No.
hackle,
bluish
Bddy.
The
pheasant, or
7.
rabbit's
tail,
some
flax
from
from
a
the
black flax
twist

;

legs,

black red.

—

—

;

—

;

—
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from the back, and from a skin dyed in
the yellow dye (see below) ; wings, from thrush
Finest
hackle, blue to match the body. No. 8. Body.
eyelid, ditto

;

—

cow hair, such as you can pick out of a wren's nest,
ribbed with straw-coloured silk ; hackle, dark rusty
blue.
It will be seen that these
two exceptions, unwinged

flies are,
;

with but one or

\yings are of but little

very rapid water. The yellow dye referred
a strong infusion of turmeric, in which a lump
of alum has been dissolved, and in which the furs are

utility in

to

is

Of

boiled for a few minutes.

course, the^ bodies are

composed of dubbing, spun on silk, as before directed.
The flax of any aniijial referred to means the tips of
the

not the roots included, the latter always being

fur,

much

lighter.

—

—

Flies for March.
The Coiv-dnng. Body of yellow
worsted or lamb's wool, mixed with a dingy brown fur,
spun on light brown silk, and left somewhat rough.
Its wings are from the landrail, and its legs of sandycoloured hackle.
The Peacock is a small beetle, very
plentiful, and killing on warm summer days.
Body,
peacock's tail of a ruddy brown, dressed with mulberry silk wings, of the dark feather of a starling's
wing legs, of a hackle stained dark purple. The
March Brown is found both of the male and female
' persuasion."
Body of male is made of the fur of
hare, face ribbed over with olive silk, and tied with
;

;

brown

;

tail,

two strands of a partridge

feather

wings, of centre of a hen pheasant's quill feather

found of the exact shade
a sort of mottled brown.

;

legs,

when

a partridge feather of

Best dresses

it

as follows

i

wings, of the pheasant's wing; body, of the bright part
of hare's fur, mixed with a little of the red of the
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with yellow silk, and, a partridge
hackle wrapped over twice or thrice under the buff of
the wing.
squirrel's fur, ribbed

— The SandFly.

Body of the sandy
spun on orange-tinted silk.
landrail's wing will supply the wings, and a ginger
feather from a Dorking or other suitably-coloured hen
will furnish legs. The Stone Fly.
Body, fur from hare's
ear mixed with yellow worsted, and spun on yellow
silk
tail, two strands of partridge, brown
wings,
pheasant's quill feather from wings ; legs, greenish
brown hackle. Grannam. Body, fur of hare's face
spun on light brown silk, with a little green silk
worked in the end ;. wings from partridge wing ; legs
Flies for April.

A

fur of a hare's neck,

—

;

;

—

of sandy-coloured hackle.
Flies

for

May .— Hawthorn

ostrich feather

;

Fly.

—^Body,

wings, starling's feather

;

black

legs, pewit's

—

topknot or blackcock hackle. Black Gnat. Body,
dark ostrich her! wings, feather from starling's wing.
Sometimes black horsehair or silk is substituted for
the herl in making the body. Oak Fly, or Downward
Fly, is usually found on the oak, with its head looking downwards body, orange floss silk wound on
grey silk wings, a feather from a woodcock's head
legs, of a furnace hackle, or a black and red cock's
.

;

—

;

;

hackle.

—

for June.— The Yellow Sally, Body of buff
spun on a bright green silk, or
ribbed, if possible ; wings, of a white feather of any
Flies

fur of a fine texture,

kind stained a pale yellow; legs, a yellowish
ginger hackle. The Alder, or Oil Fly. Body of mulberry floss silk wings, of a brown hen or peahen's
wing legs, of a dark amber-stained hackle, or, in an
emergency, a blackcock's hackle will answer. Marlow
fine

—

;

;

M
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—

Body, black ostrich herl,
peacock herl, and made with red silk
the wings and legs are made buzz with a dark

Buzz, or Cock-y-houddhu.
twisted with

thread

;

furnace hackle.

—

—

The Red Ant. Body, the body of
Flies for July.
peacock herl left au naturel as regards the lower or
tail half, and tied in at the waist with copper-coloured
legs, a red-cock's hackle, and wings of the light
silk
part of a starling's feather.
Little Orange Fly
(Ogden's pattern). Body, made with deep orangecoloured floss silk
the legs put on flat from the
water-rail or hen blackbird's wing ; legs, a dark fur;

—
;

—

Cinnamon Fly. rBody, fawn-coloured
nace hackle.
silk; wings, feather of a yellow-brown hen's
wing ; legs, ginger hackle.

floss

Flies for August.
silk,

—August Dun.— Body, brown

ribbed with yellow silk thread

whiskers
legs,

;

;

tail,

two

floss

rabbit's

wings, feathers of a brown hen's wing

red

plain

hackle

stained

brown

(Ronalds').

—

Whirling Fly. Body, squirrel's red-brown fur mixed
with yellow mohair, and tied with yellow silk well

waxed

;

darkish

tail,

two

starling;

ginger hackle ; wings,
ginger hackle (Ronalds').

strands
legs,

—

Dun. Body, very pale blue fur, mixed
with a very yellow mohair ; wings, feather from sea
'swallow; legs, palest blue hackle to be had.
To
Little Pale

'

make

buzz (or hackle fashion), a sea swallow's
may be wound on the same body. The
Willow, or Withy Fly. Body, mole's fur; spun on
yellow silk
wings and legs, a dark hen's hackle,
with the edges strongly tinged with a copper colour,
sometimes called a golden dun feather.
Made as
above, with the addition of wings from the dark part
it

feather only

—

:

of a starling's feather.
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which should
and necessarily

flies,

find a place in every angler's book,

tackle-maker should be prepared to
supply the demand.
There yet remains a class of
flies, however, to which attention must be drawn, and
these are, in angler's parlance, termed the "Quill
Gnats."
They are imitations of certain of the
smaller Ephemeridse of our chalk and other streams,
whose bodies are, so to say, ringed with bands of
varying shades from the rest of the insect.
The
bodies are, therefore, variously made from quill, gut,
hair, and sometimes of india-rubber; and it is according to the accuracy or otherwise of the imitation
that sport ensues. Mr. Francis Francis says of these
"Body, a strip of quill from a starling's feather
neatly rolled on legs; dark blue-dun cock's hackle
some prefer red hackle; wings, bright starling's wing
Pull the tail off, and the fly will pass muster for
many other small flies which it somewhat resembles
throughout the season." This somewhat differs from
my own dressings. I found it extremely hard, to get
the right sort of quill when I first fashioned this kind
Get some good peacock "eye" feathers,
of fly.
choose the big ones, then turn the feathers so that,
the metallic lustrous fibres are downwards. You are
looking at the back of the feather, and if you pick
out those the quill of which looks lightest, you will
find that there is a dark and light side to this quill,
which is precisely the appearance most desirable on

therefore; the

;

body of the fly. Strip this off, and neatly wind
on your hook shank, giving a ginger hackle for legs,
and a light starling feather wing put on upright,
and- you have the famous " red quill " of the Upper
Gut and horsehair dyed will serve for these
Itchen.
the
it
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admirably, under some circumstances, and bottle
from an old boot,

india-rubber, or even the rubber

has before now enabled me to get a dish of fish
otherwise inaccessible.
Although the preceding directions are sufificient for
all practical purposes, it is desirable, for the sake of
those

who wish

to be, possessed of the fullest possible

information on the subject, to supplement them by
further information relative to the now prevailing

method of dressing most of the

finer trout flies in

ordinary use.

A great

many

of these are

made

with gut bodies

;

and here I may briefly explain, that it is not neqessary
On
to employ 'the finest strand of whole round gut.
the contrary, I find that the shaggy ends which are
hidden by the coarse red thread usually wrapped
round each end of the hank are remarkably suitable

when

the colour of the

body of the

fly is

intended to

be given by means of silk, as in the following example.
This suitability is the result of the said waste ends
being flat, and not round. They should be polished
with a piece of dry chamois leather and straightened,
by its means, and are then ready for use. If, however,
the maker likesj he can dye his gut but in that case
the round gut, of different thicknesses according to the
size of the body of the fly, must be used and though
this perhaps makes a neater body, its efficacy in
catching fish is not more pronounced and in the first
plan one has the satisfaction of knowing that there is
no waste in the hank of gut, if it is utilized as I have
;

;

;

indicated.

We will

assume that the amateur

is

going to

build,

using one of these waste fibres of gut. First he
attaches the gut to the hook in the usual way, leaving

a

fly,
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about ^ of an inch at the end of the shank unbound.
Having selected a clean, clear, flat piece of gut, he
attaches it with one turn and a half-hitch (see Fig.
He decides what coloured body he intends
200).
having, and then in a similar way attaches a length
of floss silk of that selected colour two whisks from
a long fibre hackle, or two rabbit's whiskers, or two
tapering hairs of any kind, providing they are of a
;

Fig. 200.

Showing

11^

Fastening.

B,

Fig. 201.

Floss Silk

;

—A,
c,

Gut;
Tying Silk.

Fig. 202.

— Hackles

in Situ,

harmonizing colour, are next attached, and the tying
then placed in readiness for the next position
between the gut and hook- shank. Fig 201 exhibits
these operations and I advise the reader to correctly
understand it before proceeding further.
Now take the floss silk and wind it evenly to where
Holding the floss between
the tying silk is fixed.
the left finger and thumb, take one turn round it with
the silk thread and tie, then snip off the superfluous
end and neatly whip round any fibres which show
themselves, as they often will do, no matter how closely
silk is

;
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you snip the silk
take gut and wind
secure

secure with a half-hitch

;

tightly

it

;

and evenly over the

now
silk

;

with the tying silk very carefully, for the

it

spring of the gut renders

it

more liable

to

come undone

or to loosen the silk

the

latter

tightly tied.

operation

Your next

now

is

tach the hackle.

one
Fig. 203.- -Hackle

Wound and

with

if

not very

is

fibres

to at-

Select

of

a

Secured.

length which seems appropriate to the size of

the

fly

and of the

Judgment

is

hook— not

too long nor too short.

required here, because,

if

the hackle be-

longs to either extreme, a neat symmetrical production

cannot be expected.

Well, supposing you have one

somewhat

like that in Fig. 202,

the fibres

by drawing

you take it and open
between finger and thumb
until the appearance is presented as shown.
Now
place the point on the shank of the hook and with
one turn and a half-hitch secure

it.

Next cut

it

off the point

almost close, and then take
another turn or two on the
tiny projecting end
left in

of the shank.
silk in

you have

the direction of the end

Place the tying

the space between gut

Fig.

204.— Winged, Hackled,

and Gut-bodied Fly
and hook as before, and proFinished.
ceed to wind the hackle.
Now, winding a small hackle is not the easy thing
one might suppose, and I much prefer using the little
brass pincers shown at Fig. 187.
With these you take
hold of the quill end of the hackle, and, carefully
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stroking the fibres of the hackle towards the bend of

the hook after each turn, you wind on say three turns.
Now release the tying silk, and bring it over the

hackle and secure it in the usual way. It should
present somewhat the appearance of Fig 203. The
next operation is the winging of the fly and for this
;

process

I

refer

my

readers back to the lucid instruc-

cannot
from Mr. Ogden's book.
I
improve on them. Fig. 204 gives an idea of how
the winged gut-bodied fly should look when finished.
In Fig. 205 we have a fly made with the addition of
a small hook attached behind it and I have found this
arrangement a most
effectual one when the
fish were rising "short"
tions quoted

;

as

it

is

termed, that

when they

rise at

is,

the

but do not take it.
The gut is placed on

Fig.

fly

the shank at the
to the

main

same time

205.— Fly

as the

for "Short-rising'

hook

is

whipped

line.

The most important improvement

of late years in

was unquestionably Mr. Macnee's
ingenious pike-scale winged arrangement. I admired
this very much, and used the flies with great success,
but found that the wings were far from durable and
moreover the invariable semi-white transparency did
small trout

flies

;

the possibility of complete imitation of the
After thinking over the matter, I
natural insect.
remembered that when dissecting the scales of the

away with

Cyprinoids, or Carps,

tenacious

I

found a tough and extremely
and I reside

membrane on the under

;

solved to try this in lieu of the pike-scale for wings.

The

result has surpassed

my utmost

expectation; and

1
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not only does the wing prove an extremely supple,
and weil-nigh indestructible one, but it is possible to

dye

it

any colour you

used and the,

desire,

providing cold dye

membrane dry when

it is

immersed

is

in

the solution.

The

following

is

my

method

in extenso,

which

I

freely give for the benefit of all anglers interested in
fly-fishing.
Let Fig. 206 represent a carp, scale.
Turning the underside uppermost, with a sharp knifei
I cut through the membrane round the scale, following
the line indicated at A. This is done by simply
bearing on the pen-knife vertically the point is then
inserted and the membrane raised, and
then the point is gently pushed under
between the calcareous outer shell of
the scale and the skin referred to. Pre;

sently the square of

membrane

is

en-

ought to say that
Fig. 206.—
this operation can only be performed
^P ^'^^'
when the slime is on the scale and it
is quite fresh from the fish.
We have now a piece of membrane which, when
held up to the light, is of a silvery transparency and
minutely striated with strise greatly resembling the
net-work of the nerve-winged insects. Sometimes it
cannot be separated without some of the fibres connecting it with the horny part of the scale being torn
but with a little trimming with a sharp knife, and
carefully rubbing with the clean forefinger dipped in
soft water, all this can be rendered even and the
surface smooth and polished.
Do not forget that
the underside is the
wrong " side, and therefore
never put it outside when the wings are fixed. The
next thing to do is to fold it in two and place it
tirely separated.

I

;

''
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between two sheets of letter or other hard paper and
under a weight for a few hours.
By this
time it can be taken out and with a sharp pair of
this in turn

Fig.

—

2oS.— Fish-

scaleWing Open.

scissors

it

Fig. 207.
Fishscale Win".

Fin 209.

— Fish-scale Down-

winged Fly.

should be cut into shape.

Fig. 207

shows

a very good shape, and Fig. 208 indicates the same

spread open, to show that the cutting should not
interfere with the buff, or lower end which is attached
to the hook.

Of course

the

body and hackle of the

fly are

made

as previously explained, but these wings are not put

on quite in a similar manner. I always turn them
that is, they are first laid inside out, pointing to the
right-hand side of the hook and tied, and then turned

;

over as shown in

Fig. 209,

and tied again. This gives
them extra strength of attachment.
Fig. 209 shows a
down-winged fly made with
this beautiful material
and
Fig. 210 is a rough illustration
of some of the up-winged
;

species that

I

make with

this

Fig. 210.

— Fish-scale

Up-winged Fly.
membrane.
Now, as to dyeing. As I said before, the dye must
never be warmer than fresh milk and if vegetable
dyes will produce the tint you want, by all means
;
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productions.

discard the acrid aniline
large-scaled

even those from

fish,

possessed of this serviceable

salt

membrane

;

Nearly

all

water,

aire

and

I

have

here in America from the membrane ofT
the dainty North River Shad and off the mighty scale
seldom smaller than half a crown of the Floridan

made

flies

—

—

The

skin of the scale from

Tarpon, or Silver King.
one of these splendid

fishes is quite as thick as a

shilling in its entirety;

but

consists of laminae as

Even the bodies of the flies and
membrane by

thin as tissue paper.
legs can

it

be fabricated from fish-scale

the ingenious artificer

;

and thus the lure formed

for

the enticement of the fish be constructed entirely from
the products of a

fish.

The advantages
other

I

claim for this discovery over the

fabrications are these in brief

fish -scale

:

First,

—

extremely tough and durable stiff
out of water but of exceeding softness immediately
hence it must be superior to the comit falls on it
paratively stiff pike scale. Secondly, it is easily dyed.
Third, it is extremely easy of manipulation when
making th^ fly and if placed in position as I have
advised, it cannot tear off till the fly is absolutely a
wreck everywhere else. If it is employed to make
bodies as well, then is a carefully constructed fly
the material

is

—

;

practically indestructible.

The making of a detached bodied fly is a much more
difficult

The

matter than making one of the ordinary pattern.

objection to these detached bodies has been, that

by chance the

knocked its nose against the body,
its mouth, it would
inevitably push the bait, hook and all, from itself. And
this is a true bill, if we can imagine the trout doing
if

trout

instead of taking the whole fly into

anything so egregiously stupid.

It is true that, in the
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representations which "follow, the

body of the

1

8/

fly is

unduly long that is, it represents a long4Dodied May
Fly but in the majority of cases this objection is not
;

;

of much weight in practice.
Anyhow, the detached
bodies imitate the natural fly very much more closely
than any other artificials ; and the following cuts and
explanation will enable the patient tyro to construct
for himself.

Fig. 211 at A shows four strands of ordinary round
gut placed in position with a view to the ultimate
taper form of the fly's body. Two at their extremities
are singed in the flame of a candle, so as to closely

the discoloration invariably found at the
extremity of the natural May Fly.
C shows two
rabbit's whiskers, which form the tail.
B represents
the strand of end gut, which will be utilized as in
other gut-bodied flies.
Fig. 212 almost explains the next stage without
comment from me. At A the strands of gut are
shown together, and the rabbit's whiskers are placed
in their correct position.
The outside gut is also
placed in position for winding. Commonly the bodyimitate

foundation

taken tightly between the finger and
hand, and the gut is wound from

is

thumb of the

left

over, or the reverse way so that when
has arrived at the position shown at B you can
shift it round, and, taking the bend of the hook and
the body together between the left thumb and finger,
the gut can be passed round and round the hook,
binding the body firmly. When the upper part of

you under and

;

it

the shank

is

reached, the gut

is

secured by means of

shown

in Fig. 213 at A.
the hackle, and
on
of
the
putting
next
process
is
The
B,
operation.
this
again
describe
need
not
think
I
I

the tying

silk,

well waxed, as

1
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on single feather
1 3, shows a method of tying
These wings are very strong and durable, and
should be secured first in the position shown by
means of two turns and a half-hitch after that they
should be turned upward, as in Fig. 214, which also
exhibits the detached bodied May Fly finished, though
I am obliged to own that my drawing is far from
doing justice to the specimen from which I endeavoured to take a likeness. However, the idea will
probably be grasped by the reader; and to be of
in Fig. 2

wings.

;

practical help

is the chief object of this little treatise.
Before leaving the subject of small trout flies

Would

suitable for Great Britain, I

call attention to

the subject of their attachments to the "

line," " leader,"

or " cast."

Recently the eyed hook has come to the
fore, and deservedly so but there are yet vast numbers
of sportsmen who never could take to this innovation
especially is this so in America, where the eyed
hook, to the time of writing, is practically unknown.
;

—

Fig. 215 shows some of the chief patterns in the eyehook shanks and their various excellences and defects have been the ostensible theme of- many a spiteful letter in the piscatorial press.
I give them without
;

comment

my

further than this

— the

turned-^/ eye has'

and with it I believe I have better
sport than with any other kind.
The simpler the
knot which connects them with the gut the better
and let it be borne in mind that the gut must always

been,

favourite,

be soaked well before tying it.
I need scarcely explain that these eyed hooks were
primarily invented to obviate the wear and tear of
the gut just at the junction with the fly, and the
frequent consequent loss of many a good fish now
I find that this wear and tear is caused chiefly by the
;

igo
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end of the hook shank cutting into and tearing the
fibres of the gut.
Various expedients besides the
metallic eye, such as that shown in" Fig. 2i6, made
with gut, gimp, or silk line, have been tried ; but none
are so good as Captain Tod's device, shown in Fig.
The engraving explains itself.
217.
modification, which the inventor claims as an
improvement, is shown in Fig. 218. A, A, A are the
three ends which are tied to the shank. B is the
simple knot which passes round and through the loop.

A

D shows

the arrangement drawn tight, and Fig. 219

exhibits it tied to a hook.

The advantage of

these arrangements is, that three
one working on a hinge of its own
material, prevent the gut from wearing as in the
ordinary style of thing. I look on these simple expedients as highly valuable, and creditable to the
practical fisherman who brought them to the notice
of the angling community.
There is yet one other simple device in reference
to the hackling of the smaller flies which I would
here interpolate, as being likely to be exceedingly
useful, and that not only to the manufacturer of the
smaller flies but to those who have to prepare the
lures of the king of fish
the salmon.
Fig'. 220 explains what I mean.
It represents half a hackle, i.e.
one with one side stripped. I have purposely drawn
it about four times the original size.
Now it is extremely difficult to make the fibres of a hackle "set"
properly, so that they present a neat appearance in
the case of the very tiny midges and I, therefore, if
I am tying flies for appearance as well as usefulness,
invariably prepare a hackle like that represented.
In
the case of larger flies, two of them may be employed
strands, instead of

—

;

'
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side.

Too

an anomaly, for no flies have two or
three hundred legs, and a hackle stripped as I have
is

indicated gives quite a sufficient
fitly represent the original insect.

The method

number of

fibres to

before described for the putting on of

—

—

Fig. 216.
Gut Loop on Hook Shank. Fig. 217. A, A, E, Knot
Joint for Head of
Fig. 218.
Loose ; A, A, B, B, Knot Drawn Tight.
Hackle Stripped
Fig. 220.
Hook. Fig. 219. ^Joint in Position.
after

New

—

—

—

Style.

the wing of a

fly is

quite sufficient for

because

all

the ordinary

one gets three or four fish
with a tiny midge costing only a few pence, and the
last one " rags " it out of form and knowledge, there
are not many sportsmen who would regret the expense
But when we are dealing with the lake
of a new fly.
small

artificials

;

if
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and other larger trout

trout

flies,

the loss of a wing

whilst casting, or on the tooth of a
least of

To

it,

fish, is,

to say the

provoking.

avoid

this, it

is

customary to

"

turn the head,"

other words, to double the wings back, so that

or, in

they

are

additionally
secure.

Fig.

idea of the
221.— Fibre

Fig.

of Feather Arranged for

the arrangement of fibres for
larger

flies.

The knot

Wing.

^^^j. gj.^„g ^j-

the wing of one of the

of thread at the butt

is

pulled

and thus the wing is
formed and remains in true shape whilst the companion wing is also being made. After this, it is
placed and bound on the shank of the hook inside
The next operation then
out, as shown in Fig. 222.
is, to pass
each wing
round into position,
very tight and cut

off"

close

;

following the track of

the arrow in the engraving.
this,

Having done

the tying silk

is

brought round
lightly over the butts,
and the wings can be
Fig. 222.— Wings "Turned."
set at whatever angle
you prefer. All wings made of strips of a larger
feather should be handled carefully, so as not to
" break " them, or, in other
words, separate the fibres
easily

which are felted together.
In this connection it
may be well to remark that the feathers of waterbirds, such as swan, duck, heron, and goose, are es-
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pecially fitted for the wings of the larger

of their tenacious "felting" power

— one

flies,

fibre
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because
with the

—

and their
power of repelling moisture. They are however very
hard to dye unless previously boiled in strong soda

other linking with very curious tenacity

solution, the natural oil of these birds being exceed-

ingly hard to eradicate from their plumage.

Now

that the Black Bass from

America seems

to

be an accomplished fact in England, I have thought
that mention in this work of the style of fly employed
by the most successful fishermen in the Western
States might not be out

of place.

At any

rate a

no practical
Before, however, coming to the make-up of

slight notice will be read with interest, if
profit.

ordinary

tlie

bass-fly, I

trolling

beg leave

to

introduce the imitation
of a beetle which
fore me,

that

and

to

lies

be-

remark

if ourEnglishtackle-

makers would seek to as
closely imitate

some of

Fig. 223.

—Beetle Grub.

our own coleoptera, their
Fig. 223 gives a fair
labour would not be in vain.
outline of the " bug " to which I am now specially
referring.
Its wings are of a black turkey's feather,

body

head
two small black beads; and a

of gut over black floss silk, legs of quill,

of peacock

herl, eyes,

more natural imitation of some of the necrophore
which the Bass and Perch are often raven-

beetles, of

224 gives
c shows the
hook whipped on to a loop of gut, and the gut and
black floss silk placed in situ ready for winding, and
ously fond, could hardly be imagined.
the first stages of its manufacture,

Fig.

N
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the tying silk brought back to where it will next be
needed.
A indicates the kind of feather from which
the legs,

B,

are best derived.

The

fibres of

such a

feather are cut off; and, the central stem, with the

serrated ends of the fibres remaining, to simulate

the hairs on the legs of the insect,

is

cut into suitable

lengths and bent into the shape shown at B.

Having

prepared six of these, the next step is winding on
the black floss silk this is done evenly, and the first
pair of legs are inserted at about the third turn
two or more other turns are then taken, and a second
pair inserted, and so on to the final pair, which, it
will be observed, are turned in an opposite direction.
This done, the floss silk is fastened off, and a length
of good firm peacock herl next tied on by two turns
and a half-hitch (see Fig. 225). The next thing to
do is to take the gut at A and wind it evenly round
the body, arranging the legs carefully in their proper
;

•

i

This done, the gut is fastened
The wings are now prepared
as shown at D, and inserted at the shoulder with care,
being whipped tightly somewhat low on the body
fasten off as before.
Now take the herl at B, and
wind one turn under the wings, and the next two
over in front, fasten off with the silk as before then
thread two beads on the silk, and, bringing them in
position, take one turn between the last two coils of
the herl, bringing the thread up in front on the shank
of the hook take two turns there and tie with a
double hitch. Touch this with varnish, and Fig. 223
is made
clip the wings as shown, and the artificial

places whilst so doing.
off in the ordinary

way.

;

;

;

beetle

is

complete.

This style of lure requires very considerable persistence and deftness, but is a most satisfactory, bait

FLY-MAKING

— TROUT

Fig. 224.

225.

c,

D

11,

1st stage.

— Make-up of
2nd

Beetle.

A,

195

— Make-up of

lieetle.

Fisj.

FUES.

Gut

stage.

Herl
Beads for Eyes
Wings.
;

B,

;

Fig. 227.

—Make-up

of American

Bug

Bait.
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when finished. Of course other insects can be made
on the same principle, I simply give this one in
detail, to show the underlying method governing all
such creations. The variations of the art of fly-making

and the greater the fly-tyer's practice, the
more he knows the truth of this assertion.
Another kind of "bug" much favoured by some
fishermen in America, is that shown at Fig. 226. It
consists of a bulky bddy covered with cardinal silk and
are infinite

;

ribbed with silver tinsel. The head is of ostricli or
peacock herl, eyes of two gold or silver beads, wings of
a red ibis small feather, or of green parrot. Fig. 227
explains itself, with the exception of how the bulky
foundation of the body is fabricated. This is simply
composed of cotton-wool or waddingj white,- and is
rolled round the hook between the finger and thumb
There is no difficulty about
into the shape shown.
this, and after a little practice the tyro will be able to
do it so that each end of the body tapers as shown
and until the cotton felts together into a hard mass,

—

—

;

I

find

made

it

is

convenient to use a

as laundresses

make

it,

little

boiled "starch,

to the consistency of a

thick jelly.

The

the result

that the cotton becomes harder and

is

fingers are moistened with this

;

and

more

compact, so that the silk can be wound very tightly
it.
Of course, the starch must be allowed to dry
before the silk is wound, but this does not take long.
The head and eyes are put on as with the beetle bait,
and the wings are carefully secured so as to be at the
side and flat over the back of the bug.
This is of
over

course a fancy bait, but I am certain that one little
ladybird (Marlow Buzz, or Cocky-bouddhu) which is
so deadly, might be fitly imitated in this way, and I

mean

to try

it

at

an early date.
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In Fig. 228 we have a representation of an eccentric
trolling " grub," used only

behind a spoon, or with a
swivel like a spinning bait. It is thus made Foundation of body, cotton wadding, red silk over this, ribbed
gold tinsel, ostrich herl running in four strips from head
:

—

to tail laterally four strips
peacock herl head legs
curled gut, as shown.
The gut is easily curled by

drawing

it

;

between some smooth hard implement and

Fig. 22g.
Fir;.

228.

— Imitation

"Grub."

Spoon-fly.

the thumb, as one would curl an ostrich feather.

If

made with green silk, I should think this imitation
would take Chub from under the osier boughs on
the Thames.
The legs may be of any bright colour,
preferably scarlet.

Another remarkably good bait for both Perch and
I would recommend to our English Perch fishermen. It can be thrown as a fly, or simply spun in the
Thames style for Trout. Fig. 229 shows it. It consists
Bass,

1

pismiMg tackle.
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of a

fly

dressed with red or other bright-coloured

hackles and bodied with silver tinsel

;

red ibis and

a fiery red hackle is good at
the throat and gut stained any of the bright colours
forms the feelers.
Over this, and prevented from
slipping down by a glass bead, is a small silver spoon.
When this bait is drawn through the water -it is a very
white swan

foritn

the

tail

;

;

gorgeous creature, and
the eyes of nearly

all'

I

prophesy that

it

would please

the fish of prey, not omitting

It can be, and is
Salrno, Salar Esq. himself.
probably best, dressed on gimp, as the metal of the
spoon and the gut soon disagree, to the deterioration
and destruction of the latter. Of course a swivel
must always find a place on the trace, be it of gut or
gimp the former is preferable.
The large Bass fly in great demand by the professional large-mouth and small-mouth Bass fishermen
:

of the great lakes of America, next, and finally in

After all that has
been said about fly-making, I do not think I need be
very minute in explanation of this species of lure;
but as it presents some points of difference from any
of the preceding productions, I will briefly describe
its characters.
Following the custom I have thought
it best to observe in this work, let us build up a Bass
fly together.
As every artificial fly or bait has a distinctive name, I will call the specimen we are about
to be engaged upon— the " Beuly."
Materials.
Cotton wpol, white floss silk, black cord
silk, red ibis feather, turkey tail feather (brown), hook
2IO sprout. Fig. 236 exhibits the make-up. a s'hows
the cotton-wool, which is attached for winding
B,
this chapter, requires attention.

—

;

the floss silk
Fig. 23

1

;

C,

the

tail

of red ibis;

t),

the silk cord.

shows these materials worked into shape.

FLY-MAKING— TK.OUT
Next we arrive
how I often make
being more
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Fig. 232

shows

the wing butts serve for legs, as
durable than a hackle. The wing featlier
cut long enough to
permit of the ends
extending
beyond

is

iHl luimtiiiiTnigTniim

Fig.

'; 1

i'.p

230.^Make-iip of
Bass-fly.

Fig. 231.

round the shank while
they are in that position, and

-

Second Stage

the end of the shank, as shown
at A. After taking two or three

of Bass-fly.

turns

)

("

make it secure, the ends are
then taken and reversed underneath, as shown in Fig.
fastening the silk off to

200
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232.—

Third Stage
Bass-fly.
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233, clipping off superfluous fibres but leaving
to give a

good idea of

all-round trolling

any

Fig.

is a more
arrangement,

234

I

show

it

to indicate that
as

it

chiefly
has,

it

were, a double set

of wings.
"

fly,

size.

ornate

and

enough

This forms a very useful
and of course can be made of

legs.

I

call

it

the

Oueen."

—

Materials.
Cotton-wool for
foundation
body,

of

cardinal

floss silk for

over

body, red ibis
and guinea fowl
stained blue for
tail,

body ribbing. Wings,
under wing of mallard, white,
nille for

last,

this fly is

made

swan or

or pearly white, two

feathers from neck of guinea-fowl,

Now

black che-

single feather

i.e.,

gallina hackle.

in all respects similar to the

with the e.Kception of the wings.

this difference receives explanation.

seen that one single feather

is

In Fig. 235

It will there

be

attached directly over

the upper side of the body, and there securely fastened.
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The

gallina hackle

is

not

wound

hacklewise, but- a

from a good feather is tied at the
throat of the fly. Then the two smaller feathers
intended for the wings proper are attached, in the
reverse way first, as I have before explained and
these are afterwards turned back and placed in their
position as shown in Fig. 152, after which they are
firmly secured.
The tout ensemble is then that of a

bunch of

fibres

;

—

most handsome fly butterfly'rather than any other
which insect I doubt not the Bass take it. The
It is intended
size of hook here shown looks large.
to represent a Carlisle snecked bend and these it is
found are the best shape for most of the larger flies,
though the sproat is by far the most approved pattern

for

;

in

America.
have thus,

I

in as succinct

a manner as

possible,

laid the entire rationale of ordinary fly-making before

If he perseveres, and does so with a
determination to understand and profit by my inThere
structions, he will satisfy himself and the fish.
Practice
is no royal road to fly-dressing, however.
unremitting, and study of the different forms of

the reader.

aquatic

own

life,

practice

will
is,

tend greatly to perfect him. My
to take a butterfly net with me
and whenever I go near water and

whenever I fish,
a dozen pill-boxes are not very bulky to carry
for the purpose of bringing home my capturesThese are duly preserved for the longer evenings
of winter, when an ordinary magnifying-glass discloses their tints and shapes.
Colour and shape are
all-important in the artificial. fly, and form must also
be observed, but with certain reservations which may
appear curious. Bainbridge; a most painstaking ob" Although the imitation
server, says, on this head
;

Jialf

:

•

fLYrMAKiNG—TROU'T
of nature

is
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the principal object to be desired

fly-maker, yet in

some

instances

it

will

by the

be advisable

to enlarge or diminish the size of the artificial

If the river be very high, the fly

fly.

may

be dressed
larger than nature; if very low, the size may be
reduced, and the body made thinner than the natural
fly appears."

With

these parting hints,

I

instructions on this branch of fly-making,

on to that
the salmon

close

my

and pass

chef-cP czuvre of the tackle-maker's artfly.

'^ohn J. Carton-.

CHAPTER
SALMON

XI.

FLIES: THEIR VARIETIES AND^

THE

MODES OF MAKING THEM.

'

HE

manufacturer of a salmon

fly,

as I

have

before hinted, has a vastly different task

making a trout fly.
hard to say which is the most difficult,
for in the case of the latter not only in many cases
are the flies combinations requiring great ingenuity
to form at all, but there is the additional necessity
for a constant observance of the natural prototype.
The salmon fly, on the other hand, resembles no
before liim to that of
It is

living thing, either bird, beast, or fish, unless
in sooth, similar to the

some

Even

far tropical forest.

ness must be

humming

gorgeous

it

be,

birds of

in that case the like-

assuredly no lordly
salmon sought for in British waters, even in its remotest travels, beheld the tiny gay plumed bird, for
accidental,

for

the simple reason that the fish

unknown

is

in

such

must not be supposed that there is no uniformity of pattern. Such
flies as the "Shannon," "Silver Doctor," "Jock Scott,"
et hoc genus, are institutions, and each of the hundreds
southern latitudes.

Nevertheless,

it

of these patterns that are dressed every year
to its fellow

;

and, what

is

is

true

stranger, the fish will often-

times take only such and such particular kinds of fly,
though they take no natural fly, and rarely, indeed,
feed at

all

in

fresh water.

The

true

difficulty in

SALMON
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salmon-fly dressing, therefore, consists in the selecand combination of colours, and, if you dye your

tion

own feathers, in the experimental knowledge of the
processes this involves, with a ready appreciation of
I saw some dyed feathers at the stand of
Messrs. Little, of Fetter Lane, in the great Fisheries
Exhibition, which were almost transparent when

results.

looked at between yourself and the

showing
and orange

light,

beautiful tints of azure, vermilion, purple,
perfectly indescribable in words.

To

plunge in medias res of the subject of salmoncannot sufficiently praise the hooks of Mr.
C. Court, of Redditch, samples of which I have just
received with bayonet points.
Of course, there are
other hooks in the market of equally good temper,
etc., but the idea of the three-angle point is good, and
in the practical test which striking a salmon gives
will come out first-class
of that I have no doubt.
fly tying, I

—

Whether the tyro uses them or not, his first consideration is the selection of a hook proportioned properly
to the size of the intended fly.
Of course, he must
buy his pattern, and this first consideration will therefore be of no difficulty to speak of.
As tq other
materials, it is obvious that feathers and fur, often of
the most expensive kind, must now be sought for,
though the
;
himself
the
by
exercise
to
Supposing, however, that these

both on account of texture and colour
clever dyer will save

of his knowledge.
preliminaries are

much

got over, here are the simplest
making of this

directions that can be given for the

poem

of colour.

Having

selected the hook, place it firmly in your
with the end of the shank pointing to the
right of you.
Now take a stout round piece of gut
fly-vice,

2o6
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237.

— Attachment of

Tinsel on

Fig.

Tag and

Hevl.

239.— Appear-

ance of Fly when
Floss Silk is bound
with Tinsel.
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Fig. 240.

Appearance after
putting on Hackle

Fig.

243.—

Appearance
of Salmon Fty

when

Finisliei;

Fig. 242.—
Method to be
followed in

Forming Head.
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and

fo.rm

it

into a loop, crushing the

two ends

for a

quarter of an inch between your teeth, that the whipping silk may take more hold on it. Now, leaving a

space of an eighth of an inch at the end of the shank
(for the head of the fly ultimately), proceed to whip
the gut on the hook, waxing your silk duly with the
white wax already spoken of As the bend of the
hook is neared, select a nice elastic feather for the
tail

and

tie it on,

securing

with two half-hitches.
casionally the tail

is

it,

as

shown

in Fig. 236,

Snip off the end neatly.

Oc-

of several colours, according to

fly, and this adds to the attractiveness of
Let them be selected, and so placed as to
bend upwards, as shown. Next secure your tag or
tinsel and your herl, which will be that of an ostrich.
Fig. 237 shows this.
Take your herl now, and wind
it two or three times round, as shown in Fig. 238,
fasten with a turn of the silk and two half-hitches.
Now take a length of floss silk, if that is to form the
body, and a hackle, and tie them on with a couple of
turns of the silk just above the herl.
Fig. 238 exhibits the result of this.
Now lightly run your whipping silk up to the top of the shank, take the, floss
silk and twist that also up spirally,, fasten with a
hitch ; take the tinsel and similarly enclose the silk
and fasten with a hitch ; and Fig. 239 shows the appearance of the fly now. The hackle must be treated
in the same way, and fastened.
Fig. 240 indicates
this
and now comes the process of winging, which,
as in trout-fly making, requires finesse and neatness.
A short space at the end of the shank, as we have
seen, is left for the head and wings.
Well wax your
silk, and select your feathers so that they be of the

the kind of

the

fly.

;

silkiest.

In a great

many

flies

they are of various

SALMON
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colours.
Adjust them as in Fig." 241, and lap them
on with two or three turns, and fasten, being careful

that the fastening

Take a

strip of peacock
on just above the
wings (see Fig. 242). to form the head. Turn it round
twice, as in Fig. 243, finish off with two laps and a
cloven hitch, varnish with spirit varnish, and your
salmon fly is finished. It will probably be a rough
one but you will have made one on the proper lines,
and, with study, will never be at a loss to manufacture the most intricate.
The Shannon. This salmon fly is the largest fly
made, and also one of the most killing on the river
from which it derives its name, being chiefly used
when the water is at flood. The illustration which
forms the frontispiece to this volume shows it at its
proper size. The dressing is as follows: Body, half
light orange, half blue silk, to be ribbed with silk,
tinsel, and gold twist, a lightish blue hackle is strapped
over one side over body, blue jay under shoulder
head, seal's fur dyed yellow, tag orange silk above it,
another tag of deeper orange hue tail, large yellow
topping wings, ten or twelve large-sized yellow toppings, sprigs of the leading tail feathers of the golden
pheasant, and four long feelers of the blue and yellow
macaw. This fly may be dressed smaller if desired,
and will then kill whether the river is at flood or not.
The wings may be varied by the addition of large
white hackle feathers dyed red, yellow, and blue.
The Goldfinch (Fig. 244).-^Body, gold-coloured floss
silk, tag black silk tipped with gold tinsel, ginger
hackle and gold tinsel over body blue jay at shoulder kingfisher over butts of wings, which consist of
eight golden pheasant's toppings of middling size
is

secure.

or ostrich herl now, and lap

it

;

;

;

;

;

;

O

2IO
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macaw; head, black

ostrich,

golden pheasant

topping.

—

The Ondine (Fig. 245). Body, blue peacock, close
ribbed with fine gold twist, two joints of green trojan
feather and one of short red orange hackle under the
shoulder, blue jay over the butt of

thfe

wings, small

topping
wings a careful mixture of fibres of bustard,
silver pheasant, yellow and blue macaw, teal, guinea
hen, and golden pheasant tail and neck feathers,
surmounted by a topping feelers, blue and yellow
light blue tag
for tail

;

macaw

;

;

gold tip and brilliant

little

;

and bright blue silk head.
Salmon Fly for J^eep, Clear Rivers (Fig. 246). This
is a capital fly, and will kill on deep and clear streams.
It is thus made
Body, blue floss silk ribbed with

—

:

orange tag, orange topping for
guinea hen hackle wound close to silver twist,
thickening and lengthening up to shoulder, as shown
wings, a mixture of golden pheasant tail and neck
blue and'
feathers, guinea hen, and teal feathers
and orange peayellow macaw for feelers or legs
silver twist, tapering

tail,

;

;

;

cock herl for head.
The Parson (Fig. 247). This is a very useful fly, and
Tag, silver tinsel and
is thus dressed by Mr. Francis
mauve floss tail, two toppings, a few sprigs of lippel
and kingfisher body, two turns of golden floss silk,
then golden wool merging into orange, twist silver
orange hackle over wool, red orange hackle over that,
and two or three more short toppings tied in at the
breast instead of shoulder hackle, using a lippel
feather with a cock of the rock on either side and
one above, strips of pintail of wood duck on either
side, as many toppings as you can pile on, seven or"

—

:

;

;

.

eight more,

if

you

like.
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Fig.

The

250.—

lihie Jay.
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—

Wye, etc. Fig. 248 shows a
on the Wye, Esk, Conway, and
some of the salmon rivers of Wales. Body, dull
mohair ribbed with gold tinsel and a long fibred
the

neat, attractive fly

hackle of the same colour wound over it tag, a sable
brown herl ; tail, small toppings and sprigs of bustard and guinea hen feathers wings, divided and unseparated slips from the bustard or peacock wing, or
;

;

from a cinnamon brown and dark mottled turkey tail
feather; feelers, blue and yellow macaw; head, bronze
peacock herl.
The Dimkeld (Fig. 249). This fly is thus made
Body of gold tinsel, rolled close and ribbed with
silver twist and yellow hackle .the tag is of black
ostrich tipped with gold tinsel tail, of small topping
and small jungle cock's feather a little blue jay at
shoulder
wings, two small toppings mixed with
brown mallard and peacock's wing feather ; blue,
yellow, and red macaw feelers ; and black ostrich

—

;

;

;

;

herl for head.

—

The Blue Jay (Fig. 250). This is dressed as folBody, light blue silk ribbed with gold tinsel,
tail, small topping,
orange tag, and black ostrich
mallard, silver pheasant tail, mottled turkey, and
feelers, blue and yellow and
guinea fowl feathers
lows

:

;

;

red

macaw

;

The Toppy

small black ostrich head.
(Fig. 251).

—

"

Ephemera

"

gives the

fol-

lowing dressing The wings are to be put on so that
they project like blades of scissors ^lightly opened ;
body, black pig's wool or bullock's hair, slightly
ribbed with golden or silver tinsel ; tag, crimson silk
or mohair next to it, two turns of red hackle, black
hackle up the body tail, yellow mohair picked out
wings, black feather from turkey's tail, tipped with
white head, crimson mohair.
:

;

;

;
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Tlic

Spcy Dog.

—

am

Book on Angling "
Spey Dog (Fig. 252),

"

he gives, as follows
is

then

:

indebted

for the

to

Mr. Francis'

representation of the

which
this
up
wool,

as well as the dressing
Bod)', black pig's

wound some broad

silver

tinsel

in

widish

rings, over the tinsel is laid on a large black feather
(it cannot be called a hackle) with a lightish dun tip,
taken from the side of a Scotch cock's tail the

—

feather

is

dressed the wrong way, so that the hackle

Fig. 252.

—The

stands out abruptly, and
site

way

to the tinsel

some gold

;

it is

Spey Dog.

carried round the oppo-

over this hackle

is

wound

not side by side with the silver, but
quite independent of it.
At the shoulder a teal
hackle. Wing, a good wad of gold pheasant tail, with
tinsel,

grey mallard, with brownish points
can be varied by using a brown
hackle, and turkey instead of gold pheasant tail add
also orange silk between the tinsels.
Another fly of esteemed efficiency
Tlic Oraiunore.
is the Oranmore (Fig. 253), and I again acknowledge

two long

strips of

over

The

it.

fly

;

—

SALMON
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indebtedness to that mighty

fisher, Mr. Francis
tail, a
Tag, silver tinsel
topping and a small jungle cock feather; butt, blaclc
ostrich.
Body, five joints of yellow and black floss
alternately, divided by silver thread, and above that
one thread of a red hackle stained light olive, manes
of mohair from the back of each joint
the first
darkish claret, second dark red, third darker claret,
fourth darker red, fifth a mixture of yellow brown

Francis, for the dressing.

;

—

Fig. 253.

and red

;

— The Oianniove.

just under, as a support to each mane,

is

from the breast of an Indian crow, increasing in length (as do the manes) as they proceed
up towards tlie wing, hackle on shoulder, olive red
rump feather of gold pheasant tied in on the shoulder
as a hackle, over that again a turn or two of blue
jay; wing tippet fibres gold pheasant's tail and brown
mallard, one topping blue macaw ribs black head.
With this fly I end my list, deeming it sufficient for
tied a feather

;

;

FISHING TACKLE.
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the purpose of giving the amateur an insight into

Those who

the art of Salmon-fly making.

desire a

longer and more elaborate catalogue would do well

"Book on Angling," and
Book of the Salmon," wherein all that

to consult Mr. F. Francis's

Ephemera's

"

pertains to the subject in full
instructions as to

With

is

set forth, including

the use of fly tackle generally.

these books and the present work, the angler's

library need not

be incomplete.
have thus been privileged to explain the chief
processes of fishing-tackle making, whereby the mechanician of the most ordinary calibre will be enabled
I

to fabricate his tackle with sufficient skill to, at least,

—

presatisfy his quarry when he goes "a-fishing"
suming, of course, that he intends not only to make
tackle but to use it.
And I would most earnestly
advise all who have read and may read this work to
take up the sport, if only for the greater enhancement of their execution in tackle manufacture. Such
professional makers as Little, FarloW, Alfred Baily of
Nottingham, Martin of Newark (the Trent Otter "),
are famous as well with the rod as at the fly-tying
or rod-niaking bench and it stands to reason that
this should be the case. Who can properly decide on
the balance of a rod, but he who can throw a fly or a
spinning bait ? Let me conclude with a hope that no
one will look with disdain on this book because I
have sometimes dwelt on the green fields and flowing streams of this our beautiful country as well as
the workshop
for what the eloquent Dame Berners
''

;

;

said,

now

nearly four hundred years since, stands good
" The angler
in reference to the angler
:

hys holsome walk and mery at
a swete ayre of the swete savoure of the

atte the leest hath
his

ease,

SALMON
mede

floures, that

makyth him hungry, he hereth the

melodyous armony of

fowles,

he seeth the yonge

many

other

wyth there brodes, wyche me seemyth

better

swannes, heerons, duckes, cootes, and
fowles

21/
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than all the noyse of houndjs, Wastes of horny s, and
the scrye of foulis that hunters, fawkeners, and fowlers
can make. And if the angler take fysshe, surely
thenne is no man merier than he is in his spyryte."
And Izaak Walton, the author of " The Compleat
Angler," another volume which should be found
among the books of every fisherman, was manifestly
of the same opinion for when he is seeking to show
the superiority of fishing, as a field sport, over hunting,
he declares " No life, my honest scholar, no life so
happy and so pleasant as the life of a well-governed
angler for when the lawyer is swallowed up with
business, and the statesman is preventing or contriving
plots, then we sit on cowslip banks, hear the birds
;

:

;

and possess ourselves in as much quietness as
these silent, silver streams, which we now see glide so
Indeed, my good scholar, we may say
quietly by us.
Doubtof angling as Dr. Botcler said of strawberries
less God could have made a better berry, but doubtless God never did;' and so, if I might be judge, God
never did make a more calm, quiet, innocent recreation
sing,

:

'

than angling."
I will call but one more witness into court to bear
testimony to the pleasures of the fisherman, in the
person of John Armstrong, physician and poet, who
was pleased to give the following recommendation of
angling in his " Art of Preserving Health
:

" But

if the breathless chase o'er hill and dale
Exceed your strength, a sport of less fatigue,
Not less delightful, the prolific stream

-
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crystal rivulet, that o'er

A

stony channel rolls its rapid maze
Swarms with the silver fry: such through the bounds
Of pastoral Stafford runs the brawling Trent
Such Eden, sprung from Cumbrian mountains such
;

The

and such the stream
first drew air

Esk, o'erhung with woods

On whose

;

Arcadian banks I
now, except in Doric lays.
Tuned to her murmurs by her love-sick swains,
Unknown in song, though not a purer stream
Through meads more flowery, or more romantic groves.
Liddel,

till

—

Rolls towards the western main.

May

still

Hail, sacred flood

thy hospitable swains be blest

In rural innocence, thy mountains

still

Team

with the fleecy race, thy tuneful woods
For ever flourish, and thy vales look gay
With painted meadows and the golden grain
Oft with thy blooming sons,

;

when life was new,

Sportive and petulant, and charmed with toys,
In thy transparent eddies have I laved

;

;

Oft traced with patient steps thy fairy banks,

With the well-imitated fly to hook
The eager trout, and with the slender

,

line

And

yielding rod solicit to the shore

The

struggling panting prey, while vernal clouds

And tepid gales obscured the ruffled pool,
And from the deeps called forth the wanton swarms.
Formed on the Samian school, or those of Lud,
There are who think these pastimes scarce humane;
Yet in my mind, and not relentless I,
His life is pure that wears no fouler stains."

—

THE END.
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Patent Lock Joint for Rod, 140.

—

Made,

Plutarch on Angling Joke, 11.
Points of Hooks, How Filed,

163.

—
—
—
—

Roach Fishmg,

Plummet

Fly,

Paraffin

136.

Plain Hackle Fly, to Make,

Fishing, 12.

Palmer

of,

Pike Traces, 45.

Ondiiie, Tlie, 211.

for

179.

Quills for Floats, 75.
for Rod Making, 131.
Recipes for Dressing Lines,

Rasps

—

54, 56.

For Dyeing Feathers,
1

54'

etc.

;fo7m J. Carton
INDEX.
Red Dye

227

Running

Cheaper to
Make, 53.
Rupert, Prince, Tempering of

for Feathers, 156.
Reel, easily Made with Aid of
Lathe, 58.
For Spinning for Pike,

Lines,

Buy than

—

Hooks

to

by, 17.

113-

—
—

Improved Nickel,

Common

In

Use,

Safest

58.

48.
Sailor's Knot,

Position of in Steel Centred Rod, 123.

Eyed Hooks,

for

True and Faultv,

36.

Salmon, Double Hook for, 29.
Salmon Fishing with Spoon

Reels and their Fittings, 58,
et seq.

and Phantom Baits in
American Waters, 1 17.
Salmon Flies, How to Make,

Rennynge, or Running, Line of
Berners,

Knot

64.

14.

Requirements in Good Rod,
135-

204.

—

Procedure
in
Making
on
Line,
t^
Described, 205.
Arrangement for, 77.
Ring Keepers for Rings, 130.
5;^almon Fly for the Wye, etc.,
Rings and Tips of American *^
213.
For Deep, Clear Rivers,
Rods, 146.
•'^
201.
Collapsible, for Landing
Retaining

—
—
—

Float

(

^almon

Net, 82.
Disposition

^

of,

138.

<

87.

How

to

Lines,

Scissors

for, 71.

Shakspeare

Dramatizes

137-

Made,

131.

Repairing,

125.

Described by Berners,

14,

of,

of, 20, 21.

Shannon Salmon Fly, 209.
Shaping Ends of Hooks, 10)
Shots, Split, 78.

Making, 154.
For Whipping in Rod
Making, 131.
Silkworm Gut, Where Manu-

Silks for Fly

—

factured, 42.

for, 120.

" Silver King," or Tarpon, of

119.

"

Round " Hook, 29.
Rubber Button for Rod,
Running Lines, 53.

An-

gling Joke, II.
Shanks of Hooks, Different

Kinds

Stop, Easily

Variety

Fly

for

151.

for Butt of Rod, 131.
Self-Cocking Float, yj.

123.

Putting Ferrules on, 136,

Rods, Materials

Feathers,

Screw

IS-

—

Suitable

Making,

Make,

as Recommended', by
Foster in " Scientific
Angler," 135.
For General Purposes,

Rod Making and

—

Rod Making,

133Scarlet,
156.

72, 73-

—
—
—

Fly, 177.
i.Sand-paper for

How to Dye

127.

Roach, Fishing for,
Roach-fishing, Line

Rod

Traces, 45.

on Rod, SjSand

To Carry Line on Rod,

Roach

—

Florida, 13.
131.

Slater's

Modern

Winch,

62.

Spring

INDEX.

228
" Snap 'em and

Hooks,

Catch 'em

32.

Snap Fishing, Single Hook

—
—

for, 23.

Flight

for

Hook

Triplet

Pike,

for, 23.

Bait
Hook,
Live
Fashioned, 26.

" Sneck

—

Hook,

"

Old
Table for Fly Making,
Tackle,

29.

Peculiarity of, 29.
Soaking Gut and Hair, 35.
Soleskin Bait, Phantom, 96,

Solid Rings for Rods, 130.
Sopwell, Prioress of, 12.
Spear, Accident from Use

of,

Make,

93.

rubber, 94.

— Nickel, Painted,
Spinning
Pike,
— With
—

How

Tarpon,

or Silver King,
Florida, 13.

Tassel

American,

Bait,

of
for

Pike, 95.

Tempering of Hooks by Prince

92.

94.
for
112.
Artificial Bait, 112,
116.
With Natural Bait, 112.

Spinning,

71.

to Use, 85.
Tackle for Trolling, io5.
Tail Bait,
to Make, 100,

Gazette,''

Spinning Bait for Pike, India-

—

Carp Family,

for

How

102.

" Fishing

Home

by

Walton, 17.
Of Seventeenth Century,

131-

Spinner,

ijo.

Enumerated

as

16.

—

For Catching Eels, 109.
Spey Dog, The, 214.
Spike, or Spear, for Rod, 130.

—

—

Tackle

98.

—

Steel Centred Fly Rod, 122.
Stone Fly, 177.
Study of Nature Necessary in
Fly Making, 150.
Swivel Lead, 106.

Meaning

of

Rupert, 17.
Sir Christopher Wren,

By

17-

Process

Live-Bait-

ing, 89.

Spliced Rod, Castle Connell,

of, 21.

Tench and Carp, Taekle

—

for,

78.

Fishing

Thames,

Term,

89.

Trolhng, and

—
—

for, 88.

F"ishing in

Lea and,

9-

Theocritus on Angling, 11.
Ties in Fishing Tackle, 35.
Tips and Rings of American

Splicing Broken Joint, 142.

Rods, 146.
Tod's Knot, 190.
Tool for Driving on Ferrules,

Split ghots, 78.
Spoon Fly, 103.

Tools Required in

146.

133-

Spring Tackle, 32.
Tweezers for Fly Making,

—

—

151.

Winch,

.

Slater's

Modern,

62.

" Sproat " Hook, 29.
Stains and
Stallion,

Dyes

•

for Gut, 43.
of, 41.

Hairs of Tail

Rod Mak-

ing, 131-

Toppy, The, 213.
Trace, for Spinning

—

for Pike,,

113.

Of Spinning Bait, 104.
Traces for Salmon and Pike,
,

45-

Transatlantit;

Hooks,

32.

INDEX.
" Treatyse of Fysshynge with

an Angle,"

229

Welsh

Hook of
Origin, 32.
Trimmer for Pike,

Treble

—
—

Wheeldon's Line Rings,
Whirling Fly, 178.

Hook

White Feathers,

for,

Hook, Ordinary Form

White

For Artificial Baits, 23.
For Snap Flight for Pike,

Antiquity

of,

106.

With Gorge

Bait, 116.

Trolling Rod, Ash, 123.
Trout, Perch, and Pike, Triplet
for, 23.

Twisting Gut, Apparatus

for,

4'5-

Tying Gimp

White Wax,

Dye Dun

for

Line,

of, 55.

Rod Making,

133-

—

for, 106, 107.

Hook

to

Willow or Withy Fly, 178.
Winch, Abbey and Imbries'

23-

Tackle

for,

130.

Colour, 154.
or Raw Silk

Dressing

of, 23.

Trolling, 106.

—
—
—

Salmon Fly

,

American

23.

Triplet

Rivers,
213.

12.

to

Modes

Running

of,

Line,

35.

Unleaded Flights of Spinning
Hooks, 90.
Utility of Landing Net, 84.

—
—
—
—
—

Paltent, 66.
Click, 66.
Mallock's, or Casting Reel

63.
Mills' Patent, 65.

" Multiplying," 59.
Slaten's

Modern Spring,

62.

The FoUet, 64.
Winch Fittings, Hardy's

—
—

P.a-

tent, 68.

Old Fashioned,

126.

DesirabiHty of, 126.
Winding Small Hackle, 182.

Windsor,

for Lines, 78.
of Fly, Mode of Putting
on.
Suitable for all

Varnish for Rod Making, 133.
Vice for Fly Making, 150.
Wooden, for Rod Making,

Wing

131Visibility of

Winged Fly with Hackle

—

Gimp,

How

Small
Legs,

to

Obviate, 47.

Rod of Bamboo, 123.
Walton, Izaak, on Angling as
a Sport, 217.
for

Preserving Silk,

How to
Wax, White,

Make,
for

1

for

Make,

19-

WoU

Rod Making,

Donnes, or Wool Duns,

of Berners, 14.
Reel, Improvement
in, 61.
Vice, for Rod Making,

Wooden

—

How

131-

Woods

fit

for

Rod Making,

120.

Woods, Mr. W. H., of

Lines, 54.

Weighted Pergh

to

Wings, Doubling Back, in Fly
Making, 192.
Wires, Cutting of, for Hooks,

58.

158.

133to Prepare, 133.
Weaver's Knot, 40.
Weegen's Recipe for Dressing

—

How

167.

Walking-stick

Wax

Flies, 191.

Bait, 104.

York,

13,

New

230

INDEX.

Woods, Mr. W.

H., of New
" Silver

Wren's Hackle,

York, catches

How

to

Make

167.

King" of

Florida, 14.
Desirable for Amateurs, 216.
Sir Christopher, Tempering of Hooks by, 17.

Works on Fly Making
Wren,

WARD, lOCK AND

CO.,

Yellow Dye for Feathers, 157
Fiery BrOwn Dye for

—
-

Feathers, 157.
Sally, 177.

LONDON AND NEW YOEK,

'^^^.^•

^^^.

^^%

0*^'

*^/^

^^.

BOWNESS'S MAH8EER RODS AND TACKLE
OF EVERY BESCRIPTION.

MAHSEER REELS,

LINES, FLIES

& ARTIFICIAL

BAITS
For MAHSEEB,, mounted on

MAHSEER HOOKS.

BOWNESS'S SALMON RODS. GREENHEART, from
Salmoit

imJy Iforlj Jlics

iit

30s.

gwat barafn.

TACKLE CASES FITTED POE AIL FARTS OP THE WOELD.
Whalebone Landing Rings, and Improved Nets, that
do not catch the Hooks.

Bowness's Split-cane

Salmon and Trout Rods,

VERY SUPERIOR.
BOWNESS'S THAMES SPINNING RODS,
Improved Winches, Patent

Lines, Baits,

and

Tactile

of

euery description.

GUINEA FLY BODS, TWO TOPS
Trout and Grayling

Flies, 2s.

BEST.

per doz.

THE NEW FRANCIS FRANCIS PLY BOOK
230,

STRAND, LONDON.
Catalopies Gratis,

& FLIES.

ALLCOCK &

S.

CO.,

STANDARD WORKS, REDDITCH.
Manufacturers

OF

PISH HOOKS,
AND

FISHIN& RODS,

of every description,

(Wholesale and Export

only),

TACKLE

and Manufacturers

of Silkworm Gut, at

MURCIA,

SPAIN.

AWARDS.

GOLD.
PARIS, 1870.

BERLIN,

1880.

WURZBURG, 1880.
NORWICH, 1881.
CALCUTTA,
The

i

HIGHEST.

LONDON, 1851.
SYDNEY, 1878.
S.

AFRICA,

1877.

MELBOURNE, 1880.

TORONTO, 1880.
ADELAIDE, 1881.
MURCIA, 1882.

J|||-

largest Manufacturers of Fishing

goods

in

the World.

J.

MARTIN,

W.

THE "TRENT OTTER,"

24, NORTHGATE, NEWARK-ON-TRENT,
Begs to inform Anglers and Amateur Tackle Makers that
he has always on hand every kind of Material requisite for
the Angler and Amateur Tackle Maker ; best quality and
carefully selected.
Including Gut, Gimp, and Hooks ; also
Rod Wood and Fittings of every kind. Fly Makers' Tools
and Materials. Also

Bottom Fishing, Spinning, and Fly Lines of the
very

first quality.

REELS AND WINCHES
IN

GREAT VARIETY.

TROUT, PIKE, AND ROACH RODS.
BEST ABTD CHEAPEST IN ENGLAND.

SALMON,

Descriptive Catalogues sent Post free to any Address.
attention to all orders, great or small,

Prompt
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TJHE GOLDEJ^

402,

OXFORD STREET
Duke

Street),

PER.eH.

(two doors from

LONDON, W.

ALFRED YOUNG,
(G.

PARTRIDGE,

Proprietor,)

Manufacturer of

SUPERIOR FISHING RODS AND TACKLE
OF KVERY DESCRIPTION.
FiRST-cr.Ass

Workmanship.

Moderate

Prices.

Salmon Rods, Bottom Rods, Trout Rods, Trolling
and Spinning Rods.

A large

assortment of Trout and Salmon Flies.

The celebrated Guinea Fly Rod.
The Twenty-five Shilling General Rod.
Rods and Tackle repaired and made to order.
Flies tied to Pattern.

The

'Angler's

Illustrations of

Handbook and Catalogue

Rods, Flies, Baits, Tackle,

of Prices,

etc.,

with Eighty

post free, Threepence.

CATJTIOW.
Do

not mistake any other Golden Fish Sign for the

ALFRED YOUNG,
(G.

402,

PAETEIDGE,

Golden Perch.

The Golden Perch,

Proprietor,)

OXFORD STREET. LONDON, W,

GILLETT &

J.

CO.,

FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET,

40,

LONDON.
Fishing Rod. and Tackle Manufacturers.

and

Wholesale,. Retail,

for Exportation.

CELEBRATED WHOLE-CANE TROUT
AND SALMON RODS, as used by the Editor of the Fishing

GILLETT'S
Gazette
to

at the Fishing I'ournament.

any glued-up Rod.

From

EXTRA STRONG WATERPROOF
Is.

These Rods are superior

2 u.

LINE,

fine

and

stouter,

for 25 yards, will not kinlc.

BRONZED CHECK REELS
and

3s., 3 J. 6if.,

from

2in.

to 2|in.,

2s.

6d.,

4s.

RONALD'S FLY BOOK,
with Description of Flies for each month, and

and

How

to

Use them,

4^.

6s. each.

HELP AND G UIDANCE FOR SE LF-HELPERS.

PKICE SIXPENCE MONTHLY.

AMATEUR WORK,
A

Illustrated.

Magazine of Constructive &= Decorative Art &= Manual Labour.

With FOLDING SUPPLEMENTS and HUNDREDS

of

ENGRAVINGS.

Each Number con-

20

tains from 15 to

Articles of a

prac-

tical character,

from 50

to

and

WO IllusValuable

trations.

SUPPLEMENTS

are

frequently presented
with the Magazine.

A

Specimen Copy will be sent,

WARD, LOCK

&,CO.,

post-free, for 7a.

Salisbury Square, London, E.G.

Atid at alt Bookssllers and RailiMay Bookstalls.

LUXURY

A

UNKNOWN

IN ENGLAND.

BARBER & COMPANY'S
(SEE

THAT YOU HAVE HOITB OTHEE)

As used

Highest Perfection.

in Paris, in its

TENPE NCE PER P OUND.
This is the choicest and most carefully-selected Coffee,
"roasted on the French principle," and mixed with the
finest Bruges Chicory.

2 lbs. Sample in Tins sent free for 2s. 4d. ; 5 lbs.,
5s.6d.; 8 lbs., 8s. JOd., by Parcels Post to any Post Town
in the United Kingdom and Channel islands.

BARBER
274,

&

COMPANY,

REGENT CIRCUS, OXFORD STREET, W.

6l, Bishopsgate Street,

Westbourne Grove,
King's Cross, N.

City;

ii,

W.

42,

;

Boro' High Street, S.E.;
Great Titchficld Street,

102,

W.

;

MANCHESTER,— 93, Market Street. BIRMINGHAM— Quadrant, New Street.
HASTINQS— Robertson Street, and Havelock Road.
BRIGHTON— 147, North Street. BRISTOL— 38, Corn Street.
LIVERPOOL- 1, Charch Street and Minster Buildings and London Road.
PRESTON -104, Fishergate.
;

;

Postal Orders frnm \s. Gii. io lOj. Qd. can jtoiu he ohiained/or One Penny ai nil
Post Ojffices. Remittances to be crossed London and Westminster Banh.
'

'

SOLD IN EN GLAND BEFORE AT THE PRICE.

BARBER AND COMPANY'S
RICH SIRUPY

A Mil

I

"This Season's Growth."

CONGO,
\^lt
O PER
I S,

A TEA

POUND.

D.

Abounding in Strength and High

COMPARE

Quality.

with that sold by others at Two Shillings,
or 6 lbs. for 12s. 3d.
2l-lbs. Sample sent Free for 4s. 8d.; 4J lbs., 7s. 6d.; df lbs.,
10s. 9d.; /0.| /6s., 17s. 3d., per Parcels Post, to any Post Town in
the United Kingdom and Channel Islands,
it

"

BARBER & COMPANY,
274, REGENT CIRCUS, OXFORD STREET, W.;
61, Bishopsgate Street, City; 11, Boro' High Street, S.E.;
102, Westbourne Grove, W.; 42, Great Titchfieid Street, W.;
King's Cross, N.
MANCHESTER— 93, Marltet Street.
N G H A Wl—Quadrant, New Street
BIR
BRIGHTON—147, North Street BRISTOL-38,Corn Street
PRESTON—104, Fishergate. LIVERPOOL— 1, Church
Street ; and Minster Buildings ; and London Road.
HASTINGS— Robertson Street, and Havelock Road.

M

I

Postal Orders from

is.

6d. to los. 6d.

may now

be obtained

for One Penny at all Post Offices.
Bankers: Bank of England, Zondo7i and County, London and
'
Westminster, and National Provincial Bank of England.

HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT.
THE BEST COOKERY BOOK IN THE WORLD.

Price

Improved and Enlargrd Edition (413th Thousand), strongly

bouiid«

half-roan, price 7a. 6(1. ; doth gilt, gilt edges, Sa. 6(1. f
half-calf or half-morocco, lOs. 6d.

MRS. BE ETON'S
HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT.
BOOK OF

7/6.

Comprising 1.350 PaRes, 4.0^0 Recipes and Instructions, 1,000
Ea^raTings, and New Coloured Cookery Plates.
With Quantities, Time, Costs, and Seasons, Directions for Carving,
Management of Children, Arrangement and Economy of ihe Kitchen, Duties
of Servants, the Doctor, Legal Memoranda, a;id 250 Bills of Fare.
*#• j4s d IVedding- Gift^ Birthday Book, or Presentation l^oiume at
any period of the year, Mrs. BeetotCs " Household Mannfetnent
is entitltd to the very -first place. In half-calf or half-morocco^ price halj a
guinea, the book will last a lifetime, and save money every day.
" A volume which will be, for many years to come, a tvedS^iTe to be
''

made much of in

every Englinh household." — Standard.

A COMPANION' VOLUME TO "MRS. BEETON'S
BOOK OF HOUSEUOLD MANAGEMENT:*
7/6

THE HOUSEWIFE'S TREASURY
DOMESTIC INFORMATION.
OP

Wltb numerous fnll-page Coloured and other

Plates,

and about 600

Illustrations In the Text.

Crown

8vo, half-roan, 7s,

6d,

; half-calf,

—
—

108. 6d.

Among tJie subjects treated of will befound How to Build, Buy,
House.— Taste in the House.— Economical
Housekeeping.— Management of Children. Home Needlework,
Dressmaking and Millinery, Fancy and Art Needlework.— The
Toilet.— Modern Etiquette.—'Employment of Leisure Hours.
Rent, and Furnish a

—

" In the one thousand and fifty-six pages in this marvellous * Home
Book * there is viot one worthless or unnecessary itenif not one
article we would ever wish to forget." The Court Journal.

Medium

7/6

8vo, cloth gilt, bevelled boards, price 7«*

FAMILY

6d,

THE BOOK OF

MANAGEMENT

AND PRACTICAL ECONOMY.

A CTCJLOPJEDIA OF USEFUL KSOfVLlUDGE.
With 350

Illustrations.

—
—

Th£ subjects treated 0/ inchide : Choice pf a Home Furnishing
Cookery and Housekeeping Domestic Hygiene Dress and
Clothing— Children Household Pets an'd ^musements, &c., &c.

—

—

From

tlie

—

SATUKDAt' nTiriEw':" Tlie

piibltcutioii, .so far as

variety of subjects

is

mniit

important
have

concerned, ivUicIl toe

yet aeen for the benefit of fa/milles of anuiU nieantt."

WARD, LOCK &

CO., London, Melbourne, and

New

York.

HIGH-CLASS BOOKS OF REFERENCE.
Entirhly

Price

New and

Revised Edition of

THE CHEAPEST ENCYCLOPALDiA EVER PUBLISHED.
In Four Vols., doth or half-roan, 4:2s. / half-calf or

42/-

half- Persian,

BEETONS ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
VERSAL INFORMATION.

Geography,

Comprising

GSr,

UNI-

Hist!>!'Y,

Biography^ Art, Science, and Litkrature, and containing 4,000
Pages, 60.000 Articles, and 2,000 Engravings and Coloured Maps.
Entirely New and Revised Editiun, containing some TllOUBands of

New

Articles.

" We hnow of no boo7e which in such small compass gives eo
mufih ln.foT7nation.."—Tnz Scoi sman.
" A perfect mine of infomiMtion,"—J.EKDS Mercury,

New EDtrioM of Havdn's "Dictionary of Dates/'
Brought Down to tub Summer of 1885.
Containing the History of tho World to the Present Time.
HAYDN'S DICTIONARY OF DATES. Relating to all
Ages and Nations for Universal Keferencc. Containing abont lO.lKfl
distinct Articles, and 90,000 Dates and Faois.
Eigihtfenih
EuiTioN, Enlarged. Corrected and Revised by Benjamin Vincent,
Librarian of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.
In One thick
Vol., medium 8vo, cloth, price 18s» i half-calf, 848* f fuU or treeEntirely

IS/-

;

calf, 3/j». tfd.

TIMES

TS£!
on the New Edition :— "
see no reason to reverie
or qualify the judgment we expressed upon a former eniLiun, that the
' Dictionary
ot Dates ' is the most Un.4/oeraal Boofc of JiefereHeti in

We

a modei'ate eompasa that we hnow of in
yuage,"

Prospectus

7/6

tlie

English

J^a/nt~

and specimen page Post/ret,

VINCENT'S DICTIONARY OF BIOGRAPHY,

Past and

Present. Containing the Chief Events in the Lives of Eminent Persons
of ^h Ages and Nations. By Benjamin Vincrnt, Librarian of the Royal
Institution of Great Britain, and Editor of ** Haydn's Dictionary of
Dates." In One thick Vol., medium &vo, cloth, 7«. Gd. ; half-calf, lHa* /
full or tree-calf, 18a,
'*
Tt has the merit of condensing into the smallest possible compass tlie
teaAing events in the ea/reer of every
atift tt'tmni'H of
eniinenee, . . . It is very carefully edited, and must evideut'y be
the rcs'ilt of constant industry, combined with goodjudgmenc and caste."—

man

The

r/6

_

Times.

HAYDN'S DOMESTIC MEDICINE.

By

the late

Edwin

Lankester, M.D.. F.R,S.,

and
and
Wiih 32 tuU pages Of Engravings. In One
Vol., medium 8vo, cloth gilt, 7«* Gd. ; half-caif, VJa.
'* The best tf'or/e of its hintl,**
Medical Prhss ano Circular.
** The fullest and most Tellable worh of its kind,"'"-LiVERi^ooL Albion.
assuited by Distinguished PhysiciunD
Edition, incluiiing an Appendix on Sick Nursing

Sureenns. New
Mothers' Management.

—

.

7/6

HAYDN'S BIBLE DICTIONARY. Forthe use of all

Readers

and Students of the Old and New Testaments, and of the Apocrypha.
Edited by the late Rev. Charles Houtell, M.A.
New Kdition.
brought down to the latest date. With many pages Of Engravings,
separately printed on tinted paper. In One Vol., medium 8vo, cluth
gilt. 7s. Gd. / half-calf, 13s.

" MwrheA by great care and accuracy clenmess com^

tu-ith brevity f and a vast amount of information which
will delight and benefit readers.**—'Ike. Watchman.

bined

WARD, LOCK &

CO., London, Melbourne, and

New

York.

HELP FOR THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES.
Price

7/6

BENCH, BRUSH, AND LATHE.

Being the Fourth Volume

A

Book of Gonstructive and
of " Amateur Work, Illustrated."
Decorative Art and .Manual Labour, containing practical Instruction on all kinds of work that can be done by Amateurs. Wiih Folding
SupplemeXLts and about 1,000 Engravings.

Crown

4to, cloth gilt,

7*. Gd.
" The fourth volumeof this highly interesting publication \S9 specially
'
attractive one.''— Liverpool Daily Post,
Construction of
The suhjecis treated in this volume include:

—

Musical Instruments— Inlaying^Perambulator Making—Woodworking—Camera Obscura— Canoe Building— Fretwork-— Magic
Lantern Construction

pentry—Lathe

— Chemical

—

Decorative CarApparatus
of Fishing Tackle— Screens

Work— Manufacture

Farm and Garden— Help for Struggling Amateurs— Lithography— " How I Made my Furniture"— Porcelain

-Handy Work

in

— Photographic Apparatus — Scene Painting — Wood
Carving—Waste Materials— Tools and Workshops— TurningElectrical Apparatus Lathe Building—-Shelves^-Mount Cutting
—Renovation of Old Prints, &c., &c., &c., with Thousands of
Painting

—

Useful Hints on a variety of other subjects.
Also ready, uniform with the ahove^ 7s. Gd» each.

7/6

THE WORKSHOP AT HOME.

7/6

MECHANICS MADE EASY.

7/6

AMATEUR WORK, ILLUSTRATED.

Being the Third Volume of

"Amateur Work, Illustrated."
and about 1,000 Engravings.

With Folding Supplements,

Being the Second Volumeof
"Amateur Work, Illustrated."- With Folding Supplement',
and about 1,000 Engravings in the Text. And

Vol. I. With Folding
Supplements and about 1,000 Engravings.
AiHonz the subjects treated of in these Three Volumes will he found:
Lathe Making
Electro Plating
Modelling in Clay— Organ
Building— Clock Making— Photography— Boat Building— Bookbinding Gas Fitting— Tools and Furniture- Veneering French
Polishing— Wood Carving— Plaster Casting Fret-\Vork— Decoration Working Drawings— House Painting and Papering Violin
Making—Electric Bells— Brass Casting— Wood Jointing— Brazing
and Soldering— Boot Mending and Making Velocipede MakingChina Painting
House
Etching on Glass
House Painting

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

Papering— Gilding— Picture Frame Making— Soap Making— Printing — Pianoforte Tuning— Forge W^ork— Photograph Enlarging
Bird Stuffing and Preserving— Perambulator Making, &c., &c.

18/-

ENTIRELY NEW ED FTIO 17, RE-WRITTEN THROUGHOUT.
BEETON'S DICTIONARY OF UNIVERSAL SNFORMATION

Science, Art, and Literature.
An entirely New and
Revised Edition, re-written throughout, with Hundreds of New
Articles. Complete in One Volume, comprising about 2,000 pages,
4,000 columns, 25.000 complete Articles. Roy. 8vo, half-leather, Jf S«.

"-4.

:

most valuable worTc of reference,"—Hhk Times.
Uniform with the

18/-

above.

BEETON'S DICTIONARY OF UNIVERSAL INFORMANew

TION,

relating to Geography, History and Biography.
and
Enlarged Edition, with Hundreds of Additional Articles. With Maps.
Royal Svo, half-leather, 188,

"A

combination of accuracy, compactnessf comprC'
and cheapness."— GhASGOVf Herald.

hensivenesSi

WARD, LOCK &

CO., London, Melbourne, and

New

York.

USEFUL, HANDBOOKS.
Price

2/a

ALL ABOUT
1

IT

BOOKS.

Cloth

gilt,

2s. 6d.

About Cookery. A Dictionary of Practical Recipes.
About Everything. A Domestic EncjclopEdia.
All About Gardening.
With numerous Illustrations.
The Dictionary of Every-Day DifTlculties In Read.
All

2 All
3
5

ing, Writing,

and Spelling.

Also in cloth plain, price 3s,

6 All About Book-keeping, Single and Double Entry.
7 All About Etiquette. For Ladies, Gentlemen, and Families.
8 The Mother's Home Book A Book for her Own and
:

her Children's Management,

niustrated.

9 Webster's Dictionary of Quotations. With
Also in doth.

full

Index,

Sis.

10

The Dictionary of Games and Amusements.

11

Beeton's Dictionary of Natural History. Containing

12

The Cookery Instructor. By Edith A. Barnett.
The Enquirer's Oracle; or, What to Do, and How to

upwards of 2.000

13

Do

It.

A

4.rticles.

Ready

Prafussly IllustrateA.

Book on Family Matters- Health,

Ref'erence

Education, and a countless variety of subjects.

14
15

Good
The

Plain Cookery.
Letter-writer'8

lUust.

By Author

of

"

ZllUStrated.

Little Dinners.''

Handbook and Correspon-

dent's Guide.

By
16 -Profitable and Economical Poultry-Keeping.
Mrs. ELtoT James. Illustrated.
17 Our Domestics: Their Duties to Us and Ours to Them.
'By Mrs. £1 lOT James.

Ladies' Dress Book or. What to Wear and How
Wear it. By E. A. Barnett. Illustrates.
Adviser.
Containing 5,000 Items of

iS

The

19

The Household

to

;

Valuable Information for every Householder.

20 Health and Diet or, The Philosophy of Food and Drink.
By Dr. Robert J. Mann. Ulustrated.
;

21

Bible Student's Handbook:
Holy Bible. With Maps.

The

An

Introduction to

the

22 Plain and Fancy Needlework (Handbook of). Illust.
23 Artistic Furnishing and Home Economy. Illust.
24 How to Make Home Happy, and Hints and Helps on
Every-day Emergencies,

25
26

The Secret of Success or, How to Get On in Life.
The Manners of the Aristocracy. By One of Them-

27

The Modern Housewife

;

selves.
;

or,

How We Live Now. By

Annie Thomas.

40 Beeton's British Gazetteer.

Half-roan.

41 Breton's Classical Dictionary.

WARD, LOCK &

Half-roan.

CO., London, Melbourne, and

New

York.

BARTLEET & SONS

W.

(established

1750),

MANUFACTURERS OF TESTED FISH HOOKS,
INCLUDING

PERFKCT EYED HOOKS.
THE "ARCHER" BRAIDED SILK WATERPROOF
PISHINa RODS AND TACKLE, etc., etc,

LINES,

IMPORTKRS OF SILKWORM GUT.
Eleven Gold and Prize Medals Awarded.
Manufactory: Abbey Mills, Redditch (Wholbsale only).
Sole Agents for Fredk, Mallesoiis

American Hexagonal Built Cane Salmon and Trout Rods
WITH THE NEW REGISTERED SERRATED FERRULES.

IN SECTIONS OF EQUILATERAL

SI

BALANCE, POWERFUL ACTION, AND
UNEQUALLED FOR DURABILITY.
Particular attention is given to the Manufacture of these Rods, selected Canes only being
waterproof cement is used and once
A
employed.
skilled
workmen
worked up, and first-class
dried the pieces cannot be separated. Specially-prepared varnish is also used, which renders
TRIANGLES. THE STRONGEST
POSSIBLE COMBINATION.

;

the rods absolutely waterproof.
«,
,
,
very considerable improvement in the jointing of these Rods has been effected by means
of a
REGISTERED SERRATED FERRULE, drawings of which ^re herewith

A

NEW AND

given

:

Fig. A shows the Serrated Ferrule as fixed, before the silk bindings are put on.
Fig, B
shows the same ferrule with the silk wound on, thereby preventing the metal from cutting
through the cane.
With these unprecedented advantages the "MALLESON" are the very Best and
Cheapest American Cane-Built Rods in the Market. They can be obtained from any Fishing
Tackle Dealer in the United Kingdom,

SPECIALITIES.
•

IMPERVIOUS " WATERPROOF SILK DOUBLE TAPER SWITCHING LINE.

"GBESHAM" PURE PLAIT SILK
KEG'S

No. 53026

CAST BOXES

in 2, 3, 4,

LINE.

and 5 compartmentB.

PATENT CASTING MULTIPLYING REEL.
London House (Wholesale

H.

WALKER,

53,

only);

GRESHAM STREET,

E.C.

Lonion Wholesale A^ent for MallocUs Patent Casting and other Reels and

Gnjff's.
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